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Fire risk in buildings structures is directly related to combustible materials such as plastics, and 

even to common non-combustible materials such as steel which loses its strength under 

intense conditions – a fact unfortunately demonstrated by the tragic collapse of the twin 

towers in New York, USA on 11 September 2001.  

In 2016, the International Association of Fire and Rescue Services (CTIF) reported that 195,000 

deaths per year are caused by fire.1 Despite these figures, plastics and textiles, which heavily 

contribute to the development and propagation of fire, are growing in popularity in a large 

number of applications including building and construction, automotive, electrical and 

electronic fields. The production of plastics is actually dominated by China, Europe and North 

American Free Trade Agreement (NAFTA) countries: it regularly increases for more than 50 

years and reached 250 MT in 2013 (Figure 1).  

 

 

Figure 1. 2013 World production of plastic materials (thermoplastics and polyurethanes)2 and 

Growth in Global Plastic Production 1950-20143 

 

Moreover, fire safety regulations become more stringent to try to reduce fire hazards. This 

fire issue leads governments and companies to invest heavily in effective flame retardant (FR) 

treatments, which might be able to retard the ignition of plastics and/or decrease flame 

spread, thereby preventing fire hazards, loss of life and damage to property. In order to 

provide durable fireproof properties to plastic based materials, various approaches have been 

developed (Figure 2).  
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Figure 2. The different approaches to fire retard a polymeric matrix 

 

The first one involves the incorporation of FR additives into the bulk polymeric matrix during 

processing. This technique is low cost and fast and thus widely used: the global flame 

retardant chemicals market, primarily driven by technological advancements in fire safety 

solutions and regulations, keeps increasing (Figure 3). However high loadings (up to 65 wt.%) 

are needed to bring efficient FR properties to the material. As a consequence, intrinsic 

properties (such as strength and elastic modulus) can be impacted and migration of fillers to 

the surface can also occur over time, leading to a decrease of the fire performances.  

 

 

Figure 3. Global flame retardant chemicals market between 2014 and 20204 

The second approach, usually rather expensive and hard to upscale, consists in the chemical 

functionalization of the polymer backbone by FR units. Such modifications however depend 

on the matrix to be flame retarded, and this can lead to a change in the morphology and 
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physical properties of the bulk polymer (melting point, density…). Last, but not least, the third 

approach involves surface modification. This concept is quite new (2012) and allows 

concentrating the fireproof properties at the surface of the material, where fire starts, without 

interfering with the bulk properties of the polymer. The UMET-R2FIRE group has been the first 

to propose the concept consisting in efficiently protecting polymer matrices (Polypropylene, 

Polyamide and Polycarbonate) by solvent based or waterborne intumescent coatings5-7, and 

some of them are now being manufactured.8 However, long-term protection performance of 

these coatings under exposure to environmental conditions (UV rays, moisture, chemicals…) 

is compromised because of the loss of adhesion or of some of their intrinsic properties, which 

reduce their efficiency over time.  

To overcome these drawbacks, the setup of a functional coating requires the application of 

three different layers, each of them having a specific role: a primer to enhance the adhesion 

of the coating onto the substrate, an intermediate functional layer (e.g. with fire retardant 

properties) and a protective topcoat to avoid or limit ageing. However, these multilayered 

systems require multiple formulations, complex application and curing procedures which not 

only contribute to environmental waste generation and pollution, but also use excessive 

amount of energy until a solid film has been produced.9 Finally, the interlayer adhesion is often 

an issue. This is why the eco-concept of self-stratification has been developed in the frame of 

STIC project. This approach can overcome the major disadvantages mentioned above by 

allowing the formation, in one step, of complex multilayer systems or gradient coating 

structures which spontaneously stratify after application onto a substrate. The properties of 

the resulting system are gathered in one coating composition (optimized surface and adhesion 

properties) while reducing the processing steps, emission of solvents, production costs and 

also interlayer adhesion failures (Figure 4).  
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Figure 4. Flame retardant self-stratifying coatings concept (STIC Project) 

 

The interest for self-stratifying coatings has been kept quite constant over the last decade: 

around 50 papers and a dozen of patents are dedicated to the subject (Figure 5). Self-

stratifying mixtures have a multitude of potential applications that have not been widely 

explored yet. To date, this concept has been applied in specific coatings fields (automotive, 

self-healing, for corrosion- and weather-resistant applications9-12, etc.) but it has never been 

considered for fire retardant purpose. No paper dealing with fire retardant self-stratifying 

coatings has been published up to now, although a large panel of chemical substances, 

including pigments, can act as flame retardants. It thus opens the door to a real challenge in 

this field, while favoring an industrial eco-efficient development of products. 

 

Figure 5. Number of publications from 1992 to 2016 including "self-stratifying", "self-stratification" or 

"self-layering" terms (Scopus April 2017) 
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Aim of this PhD thesis is thus to establish a proof-of-concept on formulating model self-

stratifying flame retardant coatings which can overcome (i) adhesive, (ii) flame retardant 

and (iii) weathering issues.  

Polycarbonate (PC) is selected as the substrate of choice for the study because of an increased 

demand from automotive, electronics and packaging industries. Moreover, PC represents a 

good illustration of the actual bulk treatment’s limits to fire retard a polymeric matrix: the use 

of some halogenated compounds (the most commonly used FR for PC) is now banned in some 

countries13, and the addition of phosphorous-based FR lowers the mechanical properties of 

the polymer and leads to its yellowing under temperature or humidity conditions. Finally, 

although the introduction of specific non-halogenated additives (for example 

polymethylphenylsilsesquioxane spheres14), even in small amounts, mechanical resistance 

issue still remains. 

The main objective of this PhD thesis is to obtain a perfect stratification giving rise to two well 

distinct and homogeneous layers on polycarbonate, or at least a coating in which the phase 

separation leads to a stratification characterized by a homogeneous concentration gradient 

more or less pronounced in the film thickness. Aim is to design one thin (< 150 μm) self-

stratifying fire retardant system showing good adhesion to PC, resistance to UV and moisture, 

and having equivalent or better fire performances than a multilayered coated PC.  

This manuscript is organized into four parts. The first chapter gives an overview of the existing 

pathways to fire retard plastics substrates, and more particularly on the current issues and 

solutions associated to fire retardant surface treatments.  

The second chapter is devoted to the description of materials and methods which have been 

used and developed to complete the study. Theoretical considerations to predict the 

stratification of a coating composition are also discussed. 

On the basis of theoretical considerations and a literature review, specific resin systems have 

been selected and tested to develop self-stratifying coatings on polycarbonate. The influence 

of a set of factors (solvents, fillers, crosslinking induced by a curing agent…) on the 

stratification level during the film forming process is studied in the third chapter.  
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The influence of the incorporation of specific flame retardant fillers in two successful self-

stratifying systems, based on epoxy/silicone and epoxy/fluoropolymer combination, is then 

deeply examined. Fire performances are evaluated, and particular attention is given to the 

understanding of the mode of action of the additive in the coating. The final goal is to reach 

better or at least equivalent FR properties than a multilayered FR system. Finally, the last 

chapter deals with the impact of two type of ageing conditions (T/UV and T/RH) both on the 

end-use properties of the most successful fire retarded systems and on their fire 

performances. To complete the manuscript, a general conclusion is drawn and proposals for 

future studies on the subject are given.
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Chapter I: Theoretical aspects of the 

project 

 

The worldwide consumption of plastics rises considerably by 9 % each year, reaching around 

230 billion tons per year. Due to their good properties, such as light weight, low processing 

costs and high strength, polymeric materials play an important role in many fields such as 

packaging, building, automotive, clothing, etc. Unfortunately, one of the major limitations of 

plastics is their inherent flammability: polymers exhibit poor fireproofing performance and 

thus need to be modified to prevent or delay fire spread. 

The aim of this first chapter is to present the different methods to flame retard polymeric 

materials, emphasizing the approaches by surface treatment. The different strategies existing 

in the literature to fireproof a polymeric material will be described, and the advantages, 

drawbacks and issues associated to these different treatments will be discussed. 

As the objective of this PhD thesis is to manage to fire retard plastic materials by designing 

novel kinds of coatings (i.e. self-stratifying coatings), particular attention will be given to the 

self-layering approach and a literature review on current developments of these coatings will 

be presented. 
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I-1 Introduction 

Fire risks are inherent in combustible building materials such as plastics, and even in popular 

non-combustible materials such as steel which lose their strength in intense heat – a fact 

unfortunately demonstrated by the tragic collapse of the twin towers in New York, USA on 11 

September 2001. Moreover, with the increasing trend of more stringent fire safety 

regulations, demands for reduction of the fire hazard posed by highly combustible materials 

such as plastics have gained importance in recent years. These issues lead many companies 

(building, furniture, transportation…) to invest heavily in effective flame retardant treatments, 

which might be able to prevent or retard the ignition of these materials and/or decrease flame 

spread, thereby preventing fire hazards, loss of life and damage of property. Various types of 

approach to fire retard plastic materials have been investigated up to recently and are 

commonly used in various domains such as electrical and electronics, building construction 

and transportation. The present chapter reviews the different approaches which exist to fire 

retard plastic matrices, and the actual issues encountered by their use. Particularly, the use of 

surface treatments, their problems and current solutions associated will be developed in a 

second part. Finally, a literature review based on the self-stratifying approach will be 

proposed. 

 

I-2 Approaches to flame retard plastics 

The following section describes the three main approaches commonly used to fire retard a 

polymeric matrix: (i) the bulk, (ii) the reactive and the (iii) surface pathway. The main 

advantages and drawbacks of these techniques are also discussed. 

I-2-1 Bulk treatment 

The “bulk approach” involves the blending of the polymer with fillers, stabilizers or active 

species, extruded or processed (Figure 6).15 This approach is mostly a low cost and fast 

technique, which however tends to some limits: the loading of FRs needed to be effective is 

usually high (up to 65 wt.% for cable and wire for example), which can lead to a significant 

influence on the intrinsic properties of the materials such as strength and elastic modulus. In 
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addition, the migration of the additives from the bulk to the surface of the polymer can form 

a non-uniform compound after a while. Lastly, because of the weak interaction between the 

additives and the polymer matrix, “fragile” points can form in the matrix, decreasing the 

mechanical strength of the specimens.16, 17 And finally plastic producers intend to reduce the 

thickness of their samples, involving processing issues because of the high amount of FR 

additives. This can detrimentally influence processability, melt rheology, and in particular 

cases the strength and toughness of the composite. These limitations can be mitigated by 

judicious formulation such as surface treatment of the fillers, the use of processing aids and 

the combination with other conventional FRs. 

The earliest FRs used for synthetic polymers were halogenated derivatives, based on the 

discovery of halogenated hydrocarbons and waxes. In 2010, metal compounds corresponded 

to 56 % of the FR substances used, followed by inorganic and organic phosphorus compounds. 

Indeed, in recent years, environmental considerations concerning the use of halogen-based 

systems have paved the way for the increased use of phosphorus-based FR as alternatives to 

these compounds. Furthermore, this has generated active research to identify novel FR based 

on phosphorus (and also possible synergistic combinations with compounds of other fire 

inhibiting elements) and with several inorganic nanofillers (e.g. phyllosilicates and carbon 

nanotubes).18 In response to the pressure to develop environmentally friendly coatings, 

silicon-containing fillers have also been explored as their addition in a relatively small amount 

can significantly enhance fireproofing properties of a material.19-24 

 

Figure 6. Bulk treatment approach to fire retard a polymeric matrix 

 

I-2-2 Reactive approach 

The second and very efficient approach consists in the chemical modification of the polymer 

backbone using for example functionalized monomers (Figure 7).25 Such modifications, usually 

rather expensive, however depend on the matrix to be fire retarded. These changes can also 
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lead to a modification in morphology and physical properties of the bulk polymer (melting 

point, density…). Finally, the upscaling is not easy with most thermoplastic polymers and thus 

is not commonly used. 

 

 

Figure 7. Reactive approach to fire retard a polymeric matrix 

 

I-2-3 Surface treatments 

The third approach mostly involves surface modification and allows concentrating the 

fireproofing properties where it is the most needed, i.e. onto the polymer surface (where the 

flammability takes place). It is commonly used to protect some substrates (e.g. wood26, steel27, 

textile28) against fire, but it is quite a recent concept to fire retard plastic matrices. This 

approach allows overcoming the issues posed by the bulk or reactive methods: desired final 

properties can be reached without affecting the properties of the bulk materials.  

Functionalization of surfaces has always been a common industrial process for a wide range 

of applications, from cosmetics to anti corrosion coatings. New processes and functions are 

more and more developed to enhance actual properties in response to economic and 

environmental challenges. Surface treatment processes are wide and use a large panel of 

technologies as:29 

 Plasma treatment (activation, plasma liquid deposition) 

 Physical and Chemical Vapor Deposition (PVD and CVD) 

 Etching (Dry or humid method, ion beam etching) 

 Grafting of molecular function for specific applications (Radiation grafting, 

photografting) 

 Nano structuration or texturing 
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 Sol-gel and Layer-by-Layer (LbL) process 

 Powder deposition via electrostatic deposition 

 Laser treatment for surface modification (patterning) and for metallic surfaces (pickling, 

alloys formation, doping) 

 Application of a coating or varnish, Langmuir-Blodgett films, self-assembled monolayers 

 Roughening, polishing, nanopolishing 

 Biological methods (physical adsorption of biomolecules (e.g. proteins, peptides, drugs, 

lipids …), chemical conjugation of biomolecules to surface groups, cell seeding and 

growth). 

The most common surface treatments used in the fire retardancy field are described more 

precisely in the following part of this review. The issues and the solutions associated to each 

surface treatment are also discussed. 

 

I-3 Examples, issues and current solutions associated to flame retardant 

surface treatments 

Fire retardant coatings, varnishes and thin films can be used to fire protect inflammable 

materials such as wood30, textile31 or polymers32 ….  

Flame retardancy of polymeric matrices by thin film deposition is a very recent approach that 

is currently being developed in research institutes. Only few techniques indeed exist to allow 

the deposition of very thin films on polymer surfaces. In the next section, surface treatments 

of plastics in the fire retardant field are presented: intumescent coatings, layer-by-layer 

assembly (LBL), sol-gel coatings, plasma technologies. 

I-3-1 Intumescent coatings 

Intumescent systems were first reported by Gay-Lussac in 1821 to flame retard textiles.33 Later 

on, it was stated that the ingredients of intumescence are mainly composed of an inorganic 

acid or a material yielding acidic species upon heating (e.g. phosphate), of a char former (e.g. 
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pentaerythritol) and of a blowing agent that decompose at the right temperature and at the 

right time to enable the blowing of the system (e.g. melamine).  

Intumescent systems can be used as effective and promising coatings to form a physical 

barrier at the surface of the substrate to be protected. An insulating macro and microporous 

foam is built through action of heat, and can protect the substrate up to 2 hours in particular 

cases. When heated beyond a critical temperature (between 180 and 300 °C), the intumescent 

paint swells and turns into a foam which limits the heat transfers between the flame and the 

underlying substrate. Depending on the fire scenario, different kinds of matrices are used: 

acrylic for cellulosic and epoxy for hydrocarbon fire scenario.34 Such paints are generally 

applied by spray, brushed or wire rod but require high precision to obtain a homogeneous 

protection. The aesthetic aspect is also the main drawback. Ageing properties are also a crucial 

point as these coatings can be used for both indoor and outdoor applications. 

In the literature, it is reported that the application of a thin environmentally friendly 

intumescent coating on polycarbonate (thickness < 150 μm) can lead to excellent FR 

properties: a high Limiting Oxygen Index (LOI) value (58 vol.%), a V0 rating at UL-94 test and a 

low rate of heat release measured during mass loss calorimeter test were obtained.6 The 

substrate was flamed before coating deposition in order to optimize the adhesion, a key factor 

when such approach is used. Those promising results opened the door to a real breakthrough 

in the field of fire retarded polymers, whatever the thickness of the substrate. However, some 

weathering issues remained, leading to a loss of adhesion of the coating and thus to a decrease 

of the FR properties.35 

I-3-2 Layer-by-layer process 

The Layer-by-Layer (LbL) technique was discovered in 1966 by Iler36 and developed by Decher 

et al.37 in the 90’s. LbL technique consists in alternating deposition of oppositely charged 

materials (polyanions and polycations) with washing steps in between on a solid substrate. 

This leads to the formation of polyelectrolyte multilayer films whose thickness ranges from 

nanometer to micrometer (Figure 8). The properties of the deposited film thus arise from the 

structural arrangement of its constituents, their dynamics and the parameters chosen for the 

process.38 39-42  
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This popular technique is widely used in various fields such as drug delivery and biomaterials43, 

44, anti-reflection45, electrochromic46, 47, oxygen barrier48, 49 and recently the technique was 

considered as a potential method to design flame retardant coatings.50-54 Indeed, in 2009, 

Grunlan’s team opened the pathway to fire retard fabrics by developing, for the first time, a 

thin LbL organic-inorganic FR coating, based on branched polyethylenimine and laponite 

clay.55 They demonstrated the possibility to create a FR coating through the use of a wet 

technique, and highlighted the improvements that can be achieved by using inorganic 

additives. The efficiency of replacing laponite by montmorillonite to reduce the flammability 

of polymers is also reported within the following years.53, 54, 56-58 These promising 

developments have led several groups of researchers to build up original LbL flame retardant 

coatings using various kinds of inorganic additives: polyhedral oligomeric silsesquioxanes 

(POSS)59, 60, SiO2
60-62, carbon nanotubes50, 63 and nanoparticles. These inorganic-based LbL 

coatings generally improve the fire performances thanks to the formation of a physical barrier 

protecting the substrate from heat and oxygen diffusion.  

 

 

Figure 8. Schematic representation of Layer-By-Layer assembly: the different steps are repeated until 

the desired number of bilayers is obtained 

 

K. Apaydin et al. investigated for the first time the use of LbL technique combined to flame 

retardants to decrease the reaction to fire of thin polymer plastics (polyamide 6,6, polyamide 

6, PLA ).64 These results led a high number of laboratories to design new original FR coatings, 

particularly on fabrics (cotton, ramie, polyester, polyamide and acrylic), foams61, 63, 65-68 and 

films.53 Carosio et al. deposited a LbL nanostructured coating made of SiO2 nanoparticles 

which showed a great enhancement of the FR properties of PC: the incandescent melt dripping 
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during the FR test was suppressed on 0.2 mm PC films. Cone calorimeter tests were also 

promising: the time to ignition was increased and the heat release and total heat release rate 

were lowered.69 UV-curable films on PC were also successful in suppressing the dripping, the 

smoke release and the particulate formation.70 

Finally, this technique offers several advantages (simplicity, deposition on surfaces of almost 

any nature and any shape, possibility to replace dipping by spraying,71 broad processing 

window, possibility to control numerous parameters (concentration, adsorption time and 

temperature, reagents)) but also some drawbacks (repeatability issues, contamination of 

rinsing and/or polyelectrolyte solutions during the multiple dipping, ageing and poor 

resistance to washing). Furthermore, it is noteworthy to notice that it is easier to fireproof 

fabric or foam materials because the FR coating can cover a greater surface in comparison to 

plastics such as polyamide 6 and polycarbonate films.64 

I-3-3 Sol-gel treatments 

Sol-gel method is one of the simplest technique to design inorganic or hybrid organic-inorganic 

coatings from a solution.72 This technique is based on two successive reactions: hydrolysis of 

metal hydroxides (generally tetraethoxysilane (TEOS) or tetramethoxysilane) followed by the 

condensation of two metal hydroxides to form metal oxides species.  

It presents numerous advantages such as low synthesis temperature (20-150 °C), easy coating 

of large surfaces, low thickness, high optical quality and assessment of high purity material.73 

This process is used in many fields such as superhydrophobic materials74, 75, UV protection76, 

luminescence77, antimicrobial activity78, 79 and flame retardant textiles.80, 81 

As an example in the flame retardancy field, Alongi et al. succeeded to reduce the peak of heat 

release rate by 34 % and to increase the time to ignition by 74 % developing coatings 

containing inorganic precursor (TEOS/H2O - 3: 1) onto cotton and polyester fabrics.80 The sol-

gel pathway is widely used to fire retard textiles, ceramic82, glass or wood83-85, but the method 

is not widespread for polymeric matrices.86, 87 

The quality of the prepared films however depends on the process parameters, of the 

technique used for the deposition and of the ambient conditions (hygrometry for example). 
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The repeatability can be poor and ageing can also be an issue, depending on the final 

application. 

I-3-4 Plasma treatments 

Plasma is an ionized gas constituted by charged particles, positive electrons and ions, which 

react at the surface of a material. In 1879, Crookes was the first to describe the fourth state 

of matter, also called “state of ionized gas”. Later on, in 1978, Langmuir introduced the term 

“plasma” to design some equipotential regions in discharge tubes containing a neutral 

electrically ionized gas. Indeed, more than 99 % of the visible matter in the universe is in the 

plasma state. With increasing energy input, the state of matter changes from solid to liquid to 

gaseous. If additional energy is then fed into a gas by means of electrical discharge, the gas 

will turn into plasma. When plasma comes into contact with solid materials like plastics and 

metals, its energy acts on the surfaces and changes important properties such as surface 

energy. In the manufacturing industry, such treatment allows increasing the adhesiveness and 

wettability of surfaces. This makes possible the use of new (even non-polar) materials and 

environmentally-friendly, solvent-free (VOC-free) paints and adhesives. 

By varying the gas pressure, three common cold plasmas can be generated, e.g. low, 

subatmospheric and atmospheric pressure. These three processes exhibit various advantages 

and drawbacks including high maintenance costs, expensive vacuum systems and the impact 

of the environment. 

Up to recently, low pressure plasma processes have been widely used to improve the fire 

properties of a large range of polymers such as plastics88-90 and fabrics (cotton91, 92, silk93, 94, 

polyacrylonitrile95 …). The use of plasma polymerization to improve the fire properties of 

plastics started in 1999 in our team.89 By depositing about 50 µm of tetramethyldisiloxane-

based coating onto polyamide 6 (3 mm), a decrease of 30 % of the heat release rate compared 

to pristine polyamide 6 was observed. Similar improvements were obtained later by Schartel 

et al. by depositing hexamethyldisiloxane-base coating (thickness < 10 µm) onto polyamide 

6.6 (3 mm). However in that case, the time to ignition was shortened in the cone calorimeter 

test.  
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Recently, and due to the limitations of this process, another plasma method operating at 

atmospheric pressure such as plasma jet and dielectric barrier discharge plasma was 

developed. It exhibits many advantages such as continuous treatment, cost effective process 

and line speed and its effectiveness in the fire retardant field was demonstrated to fire retard 

textile and plastic substrates.92, 96 Plasma-Enhanced Chemical Vapor Deposition (PECVD) has 

also been used to fire retard polyamide 6 and polycarbonate substrates (0.5 mm): a significant 

increase in the time to ignition (+ 143 %) was registered in cone calorimeter after coating 

deposition due to the formation of a high-performance barrier layer at the surface of the 

substrate.97 However, this technique requires high processing times to obtain very thin films.  

I-3-5 Issues and current solutions associated to surface treatments 

To provide durable fire retardancy to a material through its surface and to overcome the major 

drawbacks (e.g. adhesion and ageing issues), at least three different coatings or treatments 

bringing different functional properties (e.g. adhesive, fire retardant and hydrophobic 

properties) are usually needed. Indeed, exposure to long-term environmental conditions can 

cause the coating to lose some of its properties, thus reducing its effectiveness over time.98, 99 

Because fire safety requirement is throughout the entire life of a building structure, which 

may last many tens of years, it is important to investigate the long-term protection 

performance of FR coatings under exposure to environmental conditions (UV rays, moisture, 

water, chemicals…). Degradation occurs as the result of environment-dependent chemical or 

physical attacks, often caused by a combination of degradation agents, and may involve 

several chemical and physical mechanisms.  

To avoid such degradation, a topcoat is usually necessary. Moreover, plastics have chemically 

inert and nonporous surfaces with low surface tensions, which makes the bonding difficult to 

conduct with coatings, adhesives, inks and other substrates. Surface treatments allow 

improving this bonding prior to coating, laminating or printing by increasing surface energy 

and wettability. Flame treatment is a well-established, low cost and rapid method to improve 

adhesion.100 It was for example used by our team to develop the concept consisting in 

efficiently protecting polymer matrices (e.g. Polypropylene, Polyamide and Polycarbonate) by 

solvent based or waterborne intumescent coatings.5-7 For higher and longer lasting treatment, 

corona or atmospheric plasma with variable chemistries can be used.101  Finally, the adhesion 
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properties of coating/substrate interface can also be improved by means of a primer layer, 

whatever the substrate.  

The application of such multilayered systems/treatments usually require complex 

formulation, application and processing steps which not only contribute to environmental 

waste generation and pollution, but also use excessive amount of energy until a solid film has 

been produced.  

Thus, considering those issues, it would be highly desirable to reduce the number of layers to 

a minimum, providing the equivalent or better overall performance of the current systems, 

forming multilayered paint films from a single coat system. One solution could be the use of 

the self-stratifying approach to design new FR coatings. Indeed, self-stratifying coatings are 

promising coating systems based on incompatible polymer blends which can produce 

polymer/polymer laminate: a complex multi-layer or gradient coating structure is formed 

from one single coat, providing an undercoat and finishing coating in one step process. The 

preferential distribution of concentration through the film thickness greatly eliminates the 

interfacial adhesion failure without compromising the advantages of a multi-layer system, and 

thus favors an industrial eco-efficient process.102-104 Finally, this concept constitutes a great 

possible versatile process for a broad range of applications and could thus favor the 

development of new products, taking into account the reduction of solvent and labor cost. 

Powder, waterborne and solventborne coating systems have the ability to stratify. A literature 

review about self-stratifying coatings is proposed in the next part of this chapter. 

I-3-6 Conclusion 

This part has evidenced why it is necessary to improve the reaction to fire of polymeric 

materials and which strategies (bulk and surface treatment) were suitable to flame retard 

them. The limitations of bulk treatment led us to consider the surface treatment approach. 

Among the surface treatments described, one surface approach has drawn our attention: the 

deposition of a coating onto the surface to bring flame retardant protection to polymeric 

matrices. This technique presents several advantages such as simplicity, universality, ability to 

be implemented at industrial scale, preservation of the intrinsic properties of the material to 

be protected, etc. As the aim is to avoid a multi-step treatment (primer/coating/topcoat), the 
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self-stratifying approach, never considered in the flame retardancy field until now, has been 

chosen in this PhD thesis. The following part of the manuscript is devoted to the description 

of the self-stratifying coatings. 

 

I-4 Self-stratifying coatings  

I-4-1 Introduction 

A common three layer coating system consists of a primer and a topcoat with an intermediate 

coating whose composition depends on the desired properties (Figure 9). The primer brings 

corrosion resistance and enhances adhesion of the coating to the substrate, while the topcoat 

provides the aesthetic aspect, the durability, scratch and chemical resistance. To overcome 

the drawbacks generated by the complex formulation for each layer, the longtime application 

and curing procedures, the new effective and economical concept of self-layering coatings has 

been developed to reduce the number of layers while providing a coating with equivalent or 

better performance than a multilayered system. This approach allows a one-step formation 

of complex multi-layer or gradient coating structures which, after application onto a substrate, 

spontaneously form two distinct layers, thus providing an undercoat and finishing coating in 

one step. During the film forming process, the coating separates spontaneously into two 

continuous adherent functional layers to form a thermodynamically stable layered coating. 

 

 

Figure 9. Self-stratifying approach 
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I-4-2 Historical background 

About two decades ago, Funke and his collaborators published some work on self-stratifying 

coatings and introduced the concept of blending incompatible polymers to allow a one-step 

formation of complex multi-layer or gradient coating structures. They used a mixture of two 

powdered polymers applied on a metallic substrate and tried to minimize the free interfacial 

energy by heating both polymers above their melting temperature (Tm). From these results, 

they defined the characteristics necessary for a coating to spontaneously layer in terms of 

solubility parameters and by capillary rise test (combination of surface tension and viscosity 

measurements).105 From those results, specific formulations for stratified powder coatings 

were patented.106 Later on, the concept was applied to liquid solvent-based107-111 and 

waterborne112, 113 paints, with the use of selective coagulation, electrodeposition, substrate 

wetting or penetration processes to create specific driving forces for self-stratification. 

Verkholantsev tested formulations based on liquid coatings from two polymers diluted in a 

common solvent. He succeeded to extend the theory that phase separation can occur as the 

solvent evaporates with subsequent layer formation, thus resulting in a film which has better 

overall performances than when the components are applied separately.9, 108 

Self-stratifying coatings provide major advantages including economic benefit, decreased time 

of processing (application of only one layer), no contamination between layers, improved 

interlayer bonding; thus, less chance of inter-layer adhesion failure is expected. The 

enhancement of adhesive properties to a substrate contributes to protection against 

corrosion (for metallic substrates), and to the upgrading of surface properties like the 

enhancement of chemical durability, ultraviolet and weather resistance. As a sustainable 

process, it helps reducing emissions and energy consumption.114 

Up to now, these coatings have been developed for automotive applications10, self-healing 

coatings, weather-resistant or corrosion resistant solvent based coatings9, waterborne 

coatings115 and research works are still in progress to improve the process.114, 116, 117 

I-4-3 The concept 

A coating system is formulated with a mixture of several chemical substances which are 

categorized as binder, volatile components, pigments and additives. The binder constitutes 
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the continuous film that allows the adhesion to the substrate whereas volatile components 

are liquid substances used to adjust the coating system to a suitable viscosity for application, 

allowing the film formation to occur. Pigments are insoluble solid particles which bring, among 

others, the color to the coating; additives such as catalysts, stabilizers, flow modifiers, etc. are 

added to the formulation to adjust the coating properties. During film formation, physical and 

chemical changes occur and the volatile components evaporate, therefore enabling the drying 

of the liquid coating mixture into a solid state film. During the evaporation process, 

entanglement of the polymer chains occurs, forming a tight-knit matrix. After film formation, 

further reactions like oxidation or crosslinking (e.g., two-component epoxies and urethanes) 

are required to generate a cross-linked film of higher molecular weight. The film formation 

process for a solventborne coating is depicted in Figure 10. For powdered coating systems, 

the powder melts upon heating, leading to the formation of a solid state film. The self-

stratification occurs at this stage of the process. 

 

 

Figure 10. Film formation process for solventborne paint 

 

Under certain conditions, the development of film-forming formulations based on a 

homogeneous mixture of incompatible polymers can lead to the formation of a 

polymer/polymer laminated structure. When phase separation takes place, it results in a fine 

heterophase polymer structure and liquid polymer blend compositions form non-

homogeneous in-layer (self-stratified) coatings (Figure 11). 118 
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Figure 11. Steps of self-stratifying concept compared to common process118 

 

Experimentally, to produce a homogeneous solution, two incompatible resins are dissolved in 

a common solvent or in a mixture of several solvents, and the coating is applied in a single 

step. The mixing of the incompatible resins must take place just before the application on a 

substrate since chemical and physical changes occur directly after the mixing. The separation 

thus occurs, followed by stratification forming a two-layer coating system. If the system is 

crosslinkable (blend of thermoplastic and crosslinkable resins), the molecular weight rapidly 

increases due to crosslinking reactions until the gel point is reached. A 3D network is then built 

which separates from the solution because of its increasing insolubility and decreasing 

swellability. The solution is expelled from the nets, and meanwhile it becomes poorer in 

crosslinkable species and richer in thermoplastic resin.109  

Self-stratification can be induced by physical and/or chemical changes occurring at one or 

more of the different stages of the process: (a) during solvent evaporation, (b) during heat 

and/or mass exchange, (c) during chemical reaction.9 The simplified process is illustrated in 

Figure 12. Finally, each layer performs a specific function: the lower layer promotes adhesion 

and protects the substrate while the upper layer brings an aesthetic aspect and provides 

protection against atmospheric conditions.119 The lower layer is also referred to as the basis 

resin, and the upper layer as the stratifying resin. 
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Figure 12. Film forming process with self-stratifying coatings120 

 

I-4-4 Degree of stratification 

Mixtures of incompatible polymer blends can lead to different degrees of stratification after 

the film formation, that can be rated from I to IV (Figure 13). Film surface and cross-section 

analyses allow determining such classification.109 

 

 

Figure 13. Type I to IV patterns defining the degree of stratification of a coating109 
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The type I pattern is related to a perfect stratification. The mixture of incompatible polymers 

gives rise to two well distinct and homogeneous layers. The phase separation corresponding 

to a type II pattern leads to a stratification characterized by a homogeneous concentration 

gradient more or less pronounced through the film thickness. In the type III pattern, there is 

formation of isolated spherical particles of various diameters composed of only one resin, or 

of mostly one resin, dispersed in the continuous matrix of the other polymer. A concentration 

gradient of spherical particles can appear throughout the film thickness. Finally, the type IV 

pattern is composed of large islands or isthmus shaped regions very rich in one of the 

components or constituted of only that component. The coalescence of spherical particles can 

be responsible for the formation of the islands, which can exhibit, like in the previous pattern, 

a concentration gradient. However, it is important to notice that a 100 % degree of 

stratification can lead to a significant reduction of interlayer adhesion and thus to poor 

properties.119 

I-4-5 Evaluation of stratification  

Self-stratification in coatings can be expressed in terms of: (i) concentration (concentration 

difference in one resin between the base and top layers of the coating, or determination of 

the concentration in one selected polymer through the coating thickness), (ii) thickness 

(determination of the thickness of layers having distinct polymer structure or composition), 

(iii) properties (properties of both coating interfaces can be analyzed (hardness, chemical 

resistance, glass transition temperature …)).121 

Analysis of the stratification can be carried out with unpigmented and pigmented systems. 

Depending on the nature of the coating, layering can be evidenced by various characterization 

methods. Most evaluations can be performed by visual or microscopic examinations. The 

visual appearance of unpigmented films can reveal the layering: translucent or cloudy films 

generally indicate respectively compatibility or incompatibility, whereas color difference can 

be used with pigmented systems. Also, the occurrence of fine, medium or coarse structures 

refer to some extent to the degree of incompatibility. Irradiation of the sample with UV light 

might be an alternative for an easier analysis as it can lead to the discoloration of some 

binders.  
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Finally, in addition to be economically attractive, improved properties can be obtained if all 

the factors affecting the stratification can be controlled and adjusted. 

The following sections will describe the theoretical and experimental aspects of the self-

layering concept. As these different notions have already been reviewed in the article entitled: 

Self-stratifying coatings : A review122 from A. Beaugendre and al., published in Progress in 

Organic Coatings (2017), parts of the paper are incorporated in the manuscript. The first and 

last part of the article, not presented in this section, are available in the Appendix 1. 
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I-4-6 Factors affecting self-stratification 

In this section, theoretical aspects of the self-layering process are covered by discussing the 

different parameters and mechanisms which can be responsible for the phenomenon. Among 

them, kinetic and thermodynamic conditions, and mechanisms based on gravitation, selective 

wetting, surface tension or phase contraction are detailed. 
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I-4-7 Experimental aspect of self-Stratification 

The experimental parameters which can influence the self-stratification are reviewed in this 

part of the chapter: the characteristics of the materials composing the system, and more 

particularly the Hansen solubility parameters of the selected resins which allow to calculate a 

percentage of compatibility between two resin systems, the substrate and the processing 

conditions. 
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I-4-8 Models to build self-stratifying systems 

In order to predict whether a system of two polymers or resins in a solvent mixture will self-

stratify, researchers have developed different models: the UNIFAC model and a model based 

on surface tension relationships.123 Most of these models are commonly used by scientists. 

However, it has to be taken into account that a typical coating is a complex system made of 

many interactive and reactive components. Thus, the properties of the resulting coating are 

affected by numerous factors (interaction between coating ingredients, solvent evaporation, 

application method, storage, environmental conditions …).114 Consequently, some authors 

have demonstrated that these models are not always reliable and need to be carefully 

considered. 
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I-4-9 Promising self-stratifying coatings 

Finally, a literature review on the most promising resin, solvent, additive and substrate 

combinations which have been developed up to recently to form self-layering compositions is 

proposed. 
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I-4-10 Conclusion 

Numerous factors have to be taken into account when designing self-stratifying coatings, each 

factor affecting the stratification process. Even if their influence is not yet fully elucidated, 

some general conclusions can be drawn. Factors playing a significant role in the stratification 

process are: 

 Resins: the most efficient systems include a thermoplastic and a thermoset resin, 

crosslinked with a hardener. The nature of the resin, as well as its combination with 

solvents, curing agent, pigments, substrates and additives have a non-negligible impact 

on the stratification level. Commercial resins are mainly used for the coating formulation, 

and much less frequently synthetized but in both cases, good level of stratification can be 

obtained. 

 Solvents: For high surface energy resins, a solvent with a high volatility and polarity should 

be used. For low surface energy resins, a solvent with a low volatility and polarity is 

preferable. Solvents are chosen according to their respective Hansen solubility 

parameters and to the type of resins and are generally: xylene, a blend of MIBK: xylene or 

MIBK: xylene: 1-methoxy-2-propanol or xylene: butylacetate. The rate of solvent 

evaporation should not be too high to allow the binders to separate and to form layers 

before the increase in viscosity of the system. 

 Additives: The addition of one pigment has no negative effect on the stratification process 

as far as its dispersion is optimal: the degree of phase separation is the same or even 

better than in the case of pigment-free systems. Pigments are useful for the detection of 

stratification, and can upgrade the properties of the coating when properly selected. 

Usually, titanium dioxide is blended within the thermoplastic medium and is used for its 

intrinsic properties (mechanical, chemical and weather resistance …) and ease of 

detection by microscopic analyses. Red iron oxide, zinc phosphate and chromium oxide 

can also exhibit good results in self-stratifying coatings. Red iron oxide and zinc phosphate 

are often used for their anticorrosive properties on steel and are dispersed in the epoxy 

medium. The addition of a second pigment (in both phases) is difficult but can been 

achieved when a silane coupling agent is used. Other compatibilizers or dispersive agents 

have a negative effect on the coating. It has been reported that pigments stay in their 
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dispersion phase if there are well wetted by the respective binder in the solution in which 

they are dispersed. In particular systems, the migration of pigments toward the second 

medium can occur without affecting the stratification process.  

 Substrate: The film-substrate interface is of primary importance for the self-layering 

phenomena as its characteristics will partly allow the vertical phase separation. Steel, 

plastics, glass and aluminum are the main substrates which have been studied up to now. 

 Curing conditions: Curing conditions depend on the system studied. Coatings can be 

cured at ambient temperature or heated depending on the selected system. If a 

crosslinker is added, curing conditions have to be chosen with respect to the crosslinking 

reaction. 

 

I-5 Conclusion and strategy 

There is not a high number of publications concerning self-stratifying coatings. A large range 

of resins, solvents and substrates have been tested, and in many cases a blend of a 

thermoplastic and a thermosetting resin, including a third component, shows the highest 

stratification level. The use of solvent-based self-stratifying coatings is limited for general 

application fields because of the important use of volatile organic solvents, and since a precise 

control of the composition and of the application conditions is needed. When these limitations 

are not critical, advantages of stratification are exploited in automotive and decorative 

coatings, anticorrosive paints, coil-coating technology, antimicrobial coatings, wear-resistant 

coatings, marine paints, heavy-duty coatings, etc. Heterophase polymer-polymer structures 

generate the following advantages for coatings: 

o Improved mechanical properties including a successful balance between hardness and 

flexibility. 

o Elimination of internal stresses that may occur during the film formation process as well 

as during the coating pot life. 

o Reduced permeability. 

o Improvement in adhesion durability (thereby contributing to corrosion protection). 

o Upgrade of chemical and light durability. 
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o Upgrade of weather resistance, wear resistance, surface slip, etc.121 

o Selective penetration into porous substrates. 

Actually, only few scenarios have been extensively studied, and the technique has not found 

large industrial applications yet. A wide range of conditions, as seen in this chapter, can impact 

the stratification of a coating and can lead to a high level of properties. The need to fire protect 

various materials, including polymeric substrates, has also been evidenced. No literature deals 

with the design of flame retardant self-stratifying coatings, whatever the substrate involved 

(plastic, wood, steel…). This project thus opens the door to a real challenge and a wide variety 

of possibilities. 

The challenge of the project is thus to establish a proof-of-concept on formulating a model 

of self-stratifying coating showing (i) adhesive properties similar to that of a multilayered 

coating on polycarbonate (ii) fire retardant properties when submitted to a fire and (iii) good 

durability when submitted to accelerated aging tests. 

The chosen model substrate in this project is polycarbonate. It is a well-known polymer for its 

transparency and mechanical strength, and is widely used in a variety of fields, such as 

electrical and electronic equipment, automotive industry and buildings. As many polymers, PC 

must be flame retarded to meet the strict standards in terms of fire risks. The most common 

flame retardants used with the bulk approach are bromine-13 or phosphorus-based.124, 125 

However, their loading is usually high (10-30 wt.%) which lowers considerably the impact 

strength of and also results in yellowing at high-temperature or high-humidity conditions. 

Some additives added in low amount were successful in producing an efficient fire retardant 

system (for example with sodium and potassium perfluoroalkanesulfonic acids introduced at 

0.05-0.5 %). However environmental issues are posed by some halogenated compounds.126 

Recent works on silicone-based components are promising, however mechanical issues still 

remain.14, 127 Finally, the use of the bulk approach to fire retard PC leads to significant 

drawbacks and thus, the deposit of a FR coating on the PC surface appears as an interesting 

alternative solution. In addition, the success of the concept consisting in applying a simple fire 

retardant coating has already been demonstrated.6 The aim is thus to develop a PC-based 

material possessing FR properties, i.e. preventing dripping during fire while maintaining the 

mechanical and optical properties of PC itself.  
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Concerning the choice of the resins, researchers are unanimous that an homogeneous mixture 

of incompatible polymers that form coatings of a polymer/polymer structure is necessary for 

self-stratifying phenomenon to occur.128 Based on these considerations, a screening of various 

epoxy, acrylic, fluoropolymer and silicone resins will be carried out and the behavior of their 

mixtures will be studied depending on their intrinsic properties. In a second step, the objective 

will consist in managing to incorporate a specific filler (e.g. metal oxide, calcium carbonate, 

phosphorus based FR …) in one of the successful systems developed in order to provide a fire 

retardant effect without affecting the layering process. Moreover, the influence of the 

presence of additives on the resistance to ageing will be evaluated. Recent works on 

formulating pigmented coating systems for plastic substrates led to the conclusion that 

pigmentation does not have a negative impact on the stratification of the resins and that the 

degree of phase separation is the same or even better than in the case of pigment-free 

systems. In order to further improve the performance of the FR systems, the better 

formulation in terms of stratification degree and FR performance will be studied and the flame 

retardant mode of action elucidated. 

The strategy of the PhD thesis is depicted in Figure 14. The following chapter will be devoted 

to the materials as well as to the experimental techniques used in this study. 
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Figure 14. Strategy of the thesis 
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Chapter II: Materials and methods 

 

This chapter is dedicated to the presentation of the materials (substrates, polymers, solvents 

and additives) and processing methods used to prepare self-stratifying fire retardant coatings. 

As the process of curing reaction may significantly change the thermodynamic characteristics 

of the systems, the optimization of the curing reactions in order to promote the layering is 

also carried out. Finally, test methods and experimental techniques for the characterization 

of both the raw materials and the coatings in terms of stratification, surface properties, 

thermal stability, fire performances and weathering resistance are detailed. 
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II-1 Raw materials 

 

Coating systems must contain at least three components to self-stratify on a given substrate: 

two incompatible resins and solvent(s) (one single solvent or a solvent blend) selected 

according to their volatility and affinity toward the polymers. Once formulated, the coating is 

applied onto a substrate and cured. After film formation and stratification, a polymer/polymer 

bilayer system is formed and the different properties of the coating can then be evaluated. 

II-1-1 Substrate  

Polycarbonate is the polymeric matrix of interest in this work. Indeed, the final aim is to 

demonstrate that the self-stratifying approach can be used to fire retard a polymeric system. 

PC is a good example representative of the limits of actual bulk treatment. It is a well-known 

polymer for its transparency and mechanical strength, and is widely used in a variety of fields, 

such as electrical and electronic equipment, automotive industry and buildings. However, as 

many polymers, PC must be flame retarded to meet the strict standards in terms of fire risks 

for such applications. The deposit of a FR coating on its surface appears as an interesting 

alternative solution. This will be developed in detail in the chapter IV of this manuscript. 

Transparent polycarbonate plates (Lexan, 10*10 cm²) were used as received from Polydis. Two 

thicknesses were considered depending on the test to be performed: 1mm-thick plates for 

microscopic analyses and 3 mm-thick plates to test adhesion properties, fire properties, 

weathering resistance, etc.  

II-1-2 Resins and solvents 

Resins 

Different commercial resins were first selected for screening, and specific systems were then 

chosen according to the preliminary results. Technical data sheets of the selected systems are 

gathered in Appendix 2 of this manuscript. 

A thermosetting system was selected to form the base layer of the film (in contact with the 

substrate), and a thermoplastic resin for the topcoat layer. Among them: 
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An epoxy resin: diglycidyl ether of bisphenol A (DGEBA) was purchased from Sigma-Aldrich. 

This epoxy resin is produced from the reaction between bisphenol A and epichlorohydrin with 

a basic catalyst (equivalent weight: 172-176, 100 % solids, Figure 15).  

 

 

Figure 15. Synthetic route for Bisphenol A epoxy resin129 

 

DGEBA epoxy resin is the most spread type of epoxy used on the global market and for a wide 

range of applications (coatings, adhesives, composite materials, flooring, etc). It has been 

widely characterized, in association with various curing agents, in terms of mechanical 

properties, kinetics of reaction and crosslinking, addition of fillers and morphology.130, 131 The 

resin is a viscous liquid at room temperature: its Brookfield viscosity is 4000-6000 cps at 25°C 

which allows easy processing. In this work, the network based on the difunctional DGEBA is 

cured with a polyamine curing agent (Diethylenetriamine, DETA) from Sigma Aldrich (Figure 

16).  

H
N

NH2H2N  

Figure 16. Chemical structure of DETA 

 

The reaction scheme between the amine and the epoxide groups is depicted in Figure 17. The 

epoxy resin is a bi-functional reactant with two epoxide groups at two ends, and DETA has five 

reactive sites: the C-O bond in each epoxide group is broken and forms a reactive –CH2 site 

which reacts with the amine molecule. A 100 % conversion rate is achieved if all potential 

covalent bonds are created, although it is rare in natural conditions (Figure 18). 
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Figure 17. Reaction between an amine curing agent and an epoxide group 
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Figure 18. Molecular structure of a fully crosslinked epoxy resin with DETA 

 

This system is intended to form the base layer of the coating, and it will be used in combination 

with a thermoplastic resin to form a self-stratifying composition. 

A fluoropolymer resin: a fluoroethylene (FE) alkyl vinyl ether (VE) purchased from AGC 

Chemicals under the name of Lumiflon LF200 was chosen (Figure 19). This resin is a solvent 

soluble fluoropolymer designed for weather-resistant coatings. It has OH functionality and can 

be crosslinked with polyisocyanate to provide coatings with high gloss and excellent durability. 

Its high durability is based on its C-F bond energy, which is much higher than the energy of 

sunlight UV rays. This bond is able to strengthen neighbor C-C main chain bond. This system 

was chosen to be used as a topcoat resin. The FE part contains a 3:1 Fluorine:Chlorine ratio. 

The resin was supplied as 100 % solid and also solubilized at 60 wt.% in xylene.  
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Figure 19. Chemical structure of Lumiflon LF200 resin 

 

A silicone resin: a phenyl branched silicone oligomer containing 6 % of hydroxyl groups (RSN-

217 from Dow Corning) was also selected to be used as a topcoat resin. This resin is usually 

used as a binder in both powder and liquid coatings for its excellent thermal and weathering 

resistance, and as a blending resin with organic resin coatings to improve their physical 

properties and performances.  

Polydimethylsiloxane (PDMS) is well known for its high degradation temperature close to 

classical silicone resins.132 As the resin is hydroxyl terminated, it is possible to form a highly 

crosslinked silicone matrix by adding a particular resin modifier (7081 resin modifier provided 

by Dow Corning) to enhance the fire performance of the system. The modifier is a mixture of 

PDMS and silica coated with silane which usually plays the role of blowing agent in 

conventional intumescent coatings.34 This type of resin can be used either as the base layer 

(in combination with the resin modifier) or as the topcoat resin (solely). Only the results when 

the oligomer is used as a topcoat resin are presented in this manuscript. 

Solvents 

A range of commercial organic solvents meeting the solubility requirements of the selected 

resin systems was tested: m-xylene (99 %, Tboiling = 139 °C), butylacetate (BuAc, ≥ 99.5 %, Tboiling 

= 126 °C), methyl isobutyl ketone (MIBK, ≥ 99.5 %, Tboiling = 116 °C) and 1-methoxy-2-propanol 

(≥ 99.5 %, Tboiling = 120 °C). All of them were purchased from Sigma-Aldrich and used as 

received, without any purification. 

 

II-1-3 Fillers with specific FR properties 

A set of additives has been tested in combination with binary mixtures of resins to (i) figure 

out their influence on the layering process in a first step, and (ii) to improve the fire 
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performances of the successful self-stratifying coatings developed. Table 1 gathers the set of 

powders and liquid fillers tested in this PhD thesis. 

 

Table 1. List of the different fillers used  

Powder fillers 

Filler type Supplier Color 
Average particle 

size (µm) 
Trade name 

Density 
(g.cm-3) 

Red Iron Oxide Grolman Red  0.3 
Cathaycoat 
Red RA11A 

5.0 

Calcium 
Carbonate 

Solvay White  4.5 Socal 31 2.8 

Zinc phosphate 
Zn3(PO4)2, 
tetrahydrated 

SNCZ White  4.5 PZ20 3.3 

Liquid fillers 

Filler type Supplier Supplied form % Phosphorus Trade name 
Density 
(g.cm-3) 

Bisphenol-A 
bis(diphenyl 
phosphate) 

ICL-
Industrial 
Products 

Light yellow, 
viscous liquid 

8.9 % of 
phosphorus 

Fyrolflex 
BDP 

1.254 

Resorcinol 
bis(diphenyl 
phosphate) 

Clear, 
transparent, 
viscous liquid 

10.7 % of 
phosphorus 

Fyrolflex 
RDP 

1.318 

 

The solid fillers have a twofold role: they are commonly used as pigments for industrial 

coatings to upgrade the coating properties (visual appearance, mechanical properties, etc.) 

and they can be used also for easier stratification detection. Indeed, some researchers 

reported that pigments well wetted in the phase in which they are dispersed remain in their 

original dispersion phase after the mixing of the two resins, as it was reported in the first 

chapter of the manuscript.12 Some of them are also known to improve the fire performances 

in particular coating systems. Liquid additives were chosen mainly for their FR properties 

(Figure 20). 
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Figure 20. Chemical structure of BDP and RDP flame retardant additives 

 

II-2 Coatings processing 

 

II-2-1 Formulation 

Processing of self-stratifying coatings is depicted in Figure 21. First of all, each resin is dissolved 

separately at 30 wt.% in the solvent or solvent blend chosen, by mixing it properly for 10 

minutes at 300 rpm with a Wisestir Wisd stirrer.  

When applicable, fillers are dispersed in one of the medium (depending on the system) prior 

to the mixing with the second resin system. In the case of a solid filler, grinding is carried out 

with a dissolver Dispermat (VMA-Getzman) until a Hegman gauge fineness value of 7 is 

reached. Liquid fillers are blended at 300 rpm for 10 minutes with the stirrer. 

Finally, both resin systems are combined together at a 1:1 ratio and mixed for 10 minutes at 

300 rpm. The curing agent is then incorporated with respect to the thermosetting system 

when applicable. Finally, the final formulation is mixed for 3 minutes before its application. 
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Figure 21. Processing steps for the preparation and application of self-stratifying formulations 

containing additives 

 

II-2-2 Application 

Coatings are then applied by spraying in a semi-industrial spraying machine (CLID apparatus) 

using a regular spray gun (pressurized gravity feed spray gun Devilbliss Advance HD-ADV-

GP443-13 with compact buzzard and stainless steel nozzle of 1.3mm purchased from Sinex). 

An air pressure of 200 kPa was used, and the spray gun was set up so as to obtain an air flow 

to give a nominal wet film thickness of 200 µm after application onto the substrate.  

 

II-2-3 Curing procedure: Optimization of the crosslinking process 

It is interesting to notice that, during crosslinking reactions between the thermosetting resin 

and the curing agent, the system rapidly increases in molecular weight, favoring the 

incompatibility between the two resins.109 To be optimal, the crosslinking reaction needs to 

precede the stratification process or the two phenomena must partially overlap. Previous 
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studies demonstrated that self-stratification is optimal when the crosslinking system reaches 

80 % of conversion.133, 134  

Crosslinking reactions are exothermic. In general, the temperature of the reaction, the 

reaction rate and the reaction enthalpy (heat of reaction) are the main points of interest. 

During the reaction, the viscosity, density, and the modulus of elasticity increase due to an 

increase in the molar mass and crosslinking. The crosslinking process is complex because 

different reaction steps are involved. Basically, the growth of the polymer structure can be 

divided into two mechanisms of chain formation: (i) stepwise growth through elementary 

reactions of two functional groups, and (ii) chain growth through the attachment of 

monomers to the cross-linking polymer.135 As described in the section II-1-2, curing of epoxy 

resins with triamine can be described as a two-step process: firstly, an epoxy group reacts with 

a primary amine yielding to a secondary amine, which in the second step reacts with another 

epoxy group yielding a tertiary amine. 

Consequently, the study of the thermal behavior of the system is an effective method to study 

the extent of cured network structures formed with increased temperatures. The curing 

process is commonly determined by DSC as the ratio between the heat released by the 

reaction at each moment and the total heat released to determine the extent of the curing 

reaction.  Although this procedure is useful, accuracy at high conversion is low and issues arise 

when monitoring fast reactions. In addition, DSC only provides overall conversion degree, 

which makes it impossible to independently determine epoxy and amine conversion rates. 

Accordingly, the curing procedure of the thermoset system has to be optimized in the first 

place. DSC analyses were chosen to be discussed in the following part. Other techniques were 

tested, such as ATR-FTIR, Raman spectroscopy and rheology measurements, however the 

results obtained were not as conclusive as those obtained with DSC measurements. 

Consequently, only the results obtained with the DSC technique will be presented in this part. 

ATR-FTIR and Raman spectroscopy investigations are gathered in Appendix 3.  

 

II-2-3-1 Differential Scanning Calorimetry (DSC) 

 

Differential Scanning Calorimetry is used to understand the behavior of a material when 

exposed to a temperature gradient under air or under inert conditions. It allows the 
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determination of many characteristic properties of a sample. Using this technique it is possible 

to observe melting and crystallization events as well as glass transition temperatures (Tg). DSC 

can also be used to study oxidation, as well as other chemical reactions. 

In this study, DSC analyses have been carried out in order to determine the optimal 

temperature for the thermosetting system to be cured. As described previously, stratification 

is optimal when the crosslinking system reaches 80 % of conversion.133, 134  

Subsequently, analyses were performed using a DSC Q100 from TA Instrument under a 

nitrogen flow of 50 mL/min. The samples in sealed (for solid sample) or hollow open (for liquid 

samples) crucibles first underwent a 3 minutes isotherm at -50°C to guarantee temperature 

homogeneity of the specimens. Different conditions were used depending on the type of 

analyses performed. 

Method 1: Calculation of the total heat of curing reaction 

The blend thermoset resin/hardener was heated at 10°C/min from -50°C up to 220°C for 3 

minutes. The system was then cooled down to 10°C/min and a second cycle was carried out 

to ensure the complete reaction of the two components (Figure 22). 

Method 2: In-situ crosslinking of the epoxy/amine system 

The blend thermoset resin/hardener was heated at 10°C/min from -50°C up to the desired 

temperature (between 40 and 150 °C depending on the temperature studied) for 2 hours. The 

system was then cooled down at 10°C/min and a second cycle with an isotherm of 20 minutes 

was carried out to calculate the amount of polymer which has not crosslinked (Figure 22). 

  

 

Figure 22. Schematic presentation of step wise DSC in-situ analyses 

 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Melting_point
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Crystal
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Glass_transition
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Oxidation
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Method 3: Analyses of formerly crosslinked epoxy resin 

The samples in sealed crucibles were heated up to 200 °C at 20°C/min and underwent an 

isotherm for 3 minutes. Then, the samples were cooled down to -50°C at 10°C/min (Figure 

23). This cycle was repeated two times to ensure the complete crosslinking of the resin.  

 

 

Figure 23. Schematic presentation of step wise DSC analyses after ex-situ crosslinking 

 

Each sample was tested twice to ensure the repeatability of the results. 

II-2-3-2 Investigation of the epoxy-amine conversion rate 

 

Accordingly, DSC scans of the system before any thermal treatment was first registered 

following the method 1 (Figure 24).  

 

 
Figure 24. DSC curves of the epoxy/amine system from -50 to 220°C with a ramp of 20°C/min (2 

cycles) 

 

From the DSC curve, the total heat of reaction is determined: 476.8 J/g. Its maximum is 

reached at 117.4 °C, corresponding to an enthalpy of 3.55 W/g. From the total heat of 

reaction, the percentage of conversion can be calculated at different isothermal temperature. 
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To do so, the system has undergone a cure of 2 hours at different temperatures (40, 80, 110, 

130 and 150 °C) and the heat release during the exothermal reaction was then calculated 

(Figure 25). The percentage of conversion (DH1) was calculated according to the total heat 

released of the reaction (Figure 27, Table 2). Another percentage of conversion (DH2) was 

calculated considering the crosslinking reactions complete at 150 °C. Indeed, no exothermal 

peak is discernable during the second cycle at 150 °C (Figure 26) meaning that no reaction 

occurred up to 200 °C. Consequently, the heat of the crosslinking reaction calculated during 

the isothermal at 150 °C was set for the calculation as equivalent to 100 % of conversion 

(Figure 27, Table 2). 

 

 

Figure 25. DSC curves of the fist cycle of isotherm at 40, 80, 110, 130 and 150 °C 

 

 

Figure 26. DSC curves of the second cycle of the in-situ crosslinking  
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Table 2. Heat release and percentage of conversion of the system cured at different temperature for 

2 hours 

 

 

Figure 27. Epoxy group conversion in the reactive system as a function of temperature after an 

isothermal of 2 hours 

 

Both percentages of conversion (DH1 and DH2) follow the same tendency: the slope of the 

curve is somehow stabilized between 40 and 80 °C and is steeper up to 150 °C. At 110 °C, 80 

% of conversion is reached and 85 % at 120 °C. After that, the slope gets almost constant for 

higher temperature, meaning that the crosslinking reaction is almost completely achieved. 

From the two percentages of conversion, the 80 % of conversion are reached around 110 °C. 

The result is also in accordance with the maximum of heat released which occurs at 117 °C 

(Figure 24). 

To confirm these observations, the system was then cured in the oven used for the 

experiments at the temperature investigated. The cured sample were then tested following 

the method 3, and the remaining enthalpy of reaction was calculated. From the diagram, the 

enthalpy of crosslinking was 85.35 J/g corresponding to a conversion rate of 17 %. Considering 

the experimental error used with the oven, the value obtained stays very close to the 20 % 

forecasted by DSC analyses. 

Isothermal temperature (°C) ΔH (J/g) 
%Conversion  

(DH1, %) 
%Conversion  

(DH2, %) 

40 0 0 0 

80 25.3 5.3 5.1 

110 392.8 82.4 79.2 

130 423.3 88.8 85.3 

150 496.0 100.0 100.0 
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Finally and according to the DSC measurements, the procedure was set as follows: after 

application on the substrate, the coating was allowed to dry at 22 °C for 24 hours in a universal 

heat chamber provided by Memmert to avoid an abrupt cure, and finally cured for 2 hours at 

110 °C in a France Etuves C3000 oven. Coatings were left at ambient temperature for at least 

2 days before any experimental analysis. 

Least but not the last, different isothermal duration were tested (from 30 to 120 min), but no 

significant difference were registered between the curves. 120 minutes was chosen to ensure 

a good evaporation of the solvent during the curing of the coating. 

Finally, the influence of the incorporation of the second resin to the thermosetting medium 

was also investigated. From DSC measurements, the addition of the resin slightly shift the 

exothermic peak due to the crosslinking reaction toward higher temperature (the shift 

registered is in the range of 10 °C). This difference does not modify the conversion rate in a 

significant way, consequently 110 °C was kept as the optimal curing temperature. 

 

II-3 Physico-Chemical characterizations 

 

Physico-chemical characterizations allow identifying the optimal conditions to be used to 

process a self-stratifying coating, to measure the degree of stratification of the coatings and 

to understand the effect of a set of factors detailed in this part. Those techniques are used to 

optimize and characterize the layering process but also to understand the mode of action of 

pigments and FR fillers during the combustion of the coated materials developed.  

 

II-3-1 Solubility measurements: Hansen’s Three-Dimensional Solubility Parameters  

The solubility parameters of the resins selected for this PhD thesis were determined using 54 

solvents of known Hansen Solubility parameters (HSP) at a concentration of 10 % solids at (20 

±2) °C. 100 mg of the resin was placed in a 2 ml glass vial, and 900 mg of solvent was added. 

The mixture was stirred at 50 rpm using an Intelli-Mixer RM-2 rotator (provided by Elmi) for 

24 h and left to rest for extra 24 hours at (22 ± 2) °C. To obtain a more precise classification, a 
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second solubility test was performed by mixing 300 mg of the resin in 700 mg of each solvent 

(at 30 wt.% solids). 

In both cases, visual observation of solubility was made 24 hours and 7 days after dissolution. 

A solvent is considered as a non-solvent if a two-phase system or suspended particles are 

observed. Results were then computed with the HSPiP software (version 4.0.05) developed by 

Abbott and Yamamoto to draw the solubility sphere and determinate its coordinates (center 

and radius). The computer program uses a correlation method based on a quality-to-fit 

function to ensure that most of the non-solvents are located outside and most of the good 

solvents are located inside the Hansen sphere.136  

After the determination of the HSPs of the resins, the comparison between the solubility 

spheres of the two-resin system can be provided: the overlap factor V, which allows 

comparing the relative sizes of the common volume between the two components, can be 

calculated (Equation 1).  

𝑉 = 100 
𝐶

4

3
 𝜋𝑅1

3  Equation 1 

With R1 the volume of the smallest sphere and C the overlap volume of the spheres. 

 

II-3-2 Surface properties 

II-3-2-1 Contact Angle measurements 

 

Contact angle measurements were used to compare the ability of both water (γ = 72.8; γd = 

21.8; γp = 51 mN .m-1) and diiodomethane (γ = 50.8; γd = 50.8; γp = 0 mN .m-1), which have 

different polarities, to spread on a surface by wettability, and then to determine the surface 

energy. According to the Harmonic Mean method of Wu137 and the Young’s law, any surface 

energy can be calculated if contact angles of two reference liquids are known. For an interface 

between two materials, Wu expressed the interfacial surface tension by the following 

equation: 

𝛾12 =  𝛾1 +  𝛾2 −  
4𝛾1

𝑑𝛾2
𝑑

𝛾1
𝑑+ 𝛾2

𝑑 − 
4𝛾1

𝑝
𝛾2

𝑝

𝛾1
𝑝

+ 𝛾2
𝑝    Equation 2 
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with 𝛾1 and 𝛾2 the total energies of resins 1 and 2 respectively. This method is mostly used for 

the calculation of surface free energy for polymers with low surface free energy (up to 30-40 

mN.m-1).  

Contact angles were measured with a Digidrop Contact Angle Meter GBX and a Krüss DSA-

100, and the total surface tension γ, dispersive (γd) and polar (γp) components were calculated 

following the method of Wu (Equation 2, ASTM D 2578-67).138  

As surface tensions of the substrate and resins are critical parameters to take into account in 

the stratification process, they must be determined both to theoretically predict the 

stratification and to compare the characteristics of top and bottom layers of the resulting 

coatings compared to the reference resins. 

When taking into account the solvent characteristics in the calculation of the surface energy, 

resins were primarily diluted in the selected solvent system and dried following the curing 

procedure of the coatings. To ensure that forecast are the most realistic, the surface tension 

of the crosslinked thermoset resin was measured (including the curing agent). 

II-3-2-2 Adhesion measurements  

 

The adhesion of the film on the substrates was evaluated according to the ASTM D3359-B  

standard using an "Elcometer 107" cross-hatch cutter.139 The cutter chosen was a 3 mm cutter, 

with 6 tooth, corresponding to the measurements of thicknesses up to 250 µm. Using this 

procedure, the best adhesion rating is classified as 5B, and the lowest as 0B (Figure 28). 
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Figure 28. Classification of the adhesion using the cross-hatch test140 

 

II-3-2-3 Color changes measurements 

  

The effect of weathering on the visual aspect of the most successful self-stratifying coatings 

developed was evaluated by colorimetry. During the ageing, L*a*b* measurements were 

performed before, during and after ageing.  

Color changes and reflectance were recorded using a Datacolor CHECK 3 portable 

spectrophotometer from Datacolor Industry. In the CIE (“Commission Internationale de 

l’Eclairage”, or International Commission on Illumination) L*a*b* system, L* represents the 

lightness of color (L* = 0 for the absolute black, L* = 100 for absolute white), the a* value 

indicates the color position between red and green (a* is green at one extremity (a*>0) and 

red at the other (a*<0)) and the b*value represents the color position on a yellow/blue scale 

(b*>0 indicate blue and b*<0 indicates yellow).  a* and b* values are close to zero for neutral 

colors (white and gray) and increase in magnitude for more saturated or intense color (pure 

color) (Figure 29). 
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Figure 29. Color space of CIE Lab system141 

 

The difference in color between two samples (ΔE) can be calculated using Equation 3, with 

𝛥𝐿 ∗ representing the lightness difference, 𝛥𝑎 ∗and 𝛥𝑏 ∗ the differences in a* and b* values 

respectively. 

𝛥𝐸 =  √(𝛥𝐿 ∗)2 + (𝛥𝑎 ∗)2 + (𝛥𝑏 ∗)2  Equation 3 

 

II-3-3 Thermal study: Thermo-Gravimetric Analyses (TGA) 

The changes in thermal degradation profile often observed in polymers in the presence of 

many fillers can be a significant factor influencing the action of fire retardant fillers. Thermo-

gravimetric analysis (TGA) provides insights concerning the nature of filler/polymer 

interactions, together with their relative decomposition temperatures.  

Thermogravimetric Analysis (TGA) allows monitoring changes in physical and chemical 

properties of a material by measuring its weight loss while it is heated according to a specific 

temperature ramp. Then, the derivative of the TG curve (DTG) allows determining the mass 

loss rate at a given temperature, and thus permit to identify the main decomposition steps of 

the material.  

In this thesis, TG measurements were carried out using a Discovery TGA provided by TA 

Instrument. Samples were put in open vitreous alumina crucibles, and gas flow rate was set at 

50 mL/min. Nitrogen or air was chosen depending on the desired conditions, respectively 

under pyrolysis or thermo-oxidative atmosphere. Samples underwent an isotherm at 50 °C for 
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120 minutes for thermal homogeneity, then a heating ramp of 20 °C/min was set to ensure 

that the samples did not experience significant temperature or mass gradients, making the 

effect of mass and heat transfers negligible. Each experiment was repeated at least twice to 

ensure repeatability of the results. 

Samples were analyzed either without any thermal treatment, or with the same curing 

procedure used for the coatings (i.e. dried for 24 hours at (22 ± 2) °C and cured for 2 hours at 

110 °C).  

Difference weight loss curves were also calculated (Equation 4) to determine a potential 

increase or decrease in the thermal stability of the formulations due to the incorporation of a 

filler in the system. These curves represent the difference between the experimental TG 

curves for the mixture (𝑤𝑒𝑥𝑝(𝑇)) and the linear combination of TG curves (𝑤𝑡ℎ𝑒𝑜(𝑇)) for the 

neat components (Equation 5). 

𝛥𝑤(𝑇) =  𝑤𝑒𝑥𝑝(𝑇) −  𝑤𝑡ℎ𝑒𝑜(𝑇)  Equation 4 

𝑤𝑡ℎ𝑒𝑜(𝑇) = 𝑋1 ∗ 𝑤𝑟𝑒𝑠𝑖𝑛 + 𝑋2 ∗ 𝑤𝑓𝑖𝑙𝑙𝑒𝑟  Equation 5 

Where 𝑤𝑟𝑒𝑠𝑖𝑛 and 𝑤𝑓𝑖𝑙𝑙𝑒𝑟 correspond to the weight determined from the experimental TG 

curves; X1, X2 the weight percentage of the sole resin and sole filler respectively. If 𝛥𝑤(𝑇) <

0, then the experimental weight loss is higher than the theoretical one. This shows that the 

reactivity and/or interaction between the polymer and the filler leads to a thermal 

destabilization of the material. If 𝛥𝑤(𝑇) > 0, then the system is thermally stabilized. 

The next part of this chapter is dedicated to the description of the chemical analyses which 

were used to characterize the composition of solid films or residues obtained after fire tests, 

to some extent to evaluate the degree of stratification and finally to follow the extent of the 

curing reaction between the epoxy and the amine curing agent (Appendix 3). 
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II-3-4 Chemical analysis 

II-3-4-1 Fourier Transform Infrared spectroscopy (FTIR) 

 

Attenuated Total Reflexion (ATR) with a diamond crystal was used in conjunction with the 

Fourier Transform Infrared spectroscopy (FTIR) to examine the materials, the coatings and 

also the residues after fire testing. The analysis and comparison of spectra can provide 

information about the concentration of each resin at both surfaces, and can lead to the degree 

of stratification.102 

The total internal energy of a molecule can be determined by the sum of rotational, vibrational 

and electronic energy levels in a first approximation. FTIR spectroscopy studies the 

interactions between matter and electromagnetic fields in the infrared region: by absorbing 

IR radiation, a molecule can be excited to a higher vibrational state. Using this technique, light 

is absorbed at distinct frequencies in a liquid, solid or gas, which corresponds to the vibrational 

frequencies of the bonds in the sample. Electromagnetic waves belonging to the infrared 

domain enter the diamond ATR crystal (made of high refractive index) at an angle of typically 

45° (relative to the surface of the crystal) and are totally reflected at the crystal to sample 

interface. The evanescent wave (fraction of light reaching the sample) extends beyond the 

surface of the crystal into the sample held in contact with the crystal (penetration depth: 0.5 

– 3 µm). In regions where the sample absorbs energy, the wave is attenuated. The reflected 

radiation is then returned to the detector, which records the attenuated IR signal (the 

interferogram) used to generate an IR spectra. 

Room temperature FTIR-ATR spectra were recorded between 400 and 4000 cm-1 using a 

Fourier transformed infrared spectrometer (ThermoScientific) Nicolet iS50. The spectra 

processed by OMNIC software resulted from 64 scans using a resolution of 4 cm-1.  

The extent of curing of the epoxy resin and amine hardener was monitored from 40 to 190 °C 

using a Pike GladiATRTM (Pike Technologies) displayed by a Watlow SD. A ramp of 10 °C/min 

was applied and one spectra was recorded every 10 °C using the same processing conditions 

described previously. The reference peak used as an internal standard for the normalization 

of epoxy peak absorbance is phenylene at 830 cm-1 (ϒCH aromatics). 
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II-3-4-2 Raman spectroscopy 

 

Raman spectroscopy is used to provide a molecular fingerprint to materials. It is due to the 

scattering of light by the vibrating molecules, and it is commonly used in combination with 

FTIR spectroscopy, as a complementary technique to study the concentration of a selected 

polymer. Raman and FTIR spectroscopy differ in some key fundamental ways. Raman 

spectroscopy depends on a change in polarizability of a molecule, whereas FTIR spectroscopy 

depends on a change in the dipole moment. FTIR spectroscopy is sensitive to hetero-nuclear 

functional group vibrations and polar bonds, especially OH stretching in water. Raman, on the 

other hand, is sensitive to homo-nuclear molecular bonds. For example, it allows 

distinguishing C-C, C=C and C≡C bonds. Both methods have advantages and limitations, but 

when combined, these two methods become a powerful tool to characterize a large set of 

materials. 

Raman spectroscopy measurements were performed with a LabRam HR visible infinity 

instrument equipped with liquid nitrogen cooled CDD detector from Horiba Jobin Yvon. The 

spectra were recorded at 473 nm with a laser power of 0.6 mW. The extent of curing of the 

epoxy resin and amine hardener was monitored from 25 to 100 °C, one spectra being recorded 

every 5 °C. 

 

II-3-5 Microscopic analyses 

In this work, microscopic analyses were used for different purpose: (i) to measure the 

thickness of a coating, (ii) to assess the degree of stratification by cross-section analyses, (iii) 

to determine the location of the fillers through the thickness of a film, (iv) to assess the quality 

of the junction between two layers in laminated systems and (v) to analyze the residues during 

and after fire tests. Depending on the nature of the samples tested, different preparation 

methods have been tried and optimized to allow the most accurate and efficient mappings. 
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II-3-5-1 Sample preparation 

 

Coatings applied on polycarbonate 

The specimens for microscopic characterizations were obtained by cryo-fracture in liquid 

nitrogen. The coated sample was dug in the liquid, cooled for 30 seconds, removed and broken 

with a hammer to allow a clean and neat finish of the cross section.  

Char residues 

The char residues obtained from fire tests were embedded in epoxy resin and polished. 

Carbon metallization was finally carried out before any further microscopic characterization 

on all samples, whatever its preparation method, with a Bal-Tec SCD005 sputter coater. 

II-3-5-2 Electronic microscopy 

 

Electronic microscopy with chemical analyses is another efficient tool to provide information 

about the degree of self-stratification: a mapping of a characteristic chemical element can 

provide information about the relative concentration of each resin on either both interfaces 

or in the inner coating structure. The analysis of cross-sections gives information about both 

non-homogeneous-in-layer and heterophase polymer structures.142, 143 

Scanning electron microscopy with X-Ray mapping (SEM-EDX) 

Scanning Electron Microscopy (SEM) uses a focused beam of high energy electrons to generate 

signals at the surface of the specimens. The signals that derive from electron-sample 

interactions reveal information about the sample including morphology, chemical 

composition and crystalline structure. The electron beam leads to the emission of secondary 

and back scattered electrons (BSE) (amongst other species) which are then collected over a 

selected surface area, and generate a two-dimensional image. Quantitative or semi-

quantitative analyses of selected areas can also be performed (using Energy Dispersive X-ray 

spectroscopy or EDX) to determine chemical compositions.  

SEM images were obtained at various levels of magnification on a Hitachi S4700 with field 

emission gun. Images were recorded at 5.0 or 7.0 kV and 20 µA. The difference in chemical 
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composition between top and bottom coating surface was characterized by cross-section X-

Ray mappings (EDX analysis) at 13.0 kV, 25µA.  

Electron probe micro analysis with Wavelength-Dispersive Spectroscopy (EPMA-WDS) 

Electron probe micro analysis (EPMA) is also a particle-beam technique (typical energy = 5-30 

keV). It is a qualitative and quantitative method of non-destructive elemental analysis of 

micron-sized volume at the surface of the materials, with sensitivity in the range of the 

hundred ppm. The aim of an EPMA is mainly to acquire precise elemental analyses at very 

small spot sizes (> 1-2 µm) primarily by Wavelength Dispersive Spectroscopy (WDS). The 

characteristic X-rays are detected at particular wavelengths (depending on the emitting 

species) and their intensity is recorded to identify the sample’s composition. WDS 

spectrometers are based on the Bragg’s law and use various moveable, shaped nanocrystals 

as monochromators, they allow a better detection resolution than EDX. 

In this thesis, a Cameca SX100 electron probe microanalyser was used to perform elemental 

analysis on the cross-section of the coatings (electron interaction volume 1 µm3) and on char 

residues. BSE images and X-ray mappings were carried out at 15 kV, 40 nA. On BSE pictures, 

the darkest parts correspond to the “lightest” elements. On mappings, red parts correspond 

to the highest concentration of the selected element, and black ones to zero concentration. 

 

For every specimen, Carbon (C), Oxygen (O) and Nitrogen (N) were detected by X-ray analyses 

(SEM-EDX or EPMA). However, as the polymer matrices used are composed of those same 

elements, it was difficult to detect the interface between the substrate and the coatings. 

Consequently, attention was directed towards other specific elements composing the resin of 

interest whenever possible. 

When the coating contained silicon, attention was turned to the silicium element (Si). In the 

fluoropolymer resin, the Fluor Ethylene part contains a 3:1 Fluorine (F)/Chlorine ratio. With 

this system, Chlorine (Cl) was chosen as characteristic element rather than fluorine as it is 

easier to detect (heavier element than fluorine). Table 3 gathers the different chemical 

elements constituting either the resins or fillers that have been selected for the work. 
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Table 3. Elements and X-ray energies used for SEM-EDX and EPMA analyses 

Element Symbol X-ray energy (keV) 

Carbon C 0.277 

Oxygen O 0.525 

Nitrogen N 0.392 

Silicium Si 1.740 

Fluorine F 0.677 

Chlorine Cl 2.622 

Iron Fe 6.405 

Calcium Ca 3.692 

Phosphorus P 2.010 

Zinc Zn 8.637 

 

Digital microscopy 

A digital microscope is a variation of traditional optical microscopes as it does not contain 

eyepieces: optics and a charge-coupled device (CDD) camera act as a detector, and images are 

displayed on a monitor. It allows creating 3D images based on automatically captured images. 

A digital microscope VHX-1000 (supplied by Keyence) was used in this work to look at residues 

morphology and aspect after fire tests. 

The last part of this chapter is dedicated to the description of the different fire tests that were 

used to investigate the fire performances of the systems developed. 

 

II-3-6 Fire testing methods and characterization of the mode of action of materials 

during combustion 

Four methods were used to evaluate the fire retardant properties of the 

coating/polycarbonate systems: the Limiting Oxygen Index (LOI), the UL-94 test, the Mass Loss 

Calorimeter and the characterization of the residues using a tubular furnace.  

Specimens for LOI and UL-94 tests were prepared as follows: polymer plates were cut with a 

saw band to give barrels of a dimension of 100*10*3 mm3. Barrels were then placed 

horizontally in the spray chamber and maintained to allow the spraying on all sides until a wet 

film thickness of 200 µm was reached. The curing procedure was then follow as previously 

described.  
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II-3-6-1 Limiting oxygen index (LOI) 

 

The Limiting Oxygen Index (LOI, Equation 6) is measured using a Fire Testing Technology (FTT) 

instrument on plaque of dimension 100*10*3 mm3 according to the standard “oxygen index” 

test (ISO 4589-2144). This test allows measuring the minimum concentration of oxygen in a 

nitrogen/oxygen mixture required to just support combustion of a test sample at room 

temperature. This test allows evaluating the relative flammability of materials, their 

ignitability and inflammation. The specimen is clamped vertically into a glass cylinder in a 

controlled atmosphere, and the top of the sample is ignited with a burner (Figure 30). 

Materials having a LOI value below 21 vol.% O2 are called combustible, and those with a LOI 

value above 21 vol.% O2 are flame retarded. 

𝐿𝑂𝐼 = 100 ∗
[𝑂2]

[𝑂2]+ [𝑁2]
  Equation 6 

 

 

Figure 30. Experimental set of LOI test 

 

II-3-6-2 UL-94 

 

UL-94 test is a vertical burning qualitative test performed according to IEC 60695-11-10145 on 

100*10*3 mm3 plates (Figure 31). It describes the tendency of a material to extinguish or to 

spread the flame after ignition of the material. Glowing and flaming combustion and the 

occurrence of flaming drops (with ignition of a cotton sample) are taken into account to rate 

the samples from V0 to non-classified (NC), where V0 is the best rating (short burning times 
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without ignition of cotton) and NC the worst. Table 4 depicts the criteria conditions to meet 

V0, V1 or V2 classifications. 

In this study, a blue flame with a 20 mm high central cone was applied for 10 seconds at the 

bottom edge of the vertical specimen. The flame was then removed and the time of flameout 

was recorded. The blue flame was then applied for extra 10 seconds and removed. After the 

second burning, the time to extinguish and the afterglow time were registered. Dripping and 

ignition of a cotton placed below the specimen were also carefully followed. A set of 5 plates 

of diameter 3 mm was tested for each system. 

 

 

Figure 31. Scheme of UL-94 apparatus 

 

Table 4. UL-94 classification 

Criteria V-0 V-1 V-2 

Total flaming combustion for each specimen ≤ 10s ≤ 30s ≤ 30s 

Flaming and glowing combustion for each specimen after second 
burner flame application 

≤ 30s ≤ 60s ≤ 60s 

Total flaming combustion for all 5 specimen ≤ 50s ≤ 250s ≤ 250s 

Cotton ignited by flaming drops NO NO YES 

Glowing or flaming combustion of any specimen to holding clamp NO NO NO 

 

II-3-6-3 Mass loss calorimeter (MLC) 

 

The Mass Loss Calorimeter (MLC) allows simulating the fire conditions at a small bench scale 

according to ISO 13927 (Figure 32). 
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A Fire Testing Technology (FTT) Mass Loss Calorimeter was used to perform measurements 

on samples following the procedure defined in ASTM E906. The equipment is identical to the 

one used in oxygen consumption cone calorimetry (ASTM E-1354-90), except that a 

thermopile in the chimney is used to obtain heat release rate (HRR) rather than employing the 

oxygen consumption principle. Our procedure involved exposing specimens measuring 

100*100*3 mm3 (according to ISO-13927 standard) in horizontal orientation. Samples were 

wrapped in aluminum foil leaving the upper surface exposed to the heater and were placed 

on an insulating ceramic backing board at a distance of 35 mm from cone base. External heat 

flux of 50 kW/m2 was used to carry out the experiments. 50 kW/m² corresponds to the 

common heat flux for a fully-developed fire (high external flux, large length scale, ambient 

temperature above auto-ignition temperature, low ventilation).146 Experiments were first 

performed at a lower flux (35 kW/m²) corresponding to a mild fire scenario, however the 

coatings applied on polycarbonate did not ignite, even after 30 minutes of exposures (one 

example is depicted in appendix 4). 

 

 

Figure 32. Schematic of the Mass Loss Calorimeter 

 

The MLC was used to determine the main characteristic fire parameters (Figure 33): heat 

release rate (HRR) as a function of time, time to ignition (TTI), time to flameout (TFO), 

maximum HRR (peak of heat release rate, pHRR), time to peak of HRR (tpHRR), total heat 

release (THR), mass loss rate (MLR) and specific mass loss rate (SMLR). The specific mass loss 
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rate is calculated as the ratio between the MLR and the surface of the sample exposed to the 

MLC external irradiance level (i.e. 88.4 cm² - ISO 5660 standard).147, 148 Here, the TTI, HRR, 

pHRR, THR, MLR and SMLR of coated plastics were evaluated and compared to those of raw 

samples. Experiments were performed three times to ensure repeatability of results and the 

presented curves are the worst among the repetitions. The values were found to be 

reproducible within ± 10 % (relative standard deviation). 

Finally, to understand the mode of action of the coatings toward the plastic substrate and its 

behavior during combustion, the most successful self-stratified coatings were removed from 

the cone base after their ignition (at TTI, Figure 33) and after flame out (TOF). The remaining 

coating was then analyzed by means of ATR-FTIR and microscopic analyses. 

 

 

Figure 33. Schematic curve obtained after MLC test and its characteristics values 

 

II-3-6-4 Characterization of the solid residues 

 

The thermal treatment consists to submit a sample in a furnace at a determined temperature 

under controlled nitrogen gas flow to simulate the pyrolysis conditions (Figure 34). The 

treatment temperature are determined according to thermogravimetric analyses as they 

correspond to the characteristic degradation step of the systems. 
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Heat treatments were realized on the raw materials and on the coating systems in a tubular 

furnace under nitrogen flow (75 mL.min-1). A heating of 10 °C/min is applied from the ambient 

to the treatment temperature followed by an isotherm for 3 h. The sample is then cooled to 

ambient temperature. The collected residues were then analyzed using the digital microscopy.  

 

 

Figure 34. Schematic representation of the tubular furnace used for thermal treatment 

 

II-3-6-5 Pyrolysis-gas chromatography- Mass spectrometry (Py-GCMS) 

 

The Pyrolysis-gas chromatography spectrometry (Py-GCMS) device was provided by Shimadzu 

(Figure 35). The device consists of a micro-furnace pyrolyzer (Frontier Lab PY-2020iD) coupled 

with a GC/MS (Shimadzu GCMS QP2010 SE). Analyses are performed on 200 µg sample under 

helium atmosphere (inert conditions) through a desorption mode which consists in heating 

the sample at high heating rate in the pyrolyzer furnace, while heavy evolved gases condense 

at the beginning of the GC column and volatile fragments are detected after ionization. After 

the thermal treatment in the pyrolyzer furnace, condensed products are desorbed and 

separated in the GC column to finally be analyzed by the mass spectrometer. 
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Figure 35. Schematic presentation of the Py-GCMS device 

 

Samples (in a stainless steel cup) are heated up from 80 to 800 °C with a heating ramp of 60 

°C/min. After the decomposition process, evolved gases are introduced into the GCMS system 

whereas a part of the gases is split by boiling point to avoid blockage in the column or 

saturation of the detector. Released decomposition gases are separated using a 30 m long 

fumed silica capillary column (30 m * 0.25 mm * 0.25 µm film thickness). The temperature of 

the column is set to 35 °C during the desorption process. The column is then heated up to 320 

°C with a heating ramp of 10 °C/min followed by an isotherm at 320 °C for 6 min. The linear 

velocity of the carrier gas (helium) is set to 40 cm/s. The separated gases and fragments are 

then analyzed with the quadrupole mass spectrometer with an Electron-Impact (IE) ionization 

source. The IE spectra are recorded at 70 eV with a mass scan of 2 scans per second. The 

interface between the pyrolyzer and the GC is heated up to 320 °C; the interface GC/MS to 

280 °C. The temperature of the ion source is set to 230 °C. Data is analyzed using the GC/MS 

post-run analysis from Shimadzu and F-Search from Frontier lab, whereas products are 

identified using NIST and F-search database. 

II-3-6-6 Pyrolysis combustion flow calorimeter (PCFC) 

 

The combustibility of the gas phase was evaluated with a pyrolysis combustion flow 

calorimeter (PCFC) provided by Fire Testing Technology Ltd (Figure 36). PCFC was developed 

by Lyon149 from FAA and allows measuring the flammability of 10 mg of materials. Samples 
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were placed in open alumina pans and were degraded under nitrogen atmosphere at a heating 

rate of 1 °C/s and with a nitrogen flow of 80 cc/min. The decomposition gases were then burnt 

in a nitrogen/oxygen mixture with 80 cc/min and 20 cc/min flows respectively. The heat 

release during the combustion of the material is measured as a function of the temperature 

using an oxygen analyzer, according to the Huggett relation.150 Using a heating ramp of 1 °C/s, 

pHRR value in W/g equals heat release capacity (HRC) in J/(g.K). 

 

 

Figure 36. Schematic of Pyrolysis Combustion Flow Calorimeter 

 

In order to obtain the most reliable results, the maximum oxygen consumption has to reach 

around 50 % of the total O2 mixture. That is to say, starting from a mixture containing 20 % of 

O2, the peak of consumption has to reach 10 ± 3 % of O2. When decomposition gases are 

released, a certain amount of time is needed from them to reach the combustor, where the 

oxygen analyzed measures the oxygen depletion. Therefore, a slight shift of temperature is 

often observed between TG and PCFC analyses (approximately + 20 °C in PCFC). 
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II-4 Accelerated ageing testing 

 

One objective of the work is to figure out the impact of ageing on the properties of the self-

stratified coatings and on its fire performances. Accordingly, experiments were performed on 

both plates (for visual and chemical analyses, adhesion rating and cone calorimeter tests) and 

barrels (for LOI and UL-94 tests). Before any testing, samples were dried 24 h in a vacuum 

chamber at 60 °C in order to eliminate the excess of humidity and to perform all 

characterizations in the same controlled conditions. Total duration of the tests was 8 weeks 

with intermediate characterizations every two weeks. The evolution of the coating aspect and 

color, adhesion and fire properties of the samples were investigated by comparing the 

properties of aged materials to those of unaged material. MLC tests were performed only after 

8 weeks of exposure. 

 

II-4-1 Ageing under UV-rays exposure 

 

Accelerated weathering under UV-rays was realized by exposing the samples to both 

temperature and UV rays. For this purpose, a weathering chamber from Q-lab (QUV/se: UV, 

condensation and control irradiance SOLAR EYE, Figure 37) was used. The device was 

equipped with 8 UV lamps (UVA 340) at 0.89 W/m² irradiance. 
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Figure 37. Q-LAB, QUV/se weathering chamber and sample holders 

 

The weathering conditions chosen are derived from a ISO 4892-3 standard151: cycles of 4 hours 

under UV irradiation at 60 °C followed by 4 hours in the dark at 50 °C were applied. The 

specimens (plates and barrels, Figure 37) were attached to the test panel and exposed to these 

consecutive cycles without interruption for 8 weeks. Barrels of diameter 3 mm were turned 

on the opposite side every week to ensure a uniform exposition on each side. 

 

II-4-2 Ageing under temperature and relative humidity conditions 

 

Accelerated ageing tests of uncoated and coated plastics were carried out in a humidity 

chamber (HCP 108 supplied by Memmert, Figure 38). The temperature was kept constant at 

60°C while the humidity was set to 75 % relative humidity (T/RH experiment).  
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Figure 38. Humidity chamber test HCP 108 

 

II-5 Conclusion 

 

In the first part of this chapter, the raw materials used for the preparation of the formulations 

as well as the proceeding methods were presented. Afterwards, materials and protocols used 

to evidence the stratification and characterize the coatings in terms of physical properties, 

thermal stability and fire performances were described. Finally, the procedure used to 

stimulate accelerated ageing of materials were presented. 

The following chapter investigates theoretically and experimentally the behaviors of binary 

and ternary blends in order to obtain perfect self-layered coatings on polycarbonate. The 

influence of the most relevant factors is studied, and the most successful systems will be 

selected for the next part of the work. 
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Chapter III: Design of self-stratifying 

coatings  

 

In this chapter, the self-stratification of binary and ternary blends on a polycarbonate 

substrate is investigated. The first section deals with the prediction of layering considering 

two theoretical models described in the literature review: the Hansen approach and the model 

based and surface and interfacial energies. The design of particular blends applied on 

polycarbonate is then investigated, and the influence of the most significant factors toward 

the layering process is especially discussed. 
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III-1 Introduction 

 

It has been shown in the first chapter that a self-stratifying system is based on incompatible 

polymer blends, which can produce a two-phase mixture. This chapter will now focus on the 

design of a perfectly stratified film on a polycarbonate substrate, corresponding to the 

formation of two well distinct and homogeneous layers (type I), or a film in which the phase 

separation is characterized by a homogeneous concentration gradient more or less 

pronounced in the film thickness (type II).  

Practically, binders for such coatings are usually four component systems: two incompatible 

resins and two solvents selected according to their volatility and their affinity with one of the 

polymers. According to these considerations, the following resins have been selected, among 

other materials, for their properties and promising results in the literature: 

 One epoxy resin : DGEBA 

 One silicone resin : Silicone 217 

 One fluoropolymer resin: Lumiflon LF200 

 

Epoxies are the most widely used structural resin due to their exceptional mechanical and 

chemical properties, and particularly since they have excellent adhesion ability to a wide 

variety of materials. Silicone oligomers or polymers are widely used as additives for their 

immediate incompatibility with conventional resins. As decompatibilizers, they are able, to 

some extent, to substantially accelerate the phase separation process with moderate or 

negligible influence on the composition of equilibrium solutions.143 Fluoropolymer resins in 

particular demonstrated promising results when combined with epoxide in terms of self-

stratification on both plastic and metallic substrates.12, 109, 111, 123, 134 

The chosen strategy to investigate the concept of layering using silicone, fluoropolymer and 

epoxy resins, is to study theoretically and experimentally different approaches combining 

solubility, compatibility and surface energy measurements. As the mechanisms driving 

stratification depend, amongst other factors, on raw materials, solvents, curing agent and type 

of fillers, their effects are deeply investigated. 
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Results are presented in the form of a discussion in which, part of different published articles 

are incorporated:  

- Beaugendre, A., Degoutin, S., Bellayer, S., Pierlot, C., Duquesne, S., Casetta, M., Jimenez, 

M. (2017), Self-stratifying epoxy/silicone coatings, Progress in Organic Coating, 103: 101-

110. [doi: 10.1016/j.porgcoat.2016.10.025] 

- Beaugendre, A., Saidi, S., Degoutin, S., Bellayer, S., Pierlot, C., Duquesne, S., Casetta, M., 

Jimenez, M. (2017), One pot flame retardant and weathering resistant coatings for plastics: 

a novel approach, RSC Advances, 7, 40682 – 40694. [doi: 10.1039/c7ra08028j] 

 

III-2 Prediction of stratification 

 

In this section, the feasibility of producing self-stratifying coating compositions is theoretically 

investigated. As it was shown in chapter I, different theoretical models have been developed 

in order to predict whether a given system should stratify and among them: (i) the Hansen 

approach133, based on the solubility parameters of resins, and (ii) a model based on the surface 

and interfacial energies109, 110, 123, including thermodynamic and surface properties. 

Those approaches have been applied to the sets of binary mixtures chosen for screening. Each 

combination contains a thermoplastic and a thermoset resin: their solubility behaviors and 

their compatibility are first determined using the Hansen’s solubility approach, and in a second 

part, the surface and interfacial tensions are calculated and used to evaluate the probability 

of a system to stratify using the second model. Theoretical investigations including the 

epoxy/silicone and epoxy/fluoropolymer systems were published.142, 152 

III-2-1 Solubility parameters – Hansen approach 

 

Hansen solubility parameters (HSP) are widely used for the characterization of polymers, 

surfaces and particular materials (pigments, fillers, fibers …) as reported in chapter I. Since it 

is clear that, solubility parameters are critical parameters to take into account for the self-
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stratification, they have to be determined for the materials used in the paint formula. In this 

PhD work, the Hansen approach is meant to be a starting point for predicting the compatibility 

between binary mixtures of polymers. Researchers are indeed unanimous that a 

homogeneous mixture of incompatible polymers that forms a coating with a polymer/polymer 

composite structure is necessary for self-stratifying phenomenon to occur. In addition, the 

solvents chosen for the formulation have to be selected in order to have in the initial stage a 

3D solubility parameter which is located within the intersection volume of the solubility 

spheres of both resins. 

The first part is dedicated to the determination of the HSP of the selected resins, and in a 

second part, the compatibility between particular resin combinations is investigated. Finally, 

those studies will allow the choice of suitable resin systems, which could theoretically results 

in self-stratifying coatings. The chosen systems will then be tested experimentally. 

III-2-1-1 Hansen solubility spheres 

 

After the dilution of each resin in the 54 solvents of known solubility at 10 wt.%, dispersive 

(𝛿𝑑) , polar (𝛿𝑝), hydrogen-bonding (𝛿ℎ), the total Hansen solubility (𝛿𝑡𝑜𝑡) parameters and 

the radius of the solubility spheres were calculated. Results are gathered in Table 5. 

 

Table 5. Hansen Solubility Parameters of the selected resins diluted at 10 wt.% 

Resins 
𝜹𝒅  

(J.cm-3)1/2 
𝜹𝒑  

(J.cm-3)1/2 
𝜹𝒉  

(J.cm-3)1/2 
𝜹𝒕𝒐𝒕  

(J.cm-3)1/2 
Radius 

(MPa1/2) 

Epoxy DGEBA 19.5 19.4 4.3 27.9 19.9 

Silicone S217 17.7 16.1 5.6 24.7 15.6 

Fluoropolymer 
LF200 

19.4 3.4 13.6 23.9 13.5 

 

The solubility sphere of the epoxy resin (DGEBA) has the highest radius (R = 19.9 MPa1/2): it 

has higher chances to interact with other solubility spheres compared to the fluoropolymer 

resin, which has a lower radius; thus less chance to overlap with other spheres in the Hansen 

space. Some solvents can still be identified as outliers since they are located on the wrong side 

of the Hansen sphere boundaries (dotted blue circles and red squares, Figure 39). 
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Figure 39. Hansen solubility spheres of (a) Epoxy DGEBA, (b) Silicone S217 , (c) Lumiflon LF200 resins 

diluted at 10 wt.% 

 

The mathematical model used for the calculation assumes that the solubility volume is 

spherical, which can explain this misfit. However, spherical view is a practical tool to rapidly 

determine if a solvent would dissolve the resin or not for a given concentration (Table 6).136 

Experimentally, an inside solvent has a RED number (Equation 11, p. 48) <1 (blue filled circle) 

and an outside solvent has a RED number >1 (red filled square). A “Wrong Out” solvent is a 

solvent that should be inside but has a RED number >1 (red dotted square).  A “Wrong In” 

solvent is a solvent that should be outside but has a RED number ≤1 (blue dotted circle). Table 

6 gathers the solvents, which are located on the wrong side of the sphere, and their quantities. 

It allows determining the accuracy of the model.  

 

Table 6. Accuracy of the model according to the location of the solvent in the Hansen space 

 Solvents 

Resins In Out 
Ratio 

In/Out 
Wrong In Wrong Out 

Epoxy DGEBA 47 7 7.0 
Liquid Paraffin, 1-
Butanol 

Dipropyl Amine, Solketal, 
Methanol 

Silicone S217 44 10 4.4 
Liquid Paraffin, 1-
butanol 

Methyl Oleate, 
Tetrahydronaphthalene, 
Dipropyl Amine, Solketal 

Fluoropolymer 
LF200 

43 11 4.0 

Acetic Anhydride, 
DMSO, Glycerol 
Triacetate, Dimethyl 
Phthalate, Carbone 
Disulfide 

Propylene Carbonate, 
Diethyl Ether, Methyl 
Oleate, 2-Nitropropane, 
Nitroethane, Ethylene 
Glycol, Dipropyl Amine 
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The choice of the solvent is crucial for the stratifying process to occur. The selected solvent or 

solvent blend has to dissolve both resins to allow the preparation of the formulation and its 

application onto a substrate. Moreover, it needs to meet requirements in terms of polarity 

and volatility. As a matter of fact, solvents which do not dissolve the chosen resins can already 

be set apart (Table 7). None of the resins is soluble in water and glycerol. 

 

Table 7. List of solvents which do not dissolve the selected resins at 10 wt.% 

Resins No solubility 

Epoxy DGEBA 
Water, cyclohexane, paraffin liquid, propylene glycol, ethylene glycol, 
glycerol, 1-butanol 

Silicone S217 
Water, cyclohexane, carbon disulfide, paraffin liquid, β-pinene, propylene 
glycol, ethylene glycol, glycerol, methanol, 1-butanol 

Fluoropolymer 
LF200 

Acetic Anhydride, DMSO, γ-butyrolactone, acetonitrile, glycerol triacetate, 
dimethyl phthalate, water, cyclohexane, carbon disulfide, glycerol, 
methanol 

 

In order to obtain reasonable accuracy for the determination of a Hansen solubility sphere, a 

large number of solvents is required.153 In the usual 10 wt.% conditions, the ratio between 

good and poor solvents is quite high (between 3.1 and 7, Table 8). Additional experiments 

were carried out at a concentration of 30 wt.% so that the method is more discriminating and 

in order to try to make a more effective classification. In these conditions, more accurate 

results are obtained particularly with the epoxy (ratio of 3 at 30 wt.% compared to 7 at 10 

wt.%, Table 8). HSP and radii are detailed in Table 9 and the Hansen spheres are depicted in 

Figure 40. 
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Table 8. List of solvents which do not dissolve the selected resins at 30 wt.% after 7 days 

 Solvents 

Resins In Out 
Ratio 

In/Out 
Wrong In Wrong Out 

Epoxy DGEBA 39 15 3.0 
Isopropyl Laurate, 
Geraniol, Tetraethylene 
Glycol, ADMA 

Diethyl ether, MIBK, 
Methylal, Solketal, 
Dipropyl Amine 

Silicone S217 43 11 4.0 
Liquid Paraffin, 1-
chlorobutane, Pyridine 

Tetrahydronaphthalene, 
Dipropyl Amine 

Fluoropolymer 
LF200 

37 17 2.2 

Acetic Anhydride, 
Acetonitrile, Glycerol 
Triacetate, Liquid 
Paraffin Tetraethylene 
Glycol 

m-xylene, 
Tetrahydronaphthalene, 
Methylal, m-Cresol, 
Pyridine, N-Methyl-2-
Pyrrolidone 

 

Table 9. HSP and radius of the selected resins diluted at 30 wt.% 

Resins 
𝜹𝒅  

(J.cm-3)1/2 
𝜹𝒑  

(J.cm-3)1/2 
𝜹𝒉  

(J.cm-3)1/2 
𝜹𝒕𝒐𝒕  

(J.cm-3)1/2 
Radius 

(MPa1/2) 

Epoxy DGEBA 22.3 13.4 7.0 26.9 16.5 

Silicone S217 17.5 9.7 9.4 22.1 11.0 

Fluoropolymer 
LF200 

12.9 5.7 8.7 16.6 12.1 

 

 

 

Figure 40. Hansen solubility spheres of (a) Epoxy DGEBA, (b) Silicone S217, (c) Lumiflon LF200 resins 

diluted at 30 wt.% 

 

Finally, the epoxy resin belongs to the resins having the highest radius (16.5 MPa1/2), followed 

by the fluoropolymer (12.1 MPa1/2) and the silicone resin (11.0 MPa1/2). More reasonable ratio 
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are obtained at this solid percentage, particularly with the epoxy and fluoropolymer resins 

(with respectively 8 and 6 additional solvents being outside the solubility spheres at 30 wt.% 

compared to the ones at 10 wt.%). Moreover, solubility was also checked after 21 days, and a 

particular observation was made at such solid percentage (30 wt.%): the silicone resin appears 

to be no longer soluble in m-xylene. Yet, it was specified by Vink that one of the solvents used 

for self-stratifying compositions must be a solvent for one of the resins and a non-solvent for 

the second resin.122, 134 Consequently, as the epoxy resin is soluble in this specific solvent, even 

after 21 days, m-xylene should represent a solvent of choice. 

Once the compatibility behavior of a given polymer towards solvents is determined, it allows 

a comparison with other resins: if two materials have their solubility spheres located in 

sufficiently distinct positions (V < 80 %), then they are expected to be only partially 

compatible. If one of the values is close to 100 %, it can be assumed that the two resins will 

be mutually compatible. If both values are below 80 %, then it can be expected that the blend 

will form two phases after mixing. On a theoretical and experimental level, the more 

similar 𝛿𝑑, 𝛿𝑝, 𝛿ℎ, the more compatible the polymers. 

III-2-1-2 Prediction of the compatibility between resin binary mixtures 

 

A blend of a crosslinkable and thermoplastic resin is chosen as a starting point. In addition to 

the epoxy resin, the selected silicone can form a crosslinked network when used in 

combination with a resin modifier. Consequently, both resins were considered in the 

theoretical investigations. Therefore, the “target polymer” corresponds to the crosslinkable 

resin (e.g. epoxy or silicone resins). The overlap factor is calculated for each target polymer in 

combination with a thermoplastic resin. Vresin 1 represents the percentage (by volume) of the 

resin 1 solubility sphere that is occupied by the sphere of the other polymer (resin 2), and Vresin 

2 the percentage (by volume) of the resin 2 solubility sphere that is occupied by the resin 1 

solubility sphere.  

 Prediction of the compatibility of epoxy based blends 

Systems are studied considering the HSP obtained at 10 and 30 wt.% and after 48 hours and 

7 days (Table 10). Solubility spheres are depicted in Figure 41, and the coordinates of the 

spheres are gathered in Appendix 5. 
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Table 10. Overlap factors between the epoxy DGEBA and thermoplastic resins when diluted at 10 

and 30 wt.%, and after 48 hours and 7 days at 30 wt.% 

 10 wt.% 30 wt.% 

Target polymer : 
Epoxy resin 

DGEBA 
V(DGEBA)*/V(X)** 

Overlap 
factor 

V(DGEBA)*/V(X)** 
Overlap 
factor 

Silicone S217 51 %/ 99 % >100 % 23 %/ 77 % >100 % 

Lumiflon LF200 13 %/ 38 % 42 % 18 %/ 7 % 63 % 

 30 wt.% After 48 hours 30 wt.% After 7 days 

Target polymer : 
Epoxy resin 

DGEBA 
V(DGEBA)*/V(X)** 

Overlap 
factor 

V(DGEBA)*/V(X)** 
Overlap 
factor 

Silicone S217 41 %/ 92 % >100 % 23 %/ 77 % 75 % 

Lumiflon LF200 16 %/ 53 % 44 % 18 %/ 7 % 63 % 

*V(DGEBA) = percentage (by volume) of the crosslinkable resin solubility sphere that is occupied by the sphere 

of other polymer, **V(X) = percentage (by volume) of the second polymer solubility sphere that is occupied by 

the crosslinkable resin solubility sphere.  

 

 

Figure 41. Solubility spheres of binary mixtures of the epoxy DGEBA resin with a) Silicone 217  and b)  

Lumiflon LF200 in the Hansen space and projection in (δp; δh), (δh; δd) and (δp; δd) maps of the 

solubility spheres at 30 wt.% and after 7 days (green circle with a dot center). 

 

Blend of epoxy and silicone resin142 

Based on those results, 51 % of the thermoset resin solubility sphere is occupied by the sphere 

of the silicone resin, whereas Vsilicone is equal to 99 %, meaning that the silicone sphere is totally 
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included in the solubility sphere of the epoxy resin when resins are diluted at 10 wt.%. Then, 

the calculation of the overlap factor between the resins leads to a value higher than 100 %. 

Therefore, according to this model, the incompatibility between the epoxy and the silicone 

resins is theoretically not guaranteed.123  

At 30 wt.% and after 48 hours, an overlap superior to 100 % is still obtained, even if a less 

substantial portion of the spheres overlaps. However, after 7 days, an incompatibility between 

the two resins appears: a minor portion of the epoxy sphere is comprised in the silicone 

solubility sphere (23 % compared to 41 % after 48 hours) and the overlap factor is reduced: 

75 %. Consequently, the Hansen model does not predict the stratification of the system 

when the resins are diluted at 10 wt.%, but it does predict the incompatibility after 7 days 

using a 30 wt.% dilution. 

To our knowledge, as silicone resins have never been considered for self-stratifying coatings, 

no comparison can be drawn with such resin combination. Nevertheless, high levels of 

stratification were already obtained with systems having an overlap factor V > 90 %.111 

Blend of epoxy and fluoropolymer resins152 

At 10 wt.%, the radius of the solubility sphere of the fluoropolymer resin is lower than the one 

of the epoxy (13.5 compared to 19.9 MPa1/2), meaning that it has the lowest probability to 

interact with the other solubility sphere in the Hansen space. 38 % represents the percentage 

by volume of the fluoropolymer resin solubility sphere that is occupied by the sphere of the 

epoxy resin, whereas only 13 % of the epoxy sphere is occupied by the solubility sphere of the 

fluoropolymer resin. The overlapping area of the two solubility spheres C is equal to 42 %, 

suggesting that the two polymers are theoretically incompatible. This result is in accordance 

with various studies based on blends of fluoropolymer (particularly Lumiflon LF200 grade) and 

different grades of epoxy resins (overlap factor below 80 %).111 

When diluted at 30 wt.% and if the solubility is checked after 48 hours, the probability of the 

system to stratify is close to the probability obtained at 10 wt.% (44 %). However, 7 days after 

the dilution, the probability decreases (but stays constant, at least up to 21 days): V is equal 

to 63 % compared to 44 % after 48 hours. Nonetheless, the model still predicts the 

stratification. 
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Finally, the HSP of the epoxy and fluoropolymer resins meet the requirement to allow the 

stratification of the system at 10 and 30 wt.%. The layering is nevertheless promoted by a 

low solid percentage and by an application shortly after the proper dilution of each resin.  

 Prediction of the compatibility of silicone based blends 

In this part, the silicone resin represents the target polymer (thermoset resin). The prediction 

of stratification is evaluated when combining the resin with the thermoplastic fluoropolymer 

resin (Table 11). Only the results obtained at 10 wt.% are presented in this section. 

 

Table 11. Overlap factors considering the silicone resin as target polymer (10 wt.%) 

Target polymer : Silicone S217 V*(S217)/V**(X) Overlap factor 

Lumiflon LF200 23 %/ 36 % 37 % 

*V(S217) = percentage (by volume) of the crosslinkable resin solubility sphere that is occupied by the sphere of 

other polymer, **V(X) = percentage (by volume) of the second polymer solubility sphere that is occupied by the 

crosslinkable resin solubility sphere.  

 

The combination of the silicone resin with the fluoropolymer resin is theoretically promising: 

the overlap factor is even lower in the case of the silicone resin as thermosetting system (V = 

37 %) compared to the epoxy resin. If the two systems are enough compatible to form a 

homogeneous solution after their mixing, the resulting coating could theoretically lead to a 

high degree of layering. 

III-2-1-3 Conclusion 

 

Based on the results obtained at 10 wt.%, the most promising systems would be a blend of 

silicone with the fluoropolymer resin (V = 37 %). A blend of the epoxy resin DGEBA with the 

fluoropolymer (V = 42 %) seems also theoretically favorable.  

Other resins were part of the screening (see Appendix 6) and were not an attractive choice 

considering the overlap factor with all other thermoplastic resins (> 100 %). They are 

consequently not presented in this section. 
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In addition and based on these results, favorable conditions for the experiments can be 

postulated: 

- The layering of the epoxy/silicone would be the most favorable if the paint is 

formulated at least 7 days after the proper dilution of the resins at 30 wt.%. 

- Likewise, the combination of the epoxy DGEBA and fluoropolymer LF200 would be 

promoted by using a low solid percentage and a rapid utilization of the diluted resins. 

 

III-2-2 Surface energy approach 

 

After a large screening (not presented in this manuscript) and according to the state of the art 

(chapter I) and solubility considerations, four solvents and solvent combinations have been 

selected: m-xylene and blends of BuAc: m-xylene (1: 1), MIBK: m-xylene (1: 1) and MIBK: 

xylene: 1-methoxy-2-propanol (50:30:20). Considering the boiling temperature and polarity 

index of each solvent, the MIBK: xylene blend has the highest volatility and polarity, and the 

pure xylene the lowest (Table 12).  

 

Table 12. Boiling temperature of the tested solvents 

Solvent Tboiling (°C) Polarity index 
Saturation vapor pressure 

(hPa, 20 °C) 

Xylene 139 Non-polar, 2.5 8.0 

BuAc 126 4.0 10.7 

1-methoxy-2-propanol 120 2.2 11.5 

MIBK 116 4.2 14.8 

 

The surface tension of polycarbonate and of the binders (pure and diluted in the different 

solvent systems) is determined by contact angle technique following the method of Wu 

described in the experimental part (Table 13). The epoxy resin is crosslinked beforehand to be 

as close as possible to the experimental conditions.  
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Table 13. Values of contact angle and surface tensions following the method of Wu for the selected 

substrates and resins137 

 
θwater  

(°) 
θdiidomethane 

(°) 
γ  

(mN.m-1) 

γp
  

(mN.m-1) 
γd

  

(mN.m-1) 

Substrate 

Polycarbonate (Lexan) 77 ± 3 24 ± 2 55.4 8.9 46.6 

Pure resins 

Crosslinked epoxide 82 ± 6 46 ± 6 45.1 7.7 37.3 

Fluoropolymer 102 ± 2 63 ± 6 31.2 2.2 29.0 

Silicone 102 ± 3 53 ± 7 35.1 1.1 34.0 

Diluted resins 

Xylene 

Epoxide 104 ± 2 36 ± 3 37.0 -0.5 37.6 

Fluoropolymer 87 ± 1 50 ± 2 41.7 6.5 35.2 

Silicone  81 ± 6 41 ± 5 48.0 8.1 39.9 

BuAc: 
xylene 
(1: 1) 

Epoxide 87 ± 3 46 ± 4 43.3 6.2 37.1 

Fluoropolymer 84 ± 2 49 ± 3 43.6 7.6 36.0 

Silicone 93 ± 2 34 ± 3 45.7 2.9 42.8 

MIBK: 
xylene  
(1: 1) 

Epoxide 108 ± 7 36 ± 2 27.6 -1.8 29.4 

Fluoropolymer 80 ± 2 49 ± 1 45.4 9.3 36.0 

Silicone 85 ± 3 35 ± 2 48.6 6.1 42.5 

MIBK: 
xylene: 1-
meth-2-
propanol 
(5:3:2) 

Epoxide 74 ± 2 44 ± 3 49.8 11.5 38.3 

Fluoropolymer 78 ± 1 48 ± 2 46.3 9.7 36.5 

Silicone  75 ± 3 37 ± 4 51.9 10.4 41.5 

 

From these results, the three conditions for self-stratification (Equation 26-28, section I-4-8) 

of the unfilled binary combinations of polymers applied on PC were calculated (Table 14).142, 

152 Results given in a colored background are not in accordance with the model. Values of the 

interfacial energies are gathered in Appendix 7. 
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Table 14. Prediction of stratification on PC of the combination of the epoxide resin with either the 

fluoropolymer or silicone resins. Results given in a color background are not in accordance with the 

model. 

Conditions based on surface energy  

(mN.m
-1

) 

ϒs1-ϒs2-ϒ12  

> 0 

ϒs1-ϒ1-ϒs2+ϒ2   

≥ 0 

ϒs-ϒs2-ϒ12-ϒ1  

> 0 

Pure resins 
Epoxide/ Fluoropolymer -10.8 7.2 12.0 

Epoxide/ Silicone -11.5 3.5 7.3 

Xylene 
Epoxide/ Fluoropolymer 0.9 4.4 3.3 

Epoxide/ Silicone 0.7 -0.6 -3.2 

BuAc: xylene 
(1:1) 

Epoxide/ Fluoropolymer -3.0 -3.8 4.9 

Epoxide/ Silicone -1.7 -1.7 8.4 

MIBK: xylene 
(1:1) 

Epoxide/ Fluoropolymer 1.9 1.3 -8.1 

Epoxide/ Silicone 2.2 -1.9 -11.0 

MIBK: xylene: 
1-meth-2-
propanol  
(5: 3: 2) 

Epoxide/ Fluoropolymer -0.4 3.4 7.0 

Epoxide/ Silicone 0.6 -1,3 2.4 

 

Prediction of the stratification of the Epoxy/Fluoropolymer blend 

According to the model, if pure resins and the resins diluted in a blend of either MIBK: xylene 

or MIBK: xylene: 1-methoxy-2-propanol are considered, two out of three conditions are 

satisfied. With a blend of BuAc: xylene, only one condition is fulfilled. Finally, the highest 

probability to stratify is obtained if xylene is used as solvent. 

Prediction of the stratification of the Epoxy/Silicone blend 

From the calculations, no system satisfies the three conditions given by the model. 

Considering the pure resins and a blend of MIBK: xylene: 1-methoxy-2-propanol, two out of 

three conditions are fulfilled. If the whole system is taken into account, the probability of 

layering with xylene or with the binary solvent blends is likely the same on PC: one out of three 

conditions is verified. Thus, the system based on epoxy/silicone resins and including a curing 

agent should theoretically not stratify considering the theoretical model based on surface 

energy.  
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III-2-3 Conclusion 

 

Prediction of stratification does not lead to the same conclusions depending on the approach 

and on the conditions. The second model seems closer to the real system as it takes into 

account the influence of the curing agent, of the substrate and in some case the solvents.  

Now, the design of the different systems is necessary to confirm (or not) the results of the 

predictive models. The different coatings were thus prepared, and cured according to the 

experimental procedure described in chapter 2. Stratification behavior as well as physical 

properties (aspect, adhesion, pigment dispersion, etc.) were experimentally investigated using 

different techniques (visual observations, SEM-EDX or EPMA-WDS, ATR-FTIR, contact angle 

and cross-hatch adhesion testing). Also, influence of selected solvent systems, crosslinking 

agent and pigments was deeply analyzed.  

 

III-3 Self-stratification on polycarbonate substrate 

 

From the theoretical and bibliographical investigations, two main systems were chosen: the 

epoxy/silicone and the epoxy/fluoropolymer combinations. Other binary blends were also 

tested (acrylic/silicon, etc.) and lead to efficient self-stratified films but results were not as 

promising as the results obtained with the two selected systems and won’t be presented in 

this manuscript for more clarity. In a first instance, the layering behavior of unfilled binary 

blends of resins has been deeply considered. The influence of selected solvent or solvent 

blends, crosslinking agent and pigments is investigated. Finally, the experimental results are 

compared with the theoretical data.  

 

III-3-1 Stratification of binary blends 

 

The layering behavior of the epoxy/silicone and epoxy/fluoropolymer systems is first 

investigated. Then, the focus is put on the combination of the binary blends with particular 
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solid fillers. As the main results obtained for each system have already been published, the 

article is presented in a first instance. Then, a short discussion is proposed which includes the 

presentation of non-published additional results.  

III-3-1-1 Stratification of unfilled epoxy/silicone blends142 

 

In this work, an innovative self-stratifying coating based on an epoxy/silicone blend has been 

developed and applied on polycarbonate. The self-stratification level of this system was 

evidenced by microscopic analyses coupled with X-ray mappings. The influence of solvents 

and of the curing agent on the stratification process has also been investigated, first for 

pigment free systems and then for pigmented systems. Results are presented in the form of a 

discussion in which part of the following published article are incorporated:  

- Beaugendre, A., Degoutin, S., Bellayer, S., Pierlot, C., Duquesne, S., Casetta, M., Jimenez, 

M. (2017), Self-stratifying epoxy/silicone coatings, Progress in Organic Coating, 103: 101-

110. [doi: 10.1016/j.porgcoat.2016.10.025] 

First, the influence of solvent and curing agent on the stratification process was investigated 

in the case of pigment free systems.  

Influence of solvent 

Depending on the solvent used, different stratification and interlayer patterns were obtained 

(Table 15). The organization of layers was determined by microscopic analysis, and each layer 

composition was determined by X-ray mappings. 
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Table 15. Resulting coatings appearance, adhesion and stratification patterns of unpigmented 

uncrosslinked and crosslinked systems 

 Solvent 
Appearance of the 

coating 

Cross 
hatch 

testing 

Stratification 
pattern 

Crosslinked 

Xylene Rough, small bubbles 5B I 

BuAc: xylene (1: 1) Rough, small bubbles 5B I 

BuAc: xylene (3: 1) Rough, small bubbles 5B I 

MIBK: xylene (1: 1) Smooth, glossy 5B IV 

Uncrosslinked 
Xylene 

Cracks, rough and 
opaque 

5B I 

BuAc: xylene (1: 1) 
Transparent, smooth 

and glossy 
5B I 

 

With xylene, a quite uniform multi-layer system is obtained through the film thickness, leading 

to a stratification pattern of Type I (Figure 42). 

 

 

Figure 42. SEM micrograph of a cross-section of an epoxy/silicone based coating in xylene: (a) self-

stratifying coating, (b) EDX mapping of Carbon, Oxygen and Silicium 

 

EDX mapping showed that the epoxide layer is the base layer in contact with the substrate, 

and the silicone layer is at the interface with air. Interlayer adhesion failures appear in some 

areas of the film, but this phenomenon could be due to the sample preparation method 

(cryofracture) before microscopic observations. With a blend of MIBK: xylene, the more 

volatile and polar solvent system, the upper part of the coating is mainly composed of silicone 

but there are also inclusions of island shaped regions of silicone in the base layer, rich in epoxy 

resin. The degree of stratification can thus be classified as a Type IV pattern. The blends of 

BuAc: xylene (3: 1 and 1: 1 ratios) give rise to a perfect stratification (Type I) (Figure 43 a), 

quite uniform along the film and without any interlayer adhesion failure (Figure 43 b).  
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Figure 43. SEM micrograph of a cross-section of an epoxy/silicone based coating in butylacetate: 

xylene (1: 1): (a) self-stratified coating, and the corresponding (b) EDX mappings of Carbon, Oxygen 

and Silicium (from left to right) 

 

Thus, from the microscopic analyses, it has been shown that the higher the rate of solvent 

evaporation, the more spontaneous the stratification. However, the rate of solvent 

evaporation should not be too high because the binders need sufficient time to form a 

heterogeneous structure before the crosslinking reaction is complete (and before the viscosity 

of the system becomes too high). Moreover, phase separation should occur immediately after 

the application of the coating, as a result of solvent evaporation. With the MIBK: xylene 

solvent system, evaporation occurs too rapidly, leading to the gelation of the system before 

the complete formation of heterophase structures and crosslinking, giving rise to a Type IV 

pattern. 

As a result, the epoxy/silicone system dissolved in a blend of BuAc: xylene (1: 1 ratio) is 

considered as the most promising system. Indeed, if the ease of coating preparation is taken 

into account, solvent emission appears to be inferior during the spraying with a 1: 1 ratio 

compared to a 3: 1 ratio, allowing an easier handling and a lower amount of solvent used to 

reach a 200 µm wet film thickness. The SEM picture shows a Type I stratification, the epoxy 

and silicone layers being perfectly stratified. As proven by EDX analysis, the top layer is 

composed of the silicone resin (Figure 43 b).  

The influence of the curing agent in the selected system was then investigated and compared 

to the corresponding systems containing xylene. 
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Influence of crosslinkage induced by the curing agent 

Hardeners can influence the stratification as much as any other components of the system: 

they can affect both the compatibility between the resins and the gelation speed of the 

system, and therefore the phase separation behavior. In some cases, the presence of chemical 

bonding between the top and bottom layers can even be evidenced.114 Moreover, a too 

reactive catalyst can inhibit completely the occurrence of a concentration gradient or a 

layering because the full system gelifies and crosslinks too rapidly.134 

The effect of the curing agent is strongly dependent on the selected resins. It can crosslink a 

particular thermosetting resin and at the same time be incompatible with the thermoplastic 

resin. 

To investigate the influence of the crosslinkage induce by the amine curing agent on the 

stratifying behavior, a comparative study was performed between crosslinked and 

uncrosslinked systems in xylene and BuAc: xylene (at a 1: 1 ratio). The main issue is the 

undried-like film obtained with uncrosslinked systems after curing in the oven, particularly 

with xylene, which boiling temperature (139 °C) is above the curing temperature (110 °C). 

Type I stratification patterns and the best adhesion rating (5B) are obtained in all cases; 

however, the interlayer sharpness and the film aspect are different (Table 15, Figure 44). With 

xylene, it was not possible to obtain a clear cut of the cross section as the film is more elastic. 

It creates a less defined interlayer, and a non-uniform film and top surface (rough and coarse 

structures). The visual appearance is also affected: an opaque film with cracks was formed 

when uncrosslinked, and a rough transparent film with small bubbles was obtained when 

crosslinked. In BuAc: xylene system, the effect of the hardener is less pronounced: the 

interlayer is well defined but leads in some areas of the film to a more convoluted separation 

between the two phases in the case of crosslinked systems.  

The crosslinking reaction causes the formation of small bubbles at the surface of the coating, 

leading to poor adhesion in some areas. 
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Figure 44. Comparison between uncrosslinked (a, c) and crosslinked (b, d) epoxy/silicone self-

stratified coatings in xylene (a, b) and BuAc: xylene (1: 1) (c, d) 

 

To conclude, the choice of the hardener is not trivial as it can react with the thermoplastic 

resin and can favor -or disfavor- the degree of incompatibility between the polymers. 

Therefore, the incompatibility, both between the resins and with the crosslinker, must not be 

too high to enable the coating preparation and to avoid the negative effect on stratification.  

III-3-1-2 Stratification of unfilled epoxy/fluoropolymer blends152 

 

In this work, the self-layering concept has been studied using a mixture of epoxy and 

fluoropolymer resins. First, the ability of the unfilled system to stratify is investigated through 

experimental analysis.  

Similarly, results are presented in the form of a discussion in which, part of the following 

published article are incorporated:  

- Beaugendre, A., Saidi, S., Degoutin, S., Bellayer, S., Pierlot, C., Duquesne, S., Casetta, M., 

Jimenez, M. (2017), One pot flame retardant and weathering resistant coatings for plastics: 

a novel approach, RSC Advances, 7, 40682 – 40694. [doi: 10.1039/c7ra08028j] 
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Unfilled binary blends were formulated and applied on PC. Table 16 gathers the results 

obtained for the different coatings in terms of visual appearance, thickness, adhesion and 

stratification pattern (observed using SEM cross-sections).  

 

Table 16. Resulting appearance, thickness, adhesion and stratification pattern of unfilled binary 

blends 

Solvent Appearance of the coating 
Thickness 
(µm ± 5) 

Cross 
hatch 

testing 

Stratification 
pattern 

Xylene Rough, uniform, opaque 60 5B I 

MIBK: xylene (1: 1) Rough, uniform, opaque 35 5B I 

BuAc: xylene (1: 1) 
Rough, uniform, opaque, 

glossy 
65 5B I 

MIBK: xylene: 1-
methoxy-2-
propanol (50:30:20) 

Uniform, glossy, opaque 85 2B I 

 

All unpigmented formulations lead to a type I stratification pattern (Table 16) but the visual 

appearance and the adhesion properties depend on the solvent used. With pure xylene and a 

MIBK: xylene blend, the coatings look similar (rough, uniform and opaque) and the best 

adhesion level is obtained (5B). On the contrary, the use of BuAc: xylene and MIBK: xylene: 1-

methoxy-2-propanol solvent blends increases the gloss retention of the coating, even if 

adhesion properties are different: the best adhesion level is obtained with BuAc: xylene (5B), 

compared to a 2B rating for the MIBK: xylene: 1-methoxy-2-propanol blend. 

Regarding the SEM micrographs, when a MIBK: xylene solvent blend is used, the stratification 

is clearly evidenced: two uniform layers are obtained, with a well-defined interlayer (Figure 

45 a). Similar layering behaviors are obtained with the other solvent media. Then, to 

determine the composition of the two layers, EDX cross section mappings were carried out 

(Figure 45 b). According to those considerations, the chlorine X-ray mappings allow 

demonstrating that the upper layer is mostly composed of the fluoropolymer resin, and that 

the base layer, at the interface with the substrate, should be consequently mainly composed 

of the epoxy resin. The X-Ray mappings are similar whatever the solvent used. 
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Figure 45. (a) SEM micrograph and (b) EDX X-ray mappings of Chlorine and Fluorine on a cross-

section of an epoxy/fluoropolymer based coating in MIBK: xylene (1:1) 

 

Thus, experimental characterizations revealed that, whatever the solvent used with the 

epoxy/fluoropolymer system, a type I stratification pattern is obtained. Visual appearance and 

adhesion are not really affected, except with the MIBK: xylene: 1-methoxy-2-propanol solvent 

blend. These results allow making comparisons between the predictions given by the two 

theoretical models and the experimental results. 

Contact angle measurements and infrared spectra of the resins (with and without solvents) 

and of the upper layer of the stratified films were also recorded to support the results (Figure 

46, Table 17). However, neither the preparation of free standing films nor the delamination of 

the coatings from the PC were possible. Consequently, no comparison with the bottom layer 

of the film could be done. In addition, residual solvent was still remaining (> 10 wt.%) which 

makes the comparison of contact angle data not reliable enough to draw precise conclusions. 
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Figure 46. FTIR spectra of the crosslinked epoxy and fluoropolymer resins, and of the top layer of the 

epoxy/fluoropolymer stratified film 

 

Table 17. Contact angle and surface energy data of the crosslinked epoxy and fluoropolymer resins 

 θwater(°) θdiodomethane(°) 
γ  

(mN.m-1) 
γd 

(mN.m-1) 
γp  

(mN.m-1) 

Fluoropolymer resin* 101 ± 2 63 ± 5 31 29 2 

Fluoropolymer resin 
(after curing) 

83 ± 2 49 ± 3 44 36 8 

Crosslinked epoxy resin*  83 ± 11 96 ± 6 45 37 8 

Crosslinked epoxy resin 
(after curing) 

87 ± 3 46 ± 4 43 37 6 

Upper layer of the 
epoxy/fluoropolymer film 

85 ± 2 55 ± 1 40 33 8 

*No solvent 

 

The Hansen approach, which predicted the incompatibility between the epoxy and 

fluoropolymer resins, is in accordance with the experimental observations: the model based 

on interfacial energy and surface tension predicted stratification for systems based on pure 

xylene and on the MIBK: xylene blend and the designed coatings confirm this prediction. For 

the other solvent blends however, even if the three theoretical conditions were not satisfied, 

layering is observed experimentally. However, it can be noticed that the system for which two 

out of three conditions were not satisfied using this approach corresponds to the worst 

adhesion (2B) compared to the other systems (5B). Finally, for the BuAc: xylene solvent blend, 

the unsatisfied condition was very close to 0 and a great adhesion was obtained (5B). 
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The influence of the addition of particular solid filler in two systems was then evaluated. 

III-3-1-3 Stratification of pigmented binary blends of thermoplastic and thermoset resins 

 

Some researchers reported that pigments well wetted in the phase in which they are 

dispersed remain in their original dispersion phase after the mixing of the two resins.12 

Consequently, pigments were primarily used for stratification detection, before being 

carefully selected for upgrading the coating properties. Also, the absorbing properties of 

pigments, their particle size as well as their affinity toward a medium can influence the 

process. 

As most of the paints used in the industry contain pigments, subsequent investigations have 

been carried out on pigmented systems. The pigments chosen in this study were red iron oxide 

(Fe2O3), calcium carbonate (CaCO3) and zinc phosphate (Zn3(PO4)2) for their inertness, 

relevancy for commercial applications, and also for their ease of detection by cross section X-

ray analysis of Fe, Zn, P or Ca. 

Different combinations have been tested, which differ in terms of pigments, solvent or solvent 

blend, and phase in which pigments are dispersed. The aim is to figure out the influence of (i) 

the pigments, (ii) the solvent and (iii) the incorporation phase in terms of stratification pattern, 

coatings appearance and adhesion properties (Table 18). 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Zinc
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Phosphorus
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Phosphorus
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 Table 18. Resulting coatings characteristics and stratification pattern of pigmented formulations 

N° Solvent Pigment 
Pigmented 

phase 

Pigment 
location after 
film formation 

Appearance of the 
coating 

Cross 
hatch 

testing 

Stratifi-
cation 

pattern 

1 Xylene 

Fe2O3 

Epoxy 

Silicone layer 

Good pigments 
dispersion, smooth 

4B I 

2 Xylene Silicone 
Bubbles, medium 

pigments dispersion, 
rough 

4B I 

3 
BuAc: 
xylene (1: 1) 

Epoxy 
Smooth, good 

pigments dispersion 
5B I 

4 
BuAc: xylene 
(1: 1) 

Silicone 
Smooth, medium 

pigments dispersion 
5B I 

5 
MIBK: xylene 
(1: 1) 

Epoxy 
Smooth, good 

pigment dispersion 
5B IV 

        

6 Xylene 

Zn3(PO4)2 

Epoxy 
Through the 

whole 
thickness 

Bubbles and cracks 3B I 

7 
BuAc: 
xylene 
(1: 1) 

Epoxy Silicone layer 
Rough, good 

pigments dispersion 
5B I 

8 
BuAc: xylene 
(1: 1) 

Silicone Silicone layer 
Rough, good 

pigments dispersion 
5B I 

        

9 Xylene 

CaCO3 
 

Epoxy 
Through the 
whole film 
thickness 

Large bubbles along 
the whole coating 

1B I 

10 
BuAc: 
xylene (1: 1) 

Epoxy 
Interface 

epoxy/silicone 
Rough, good 

pigments dispersion 
5B I 

11 
BuAc: xylene 
(1: 1) 

Silicone Silicone layer 
Bad pigments 

dispersion, cracks, 
small bubbles 

4B III 

 

Influence of pigments on the stratification process  

Each pigment was tested in combination with different solvents in the epoxy/silicone systems 

(Table 18).  

The cross-section X-Ray mappings of the coated PC confirm the self-stratification of the 

epoxy/silicone system for almost all systems. Thus, the same stratification pattern is obtained 

for the formulations with and without (Table 16) pigments, except for calcium carbonate 

where a type III pattern was obtained when pigments were incorporated in the silicone phase 

(formulation 11, Table 18). In that case, poor pigment dispersion was also observed, leading 

to the appearance of cracks and bubbles along the coating. 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Zinc
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Phosphorus
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Phosphorus
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In the case of the formulations pigmented with red iron oxide or zinc phosphate, perfect 

stratification (type I pattern) was obtained in all cases, with the silicone layer being the top 

layer, as it was demonstrated with unpigmented formulations (Table 16). Thus, it seems that 

Fe2O3 and Zn3(PO4)2 have no negative effect on the stratification process. To confirm this 

statement, an additional experiment was made with the epoxy/silicone/Fe2O3 formulation, 

but using the MIBK: xylene blend as solvent medium (Formulation 5, Table 18). In fact, it was 

shown that for the corresponding formulation without pigments, the stratification had not 

have enough time to be complete because the solvent evaporation rate was too high, leading 

to a type IV pattern. 

An incomplete stratification is also displayed on Figure 47 when a blend of MIBK: xylene (1: 1) 

is used for the pigmented formulation. This pattern confirms the inertness of pigment toward 

stratification, as exactly the same pattern was obtained with unpigmented formulation. In 

order to identify more precisely the location of the pigment and the silicone resin, cross 

section X-ray mappings of iron (Fe) (Figure 47 b) and silicium (Si) (Figure 47 c) were carried out 

by EPMA. From these micrographs, it is noticeable that the upper layer is rich in silicone resin 

and Fe2O3 pigment, but large islands of same composition go from the base region to the 

upper layer. The silicone resin and the pigments had not enough time to completely migrate 

toward the air interface. However, as the pigment dispersion is relatively good with this 

formulation, the adhesion is not affected (5B rating). 

 

 

Figure 47. Back scattered image of the cross-section of the self-stratifying coating of the 

epoxy/silicone system in MIBK: xylene (1: 1) with Fe2O3 (Formulation 5, Table 18) and the 

corresponding EPMA X-ray mappings of (b) Iron and (c) Silicium 

 

Consequently, it was shown that pigments have no effect on the stratification level in the 

epoxy/silicone system, whatever the stratification pattern for the corresponding formulations 
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without pigments (from type I to type IV). Now, the results of Table 18 are examined more 

precisely to see the influence of the solvent on the quality and the properties of the coating.  

Influence of solvent on the stratification level and on the adhesion properties 

As previously demonstrated with unpigmented systems, the type of solvent medium has an 

influence on the stratification behavior. In fact, the MIBK: xylene solvent blend led to a type 

IV stratification pattern whereas, using pure xylene or BuAc: xylene, a type I stratification was 

obtained. It was shown that this phenomenon was dependent on the evaporation rate of the 

solvent: if the evaporate rate is too high, perfect stratification should not have sufficient time 

to occur. The results of Table 18 prove that, except for formulation 11, the presence of 

pigments has no influence on the stratification pattern compared to the corresponding 

formulations without pigments. 

If the coating properties are now considered, it can be seen from Table 18 that the type of 

solvent has a strong influence on the adhesion. More precisely, if pure xylene is used, the 

presence of pigments has a negative influence on the adhesion of the coating. Without 

pigments, the best rating (5B) was obtained whereas a 4B rating is obtained with Fe2O3 

(formulation 1, Table 18), 3B with Zn3(PO4)2 (formulation 6, Table 18), and 1B with CaCO3 

(formulation 9, Table 18). On the contrary, with a blend of BuAc: xylene (1:1), the coatings 

exhibit the same excellent adhesion properties with the three pigments (formulations 3, 7 and 

10, Table 18) as with the unpigmented coatings (5B rating). 

Thus, the cross-section of the epoxy/silicone/Fe2O3 self-stratified coating in xylene 

(formulation 1, Table 18) was examined more precisely to identify the location of pigments 

and of the silicone resin. EPMA X-ray mappings of iron (Fe) (Figure 48 b) and silicium (Si) 

(Figure 48 c) were carried out. The X-ray mappings indicate that pigments are located in the 

silicone layer i.e. in the topcoat layer of the coating. Pigments are not uniformly dispersed in 

the silicone resin: they are rather close to the interface with the epoxy resin, and form 

aggregates. Some cracks are also noticeable along the cross-section (Figure 48 a), which are 

certainly responsible for the 4B adhesion rating obtained for this particular coating. On the 

contrary, the pigment dispersion is optimal for the epoxy/silicone/Fe2O3 self-stratified coating 

in BuAc: xylene (formulation 3, Table 18). Thus, it can be assume that the quality of the 

pigment dispersion has an influence on the adhesion properties.  

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Zinc
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Phosphorus
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Phosphorus
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Figure 48. EPMA BSE micrographs of a cross-section of an epoxy/silicone coating in xylene with 

Fe2O3: (a) self-stratifying coating, (b) Iron analysis, (c) Silicium analysis 

 

With zinc phosphate, a negative effect on the adhesion properties can also be noted when 

xylene is considered: 3B rating was obtained compared to 5B with the unpigmented system 

and the systems diluted in BuAc: xylene (Formulations 7 and 8, Table 18). Also, visual 

appearance was affected (apparition of bubbles and cracks). 

With calcium carbonate, solvent has mainly an effect on pigment dispersion, thus affecting 

the visual appearance and adhesion of the coating. A nice coating with well dispersed 

pigments was obtained with a blend of xylene: BuAc (1: 1) and a pigmented epoxy medium 

(Formulation 11, Table 18). However, the use of pure xylene resulted in the apparition of large 

bubbles along the whole coating (Formulation 9, Table 18). The effect on the adhesion of the 

coating was catastrophic. It caused total coating adhesive failure (cohesive failure) from the 

substrate and a 1B adhesion. 

Influence of pigments incorporation phase 

The location of pigments after stratification depends on the pigments and solvent medium 

used. 

If red iron oxide is considered (formulations 1 to 5, Table 18), pigments always appear in the 

silicone phase after stratification, whatever the solvent medium and the incorporation phase. 

In the case of zinc phosphate, pigments can be found in the silicone phase (formulations 7 and 

8, Table 18) or through the whole film thickness (formulation 6, Table 18). For this second 

pigment, it is likely that the solvent has an influence on the pigment location. 
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Thus, contrary to what it is reported in the literature with other different systems when two 

pigmented resins are mixed109, 134 pigments do not necessarily remain in the phase in which 

they have been dispersed (Table 18). Benjamin et al. demonstrated that on metallic substrate, 

red iron oxide and zinc phosphate remain in the epoxy phase (the more polar medium) after 

stratification.111 Our results show that it is obviously not applicable for polycarbonate 

substrate as pigments mainly migrate to the silicone phase or are found through the whole 

film thickness if the solvent medium is not adapted. 

For calcium carbonate, the behavior is more complex and the pigment location seems to 

depend on the incorporation phase. Pigments stay in their dispersion phase if they are 

incorporated in the silicone medium. But when calcium carbonate is blended in the epoxy 

medium, pigments are found either through the whole film thickness (formulation 9, Table 

18) or at the interface between the two resins (formulation 10, Table 18 and Figure 49). 

However, the silicium X-ray mappings proves that the stratification is not impaired in this last 

case (Figure 49 c). Consequently, calcium carbonate has more affinity with the silicone resin 

than with the epoxy resin. 

 

 

Figure 49. (a) EPMA BSE micrographs of self-stratifying coating of an epoxy/silicone system in BuAc: 

xylene (1: 1) with CaCO3 (formulation 10) and the corresponding X-ray mappings of (b) Calcium and 

(c) Silicium 

 

It is interesting to notice that pigments indeed do not have the same affinity with either the 

topcoat or the basis resin. For example, it is not necessary to disperse red iron oxide in the 

medium for which it has the highest affinity, since whatever the solvent used, it always 

migrates in the silicone phase without affecting the stratification type. It even appears that 

dispersing red iron oxide and calcium carbonate in the epoxy medium enhances the dispersion 
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and the visual aspect of the coating. In some cases when the dispersion is not optimal, it can 

lead to interlayer adhesion failure. Adhesion is however slightly impacted with calcium 

carbonate (4B instead of 5B, formulation 11, Table 18) and not impacted with Fe2O3, whatever 

the incorporation phase (formulations 1, 2 and 3, 4, Table 18). 

Conclusion: Self-stratification of the epoxy/silicone system 

In the case of a three components system, the Hansen approach well predicted the 

stratification. However, it is noteworthy to notice that the amine curing agent is not taken into 

account in the model. Consequently, the model should be considered carefully. The model 

based on surface energy does not give consistent results according to the state of the resin 

(pure or diluted). This aspect will be further discussed in the section III-3-1-5 of this chapter.  

To conclude, the epoxy/silicone system diluted in a BuAc: xylene (1: 1) solvent blend leads to 

very promising results: it gives rise to the best stratification pattern (type I) with a great 

adhesion (5B rating) to polycarbonate and a nice visual appearance.  

In this work, it was emphasized that the solvent influences the stratification level: the higher 

the evaporation rate, the better the stratification. Although, the rate of evaporation should 

not be too high because the system reaches the gel point before the completion of phase 

separation. Also, pigments show no negative effect on the stratification process, only the 

visual appearance and the adhesion of the coating can be affected, depending mainly on their 

dispersion and on the wettability of the pigment. Iron oxide is the most versatile pigment 

amongst the filler tested: it is the less affected by the type of solvent or the incorporation 

phase compared to calcium carbonate, with which such modifications can completely prevent 

the occurrence of stratification or affect the visual appearance of the coating. Zinc phosphate 

is also a good candidate. It has been evidenced that pigments chosen in this work have a higher 

affinity with the silicone resin, and thus in most cases do not remain in their dispersing phase 

if they have been incorporated in the epoxy resin.  

Last, but not least, stratification can be influenced by crosslinkage induced by the curing agent: 

a too reactive hardener can be incompatible with the materials used in the system (the 

thermoplastic resin, pigments …). It can also react with the thermoplastic resin, thus 
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preventing, in some case, the stratification process and also impacting the adhesion and the 

visual appearance of the resulting coating. 

From those analyses, additional queries emerged, which led to the study of two factors: (i) the 

amount of pigment and (ii) the percentage of solid resin in the formulation. An additional 

publication is at this point being written and contains the results and discussion which deal 

with these points (Appendix 8). 

The influence of the incorporation of red iron oxide on the stratification behavior of the 

epoxy/fluoropolymer system was then evaluated. 

III-3-1-4 Stratification of pigmented binary blends of thermoplastic and thermoset resins 

 

According to the state of the art, fillers dispersed in an epoxy medium remain in this phase 

during the formation of the film.111 The epoxy/fluoropolymer systems previously described 

were tested, incorporating red iron oxide in the epoxy resin. SEM micrographs and EDX 

mappings are given in Figure 50 and Figure 51 respectively. Filler location, visual appearance 

of the solid films, thicknesses, adhesion rating and the resulting stratification patterns are 

detailed in Table 19. 

 

 

Figure 50. SEM micrographs of cross-sections of the epoxy/fluoropolymer based coating in (a) xylene, 

(b) BuAc: xylene (1:1), (c) MIBK: xylene (1:1), (d) MIBK: xylene: 1-methoxy-2-propanol (50:30:20) 
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Figure 51. EDX X-ray mappings of Chlorine, Fluorine and Iron on cross-sections of 

epoxy/fluoropolymer based coating in (a) xylene, (b) BuAc: xylene (1:1), (c) MIBK: xylene (1:1), (d) 

MIBK: xylene: 1-methoxy-2-propanol (50:30:20) 

 

Table 19. Resulting coatings appearance, adhesion and stratification pattern of Fe2O3 containing 

coatings 

Solvent 
Pigment location 

after film 
formation 

Appearance of 
the coating 

Thickness 
(µm ± 5) 

Cross 
hatch 

testing 
Stratification 

pattern 

Xylene 
Fluoropolymer 

layer (some 
aggregates) 

Smooth, good 
pigment 

dispersion 
70 4B I 

MIBK: xylene 
(1:1) 

Fluoropolymer 
layer 

Rough, medium 
pigment 

dispersion, small 
bubbles 

85 4B I 

BuAc: xylene 
(1:1) 

Fluoropolymer 
layer 

A little rough, 
good pigment 

dispersion 
60 4B I 

MIBK: xylene: 
1-methoxy-2-
propanol 
(50:30:20) 

Interphase 
epoxy/ 

fluoropolymer 
layers 

Rough, bad 
pigment 

dispersion 
75 1B I 

 

 

The SEM micrographs and the cross-section X-Ray mappings confirm the self-stratification of 

the epoxy/fluoropolymer systems whatever the solvent or solvent blend used: for all 
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formulations, a type I stratification is obtained (Figure 51 a, b, c, d) and the fluoropolymer 

layer still appears to be the top layer, as it was already the case for unfilled formulations. Thus, 

experiments confirm that iron oxide has no significant influence on the self-layering process. 

While it is clear that it does not impact the layering process, its affinity toward the resins and 

the dispersion quality however differ according to the selected solvent or solvent blend. When 

xylene, blends of BuAc: xylene or MIBK: xylene are used, iron oxide is located in the 

fluoropolymer layer (Figure 51 a, b, c), even if it was initially dispersed in the epoxy medium. 

This means that, contrary to what is mentioned in the state of the art, iron oxide does not 

remain in its primary dispersion phase, but migrates in the phase for which it has the highest 

affinity (here the fluoropolymer). 

Considering the ternary blend of MIBK: xylene: 1-methoxy-2-propanol (Figure 50 d and Figure 

51 d), the migration of the filler is stopped at the interface between the two resins, pigments 

dispersion is not optimal and aggregates are noticeable: red iron oxide migrates toward the 

fluoropolymer phase during the film formation but has not enough time to reach that phase 

due to the fast evaporation rate of this solvent blend. In fact, according to the boiling 

temperature of the pure solvents, the MIBK: xylene: 1-methoxy-2-propanol blend 

(respectively 116, 139 and 120 °C) has the lowest boiling temperature among the different 

solvents used. These microscopic observations directly reflect the visual appearance of the 

coating: the film is composed of an opaque phase (the resins) in which red aggregates are 

dispersed. It leads to poor adhesion: 2B is obtained compared to 4B for the other 

formulations. 

Considering the MIBK: xylene blend, which has the second lowest boiling temperature, even 

if iron oxide has migrated toward the fluoropolymer phase, the distribution is not 

homogeneous and aggregates are still observed in the lower part of the fluoropolymer phase. 

However, the dispersion of iron oxide is one of the best (Figure 51 c). It means that the 

evaporation rate of the MIBK: xylene blend was not too high to prevent the migration of iron 

oxide in the fluoropolymer phase but was nonetheless too high to allow a good distribution in 

the whole layer. All these results prove that the solvent choice is of primary importance: 

stratification is based on demixing, for which time and mobility are needed. Very high 

evaporation rates result in frustrated mixed coating and affect the quality of the resulting 
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coating. A good compromise has to be found when selecting the solvent as it affects the 

formation of the film, the pigment dispersion and the adhesion properties.  

To conclude about systems filled with red iron oxide, it was shown that this filler does not 

influence the layering behavior of the epoxy/fluoropolymer system, whatever the solvent 

used. However, adhesion properties and visual appearance of the film are affected by the 

filler’s dispersion which mainly depends on the evaporation rate of the solvent or solvent 

blend. The coating designed with a blend of BuAc: xylene seems to combine the best 

adhesion and visual appearance. 

 

Conclusion: Self-stratification of the epoxy/fluoropolymer system 

It was shown that the system diluted in a blend of butylacetate: xylene (1: 1 ratio) exhibits a 

perfect stratification and excellent adhesion onto polycarbonate when a 200 µm wet thick 

coating was applied. The top layer of the one pot coating was found to be composed of the 

fluoropolymer resin, and the base layer of the crosslinked epoxy resin. The solvents have 

proven to hugely affect the quality of the resulting film, and have to be chosen very carefully. 

Indeed, they can impact both adhesion properties and pigment dispersion – and thus visual 

appearance of the coating - in a negative manner.  

Incorporation of red iron oxide in the epoxy phase has no negative effect on the layering 

behavior. Moreover, we have shown that the filler has a higher affinity with the fluoropolymer 

resin, and thus does not remain in the phase where it was initially dispersed (i.e. the epoxy 

resin). It was also shown that the evaporation rate of solvents influences the migration of 

fillers toward the fluoropolymer medium. When a blend of MIBK: xylene: 1-methoxy-2-

propanol (50:30:20) is used, fillers have not enough time to migrate toward the topcoat layer 

and are thus trapped at the interface between the two resins. This poor pigment dispersion is 

detrimental to the film aspect and to the adhesion properties.  
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III-3-1-5 Comparison between experimental and theoretical models 

 

Type I epoxy/silicone and epoxy/fluoropolymer self-stratified films were obtained with blends 

of BuAc: xylene and pure xylene. In the case of the other solvent blends, perfect stratification 

was exhibited only in the case of fluoropolymer-based coatings. 

Based on those blends, the Hansen model well predicted the self-stratification for both 

systems (V = 44 % for the epoxy/fluoropolymer blend and V = 75 % for the epoxy/silicone 

blend). However, the model based on surface and interfacial tensions shows some 

discrepancies according to the state of the resin (pure polymer or diluted). If the BuAc: xylene 

blend is considered, one out of three conditions were validated for both systems whereas 

stratification was obtained in both cases. If the blends of solvents are examined, no 

consistency between the results is exhibited: with the epoxy/silicone blend, the stratification 

quality decreases with increasing solvent evaporation rate whereas the prediction of the 

model does not follow this guideline. The divergence between the theoretical predictions and 

the experimental results could be explained in a twofold manner. On the first hand, the 

calculation made to predict the direction in which the layering will proceed considered the 

surface energy of the final components or the pure polymer (100 % solid). But the composition 

of the phases varies continuously until the complete formation of the solid film, and the 

evaporation of the solvents (which is not always complete according to the curing 

temperature). Moreover, it was shown in a paper that the surface tension of a polymer 

solution above 50 wt.% is extremely dependent on resin concentration. On the other hand, 

the addition of the amine curing agent to the system influences both the stratification process 

(due to the crosslinking reaction) and the surface energies and the influence of the curing 

agent is not taken into account in the model. 

III-3-1-6 General conclusion on binary blends 

 

By investigating the influence of different factors on the self-layering process, the feasibility 

of producing unfilled and filled self-stratified epoxy/silicone and epoxy/fluoropolymer 

systems on polycarbonate substrates was evidenced.  
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It was shown that the BuAc: xylene (at a 1: 1 ratio) solvent blend leads to very promising results 

on the epoxy/silicone unfilled system: it gives rise to the best stratification pattern (type I) 

with a great adhesion (5B rating) to polycarbonate and a nice visual appearance. With the 

epoxy/fluoropolymer system, the most promising results were obtained with the BuAc: xylene 

solvent blend. Xylene and a blend of MIBK: xylene (1: 1) are also good candidates however 

some disparities in the pigment dispersion and migration are noticeable in the solid film. A 4B 

adhesion rating on PC was obtained in all case combined with a nice visual appearance. 

Finally, the choice of the solvent is of primary importance: stratification is based on demixing, 

for which time and mobility are needed. Very high evaporation rates will result in frustrated 

mixed coating and will affect the quality of the resulting coating. A good compromise has to 

be found when selecting the solvent: the higher the evaporation rate, the more spontaneous 

the film formation and thus the stratification. Moreover, its choice can also impact the quality 

of the resulting film by modifying the quality of fillers dispersion, and consequently the 

adhesion properties. 

Two successful epoxy-based self-stratifying coatings have thus been developed based on 

those results, and meet the requirements needed for our specifications (type I or II self-

layered coating, good adhesion and filler dispersion and nice visual appearance). Finally, 

introduction of two fillers have also been tested in combination with the epoxy and silicone 

resins but were not successful in producing a self-layered coating: no stratification was 

observed, whatever the combination investigated. 

At this point, the study of binary bends of resins in which pigment or solid fillers were added 

have been a central focus. Their effect on the stratification process and the properties of the 

resulted solid film have been studied in two different resin system. The idea was then to study 

the influence of liquid additives, i.e. ternary blends, on the layering process, the properties of 

the resulting film and also to analyze the migration of the filler through the film thickness. 
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III-3-2 Stratification of ternary blends 

 

The addition of particular fillers influence the formation of heterophase polymer structure and 

their resulting properties. Most of the additives have a rather negative effect on the phase 

separation in self-stratifying compositions, and do not allow reaching sufficiently interesting 

properties compared to the usual multilayered systems. Literature results have proved that 

liquid fillers (for example wetting, levelling, anti-flotting, surface active or dispersing agents) 

generally impair the stratification process.102, 109, 134, 143 As an exception, some silicone or 

fluorine-containing oligomers added in minor amount (1 wt.%) were proven to substantially 

accelerate the phase separation process with a moderate or negligible influence on the 

solutions equilibrium.143 To our knowledge, no paper relates to the study of the addition of a 

substantial amount of a functional liquid additive in a self-stratifying composition. In this work, 

the goal is to design a self-stratifying coating on a polycarbonate substrate, incorporating a 

liquid additive. To do so, film forming compositions based on a curable epoxy and a silicone 

resin (to produce coatings with a heterophase polymer matrix structure) in combination with 

liquid fillers [(bisphenol-A- bis(diphenyl phosphate) - BDP and resorcinol bis(diphenyl 

phosphate) - RDP)] will be considered.142 As the final aim of this work is to obtain flame 

retardant coatings, BDP and RDP were selected as potential flame retardant additives in the 

formulation. In the present part, only the self-stratification in presence of two liquid resins, a 

liquid filler and a hardener will be investigated. Only the results obtained with the BuAc: xylene 

(1: 1) solvent blend are presented as it led to the best compromises. 

III-3-2-1 Stratification study 

 

RDP and BDP were introduced at 2.5 and 5 wt.% into the formulation, and all selected parts, 

being mixed, produced homophase solutions before application. The formation of separated 

in-layers coating structure was then checked (Table 20). 
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Table 20. Fillers location, appearance of the coating, adhesion rating and stratification pattern for the 

epoxy/silicone coatings filled with RDP and BDP at 2.5 and 5 wt.% 

Filler 
wt. 
% 

Fillers location after 
film formation 

Appearance of 
the coating 

Thickness 
(µm) 

Cross 
hatch 

testing 

Stratification 
pattern 

No 
filler 

0 - 
Slightly rough, 

glossy 
55 5B I 

RDP 

2.5 Mainly silicone layer, 
a slight 

concentration 
gradient near the 

silicone-epoxy 
interface 

Less rough than 
without 

additive, higher 
gloss 

45 5B II-III 

5 60 5B I 

BDP 

2.5 
High concentration in 

the silicone layer, 
concentration 

gradient in the epoxy 
phase decreasing 

from top to bottom 

68 4B II-III 

5 30 4B I 

  

The reference system (epoxy/silicone/BuAc: xylene), previously presented in Chapter III of this 

manuscript, containing no liquid FR filler shows perfect stratification (type I pattern) and the 

best adhesion rating (5B). In presence of liquid filler, nice coatings free of bubbles or defaults 

were obtained in all cases. They even show slight improvement in terms of surface aspect (less 

rough and glossier) than the reference coating.  The 5B adhesion rating is maintained after the 

incorporation of RDP in the system, for both amounts tested. The addition of BDP slightly 

impacts the adhesion of the coating: 4B rating is obtained compared to 5B with the unfilled 

system.  

Unlike literature results, it appears that neither RDP nor BDP affect the layering process when 

incorporated at 5 wt.% in the formulation: a type I pattern is obtained in all cases with two 

layers sharply separated, as it was observed with the unfilled system. Both additives migrate 

towards the upper layer of the film, in the silicone medium: RDP and BDP have a higher affinity 

with the silicone compared to that of the epoxy (Figure 52). The migration is rather a positive 

phenomenon in this case as it allows concentrating the additive’s properties (i.e. flame 

retardant properties) in the upper part of the coating, where it is the most needed in the case 

of a fire. With RDP, some inhomogeneities are noticeable along the film near the interface 
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between the two resins: some islands shaped regions rich in silicone have not totally migrated 

towards the upper layer of the film. A concentration gradient of phosphorus is also visible 

through the film thickness, although the major part of RDP has migrated towards the upper 

layer. With BDP, the same findings can be noticed: the silicone resin and the filler are mainly 

concentrated in the upper part of the coating. However, the concentration gradient of 

phosphorus is more pronounced through the thickness than with RDP. The difference could 

be explained by a higher affinity of RDP with the silicone resin, which could ease the migration 

of the additive to the air interface. However, the concentration gradient is much more 

pronounced with phosphorus than with silicone: this means that the affinity between the 

silicone resin and the filler is not strong enough to allow its complete migration toward the 

top layer. A difference of viscosity could also explain the difference in the concentration 

gradient between BDP and RDB containing formulations. Indeed, BDP is much more viscous 

than RDP (17 000 CPS154 compared to 12 450 CPS with RDP155). As its viscosity is higher, its 

migration to the upper layer may be slowed down. It is noteworthy to notice that even if the 

additive has not enough time to completely migrate to the upper layer of the film, it does not 

impair the stratification process: the layering of the silicone to the top of the coating remains 

perfect. 

 

 

Figure 52. EDX X-ray mappings of Silicium and Phosphorus on a cross-section of an epoxy/silicone 

coating filled with 5 wt.% of (a) RDP and (b) BDP fillers 
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When a lower amount of fillers is introduced into the homogeneous composition, the layering 

process is affected: phase separation is evidenced (Figure 53), and also a concentration 

gradient of silicone through the thickness, but not uniformly formed along the film. 

Nevertheless, the phosphorus element is mainly found in the silicone medium. Such kind of 

solventborne paint, based on initially homophase solutions of incompatible polymer blends 

convertible into a heterophase state, can self-layer following a mechanism driven by surface 

tension gradient. The additive destabilizes the interface between the two phases and, in that 

case, influences the preferential orientation of the phases in the course of film forming 

process. 5 wt.% of additive appears to be a better balance as the preferential orientation of 

the phases is not influenced. In addition, although some incoherence in the matrix were found 

along the film with 2.5 wt.% (formation of isolated spherical particles composed of epoxy resin 

dispersed in the continuous silicon matrix, Figure 53), the incomplete phase separation did 

not damage the adhesion of the coating. 

 

 

 

Figure 53. SEM pictures of the cross-section of the ternary system filled with 2.5 wt.% of BDP 

 

In conclusion, when a low amount of additive is added (2.5 %), it slightly compromises self-

layering in some area of the film compared to a higher amount (5 %). Some disparities in the 

concentration gradient, which may be due to a difference in viscosity between the two phases, 

is also noticed with 5 %. Finally, the filler destabilizes the equilibrium between the two 

solutions, but not enough in the case of 2.5 % to lead to a homogeneous formation of oriented 

heterophase structures, as it is observed with 5 %. 
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The phosphorus based fillers tested do not affect the formation of oriented heterophase 

structures when they are introduced at 5 %: they mostly migrate, with a concentration 

gradient more or less pronounced, towards the air interface with the silicone resin. Finally, 

coating’s composition provided nice visual appearance and a high adhesion onto the 

polycarbonate substrate. It was proven that it is possible to add a substantial amount (5 %) of 

liquid functional filler in a self-layering formulation without affecting the self-stratification 

process, the coating aspect and the adhesion. In these formulations, the phosphorus FR 

additives migrate into the upper silicone layer, which can potentially lead to an effective FR 

effect of the coating when exposed to fire. 

III-3-2-2 Conclusion 

 

A properly selected partially incompatible polymer blend composed of silicone, of a curable 

epoxy resin and of a liquid functional filler successfully formed a double-layered coating, 

showing excellent adhesion to the underlying polycarbonate substrate. The binders, dissolved 

in solvents to produce a two-phase liquid medium during film formation, led to structures with 

sharply defined layers. The topcoat layer was found to be composed of the silicone resin, and 

the base layer of the curable epoxy resin. Microscopic analyses have demonstrated that 

phosphorus based liquid fillers do not impact the stratification process when incorporated at 

5 wt.%. However, their migration to the upper layer of the coating (silicone phase) was not 

always complete: a concentration gradient of the additives through the film thickness is 

obtained, with a higher concentration toward the top of the coating. When fillers were 

incorporated at a lower amount (2.5 wt.%), incomplete phase separation was observed in 

some area of the film, although a high adhesion rating (5B and 4B respectively with RDP and 

BDP fillers) and nice visual appearance remained. 

 

III-4 Conclusion 

 

Chapter III was dedicated to the theoretical and experimental investigation of the self-

stratification of binary and ternary blends on polycarbonate substrate. The influence of 
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different specific factors (solvent, solid and liquid fillers, the occurrence of crosslinking 

reactions, pigment location) was deeply studied. Two different approach were studied, the 

first theoretical approach (the Hansen approach) consisted in evaluating the overlapping area 

of a couple of polymers to predict their probability to stratify. From these results, preferential 

solubility requirements and solvents were outlined. In particular, formulating the 

epoxy/silicone paint at least 7 days after the dilution of the resins would be the most 

favorable. On the contrary, the probability of the epoxy/fluoropolymer blend to stratify would 

be promoted by using the resins rapidly after their proper dilution. In the second theoretical 

approach, based on surface and interfacial energy, it has been shown that only one 

combination was predicted to stratify (a blend of epoxy/fluoropolymer resin diluted in xylene) 

although a few other combinations are close to meet the requirements depending on the 

solvent system chosen. It was stated that the second model seemed closer to the real system 

as it takes into account the influence of the curing agent and of the substrate, contrary to the 

Hansen approach. However, the two theoretical methods are actually complementary as the 

first one allows the selection of suitable solvent systems and processing conditions, and the 

second approach the selection of substrates and materials with promising characteristics 

(surface and interfacial tension) to favor the self-stratification. 

Based on these two approaches, binary blends were successfully designed on polycarbonate 

substrate, an epoxy with either a silicone or a fluoropolymer resin. In both cases, nice 

aesthetics and adhesion properties were combined with a perfect layering. 

Ternary blends based on epoxy, silicone and phosphorus liquid based additives were also 

successful in producing formulation, which self-stratify after deposition on polycarbonate. 

They had excellent adhesive properties and a nice visual appearance. 

Further studies of these different blends allow us to show that depending on the system 

studied, the choice of the solvent is of primary importance as well the rate of solvent 

evaporation. The rate of solvent evaporation should not be too low to allow the phase to 

separate before the complete formation of the film. 

Finally, this study demonstrates that the incorporation of solid fillers (iron oxide, calcium 

carbonate, zinc phosphate) in the blends can produce controversial results compared to what 

has been published in the literature: generally, the fillers migrate to the top layer of the 
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coating even if they were primarily dispersed in the epoxy phase, the base layer in contact 

with the substrate. Moreover, it has been shown that the selected solvent system has an 

influence on the dispersion state of the pigments and that fillers do not influence the layering 

process. 

In this chapter, some successful self-stratifying coatings were developed, thus, in the next 

chapter, their functional properties, more particularly the fire performance and the ageing 

properties will be studied.
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Chapter IV: Fire performances and ageing 

resistance of epoxy/silicone and 

epoxy/fluoropolymer self-layered 

coatings 

 

In this chapter, the self-stratifying coatings previously developed are intended to be used as 

potential flame retardant (FR) surface treatments for polycarbonate.  

These coatings are based on epoxy, silicone and/ or fluoropolymer resins. This choice of resins 

is not a trivial matter. Indeed, epoxies are extensively used due to their exceptional 

mechanical and chemical properties. However, their flammability is a major drawback. 

Traditionally, halogenated compounds are widely used as co-monomer or additive to fire 

retard epoxy resins, as well as boron, phosphorus156-159 or silicone-based compounds160 as well 

as layer double hydroxide161, melamine162 and montmorillonite.163 Particularly, silicon- 

containing components have been explored and it was shown that their addition in a relatively 

small amount can significantly enhance the fireproofing properties of a material.19 They can 

exhibit very low thermal conductivity, low heat of combustion and rate of heat release, and 

the release of toxic gases during their degradation is reduced compared to classical organic 

compounds.164, 165 Finally, fluoropolymers are also known for their inherent flame 

retardancy.166 

In order to enhance the fire retardant effect of a resin or a coating, FR additives are usually 

added. In the third chapter, it has been demonstrated that several fillers (iron oxide, calcium 

carbonate and two phosphorus-based additives) can be used without impacting the self-

layering process, while combining excellent visual and adhesion properties. Those fillers are 
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also well known for their FR effect when combined with suitable resin or FR systems.159, 167, 168 

In the frame of this study, the fire performances of the coatings previously developed were 

evaluated. However, only the results obtained with the system containing the most efficient 

additive (i.e. iron oxide, IO) is presented in this thesis.  

After a short literature survey about flame retardancy and the use of iron oxide as filler or FR 

synergist, the FR properties of the selected coatings applied on PC are studied in detail 

according to LOI, UL-94 and MLC tests. Based on the thermal decomposition of the materials 

composing the system, and on the observations made during the fire tests, the mode of action 

of iron oxide both in the condensed and gas phase is investigated. Furthermore, the ability of 

the coating to fire retard the polymeric matrix is discussed. The last section of this chapter is 

dedicated to the study of the influence of ageing on the developed systems (filled and 

unfilled). The evaluation of the fire performances before and after weathering will also be 

deeply commented. 
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IV-1 Introduction: State of the art on flame retardancy 

 

IV-1-1 What about a fire? 

 

A fire can basically be split into three phases: (i) the initiating fire, (ii) the fully developed fire 

and (iii) the decreasing fire. The fire starts with an ignition source which set fire to the 

combustible material. It spreads, heats up the surroundings and once the materials have 

formed enough flammable gases and are sufficiently hot, flashover takes place. At this step, a 

whole room can be inflame in a few minutes and the temperature can reach up to 1200 °C. 

Later on, the fire decreases as the available fire load is consumed or can die because of oxygen 

deficiency. The fundamental parameters governing a fire are the combustibility, the 

ignitability, the spread of the flame and the heat release. Most of the flammable materials can 

be appropriately treated with specific FR (and eventually with the addition of a synergist) that 

provides effective fire proofing properties. Flame retardants act to break the combustion cycle 

leading to extinguish the flame or to reduce the burning rate in a number of possible ways:169 

 By modifying the pyrolysis process to reduce the amount of evolving volatiles. It 

increases the formation of less flammable gases or of char which also acts as a barrier 

between the polymer and the flame.  

 By cooling of the condensed phase by endothermal decomposition of FR additives. 

 By isolating the flame from the oxygen/air supply. 

 By introducing into the plastic formulations flame inhibitors or diluting agents. 

 By reducing the heat flow back to the polymer to prevent further pyrolysis. This can be 

achieved by producing a protective barrier, e.g. ceramic char layer or intumescent 

coating, formed when the polymer is exposed to fire conditions. 
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IV-1-2 Thermal degradation of polymers 

 

The combustion process of polymeric matrices can be divided in four major steps: (i) heating, 

(ii) decomposition, (iii) ignition and (iv) flame spread. The most significant chemical reactions 

interfering with the combustion process take place in the condensed and/or in the gas phases. 

When submitted to a heat source, the material softens, or melts in the case of a thermoplastic 

matrix, and when the energy given to the material is higher than that of its degradation, 

decomposition products (fuels) are released in the gas phase from the degradation zone. The 

flammable gases are mixed with the oxygen from the air and when the system reaches a 

critical concentration, ignition occurs. A flame is formed by the highly exothermic reactions 

occurring between the radicals formed from the thermal decomposition of the polymer and 

oxygen (Figure 54). 

 

 

Figure 54. How materials burn?170 

 

Part of the energy of the flame is given back to the material, so that the combustion process 

continues without external energy. As long as degradation products evolves and oxygen 
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remains in sufficient amount, there is an auto-fed flame which can propagate to its 

surroundings.  

Upon thermal decomposition, various phenomena occur in the condensed phase: melting, 

hydrolysis, crosslinking, charring, dripping, diffusion of volatile products and superficial 

accumulation of materials. The non-oxidizing thermal degradation consisting in heterolytic or 

homolytic chain scissions of the macromolecules can be one of the thermal degradation 

mechanisms, or the oxidizing thermal decomposition wherein the polymer and its degradation 

products react with the oxygen of the air.  

 

IV-1-3 Mode of action of FR additives 

 

The earliest FR for synthetic polymers were halogenated based, based on the discovery of 

halogenated hydrocarbons and waxes. New chemistries followed shortly thereafter, but each 

of these chemistries was created in response to a particular need.  

IV-1-3-1 Overview of the FR’s mode of action 

 

Fireproofing additives can have a physical and/or a chemical mode of action in the gas and/or 

in the condensed phase depending on their nature.166 They interfere with combustion during 

a particular stage of the process, e.g. during heating, decomposition, ignition or flame spread. 

In the gas phase, the inhibition of the radical mechanism takes place due to the FR additives 

or/and by their decomposition products (e.g. radical scavengers). Hence, the exothermic 

processes are stopped, the system cools down and the supply of flammable gases may be 

reduced or suppressed. In the condensed phase, the formation of a carbon layer or ceramic 

protective layer on the polymer surface limits the volatilization of the fuel, oxygen diffusion 

and insulates the polymer underneath from the external heat. The addition of FR, such as 

metal hydroxide, that decomposed with an endotherm leading to a “cooling effect” is another 

mode of action occurring in the condensed phase. The acceleration of the polymer 
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decomposition is another possibility: it causes a pronounced flow of the polymer and 

consequently a withdrawal from the sphere of influence of the flame that breaks away. 

Physical actions take place through the formation of a protective layer, by cooling and/or by 

dilution. Less effective physical actions can occur by cooling: the additive cools the underlying 

substance by endothermal decomposition, usually dehydration, to a temperature that is 

unable to sustain the burning process. The protection by dilution takes place through the 

addition of compounds (e.g. fillers such as carbonate or metal hydroxide) releasing inert gases 

(e.g; carbon dioxide or water) upon decomposition. These additives dilute the flammable gas 

in the condensed and in the gaseous phases and thus lower the concentration of combustible 

gases in the surrounding atmosphere. By the formation of a protective layer (intumescence 

phenomenon), the substance is shielded with highly porous structure, protecting the 

underlying material against the heat and oxygen required for combustion to take place. Heat 

and mass transfers between the external heat source and the material are thus reduced, and 

the degradation rate of the polymer is decreased, as well as the ‘fuel flow’ which is able to 

feed the flame (Figure 55).  

 

 

Figure 55. Schematic representation of potential mode of action of FRs (a to d) in the combustion 

cycle171 
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The selection of a FR for a specific polymer is governed by the chemical and physical properties 

of the polymer itself, its degradation characteristics and the chemical and physical properties 

of the FR system. An overview of the study dealing with iron oxide in flame retarded system 

is proposed in the following part of this chapter. 

IV-1-3-2 Flame retardant characteristics of iron oxide 

 

Nowadays, metal oxides represent more than 50 % of the fillers sold globally, mainly due to 

their low cost, low toxicity and minimal corrosivity.172 A high number of scientific papers 

appear every year dealing with iron, iron compounds or iron chemistry. However, very few of 

them deal with the use of iron compounds as flame retarding/smoke suppressing additives 

for polymers. The recent chemistry of iron has been reviewed by Silver173 but again there are 

few comments on the potential uses of iron compounds in polymers.174 The economic 

importance of iron is unsurpassed by any other element in the periodic table.  

The first reports of iron compounds being used as smoke suppressants in plasticized and rigid 

polyvinyl chloride formulations began to appear in the 1970s and early 1980s.174 Later on, the 

use of iron containing compounds, especially iron (III) oxide (Fe2O3), was investigated as 

powerful combustion inhibitors, smoke suppressants, thermal stabilizers and radical 

recombination catalysts in such formulations.175-177 It is recognized that red iron oxide (α-

Fe2O3) is relatively heat-stable up to 1000° C, while both yellow (α-FeOOH) and black (Fe3O4) 

iron oxides have a limited thermal stability.178  

Iron oxide is particularly mentioned in the open literature as a synergistic agent (in 

combination with red phosphorus in PA-6 for example).179-181 Indeed, it is able to promote the 

formation of a crosslinked network which prevents the release of small volatiles.182 

Nonetheless, depending on the polymeric matrix and on the FR system used, contradictory 

results have been obtained in terms of fire performance. Its effectiveness has been evidenced 

in halogen-containing polymers (like in poly(vinyl chloride))183-186 and in combination with 

different fire retardant systems (for example in a mixture of polyphenylene oxide and zinc 

borate in PA-4.6181 or with chlorinated FR in nylon 6.6 and epoxies).183.175, 187 However, some 

disagreements lay upon the question of their effect and particularly their effectiveness in non-
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halogenated systems.181, 188, 189 Nangrani et al. reported that iron oxide decreases the 

flammability of polycarbonate.189 On the contrary, Hirschler et al. commented on its 

ineffectiveness as FR in the absence of halogen in ABS.188 Recently, Laachachi et al. [7] have 

shown that Fe2O3 particles could also increase the thermal stability of PMMA by reducing the 

chain mobility as proved by the evolution of Tg.187 In polypropylene, the combination with Fe-

Montmorillonite is helpful to suppress smoke and leads to an improvement of the FR 

properties.190 

Last but not least, it was demonstrated that Fe2O3 nanoparticles play an important role in the 

thermal stability improvement of a silicone/Fe2O3 nanocomposite.191, 192 Thermal conduction 

inside the material was limited, and at the same time the kinetics of degradation of the resin 

decreased, as well as the gas emissions due to the increase in viscosity of the melt.  

On the other hand, in the open literature, it is widely accepted that iron oxide, and particularly 

its hematite form, is able to absorb UVA. Its limited catalytic action compared to titanium 

dioxide and zinc oxide, and the absence of evident toxicity make them good candidates for 

various applications (e.g. cosmetics, wastewater treatment …).193, 194 

Consequently, red iron oxide constitutes an interesting choice both for fire retardant and 

ageing purposes. The evaluation of the fire performances of the unfilled epoxy/silicone and 

epoxy/fluoropolymer systems is investigated and detailed hereinafter in a first part. Then, the 

influence of the incorporation of a low amount (from 2.5 to 10% pigment volume 

concentration - PVC) of ferric oxide on the fire properties of the binary systems is discussed. 

As the epoxy/silicone coating represents the most innovative and promising combination, its 

mode of action will be particularly considered in the fourth part of this chapter. The 

investigation of the mode of action the epoxy/fluoropolymer/IO coating are presented not 

presented in this manuscript. Nevertheless results are partly gathered in the published article: 

“One pot flame retardant and weathering resistant coatings for plastics: a novel approach”, 

RSC Advances, 7, 40682 – 40694. [doi: 10.1039/c7ra08028j]”).  
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IV-2 Fire performances of the self-stratifying coatings applied on PC 

 

The following section presents the investigation of the fire performances of the epoxy/silicone 

and epoxy/fluoropolymer self-layering systems when combined or not with iron oxide 

particles (Fe2O3) and applied on polycarbonate. The first part gathers the results and a 

comparison of the fire properties obtained with both systems. It opens the discussion to the 

study of the thermal stability of the materials, and to the comprehension of the mechanisms 

of action of iron oxide particle in the most promising combination (epoxy/silicone) and of the 

protective role of the coating to bring fireproofing properties to the polycarbonate matrix. 

 

IV-2-1 Development and evaluation of the FR properties of the epoxy/silicone and 

epoxy/fluoropolymer coatings applied on PC 

 

The fire performances of the uncoated polycarbonate and polycarbonate coated with the 

unfilled and filled binary systems were evaluated using LOI, UL-94 and MLC tests. Based on 

those results, their thermal stability has been investigated using TG analyses in both pyrolytic 

and thermo-oxidative conditions. Then, microcalorimetry (PCFC) and Py-GCMS experiments 

were carried out to study the combustibility of the gas phase during combustion. The 

comprehension of the mode of action in the condensed phase has been performed by 

microscopic analyses of the residues which underwent different heat treatments in a tubular 

furnace, or of residues collected during MLC tests. ATR-FTIR spectroscopy measurements will 

complete those analyses. 

IV-2-1-1 Fire retardancy of the PC coated with unfilled epoxy/silicone or epoxy/fluoropolymer 

coatings 

 

MLC, LOI and UL-94 fire tests were performed in order to evaluate the flame retardant 

properties of the polycarbonate covered with unfilled coatings. HRR curves and characteristic 

MLC parameters are depicted in Figure 56 and Table 21. It is noteworthy to remind that no 
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ignition of the coated sample occurred at 35 kW/m², whereas the raw PC ignites after 319 s. 

and releases a total heat of 35 MJ/m² (Appendix 4). 

 

Table 21. MLC (50 kW/m², 35 mm), LOI and UL-94 values of the uncoated and coated PC with the 
epoxy/silicone and epoxy/fluoropolymer mixture 

13mm thick samples 

 

 

Figure 56. MLC curves of the uncoated and coated PC with the epoxy/silicone and 
epoxy/fluoropolymer mixtures 

 

  Virgin PC 
Epoxy/Silicone coated 

PC 

Epoxy/Fluoropolymer 

coated PC 

MLC 

TTI (s) 92 ± 6 148 ± 7 26 ± 2 

pHRR 

(kW/m²) 
231 ± 6 176 ± 4 (-24 %)1 250 ± 2 (+8%) 

THR (MJ/m²) 52 ± 1 41 ± 3 (-21 %) 46 ± 3 (-12%) 

TFO (s) 1077 ± 47 903 ± 6 735 ± 30 

LOI (vol.% O2)1 
27 

 

28 

 

25 

 

UL-941 
NC 

 

NC 

 

NC 
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PC is a char forming polymer. After ignition, it melts and forms a char which swells until it 

reaches a height of about eight centimeters (Figure 57). The char then degrades and only ashes 

remain at the end of the test. The behavior of PC is different after the application of the 

silicone-based coating at its surface. The film forms a barrier (protective in the case of the 

silicone-based coating) between the heat source and the substrate: the PC swells under the 

coating which progressively delaminates from the edges of the plate due to the uprising of the 

PC char. Then, ignition occurs and the PC forms a char which rapidly goes up as it was observed 

with the uncoated PC. The char is then consumed and collapses before flame out takes place.  

 

 

Figure 57. Picture of the polycarbonate char formed during MLC experiment before it collapses (t = 
600 s., 50 kW/m², 35 mm) 

 

Those results evidence an improvement of the fire performances when the epoxy/silicone 

coating is applied: both the pHRR and THR are reduced, respectively by 24 and 21 % compared 

to raw PC. In addition, the coating allows delaying the ignition by more than 50 s. This results 

is in good agreement with the literature since thin silicone-based coatings were already 

proven to improve fireproofing properties of PC substrate via the formation of an expanded 

coating upon flaming, similarly to intumescence.23 

The application of the fluoropolymer-based self-stratified coating on PC causes a slight 

increase of the pHRR (+8 %). However, it remains in the margin of error.  Nonetheless, the TTI 

is shortened (- 66 s) compared to pure PC (Table 21). One hypothesis is that the coating would 

be less thermally stable than the PC under radiative heat flux. Indeed, it was already reported 
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that shorter TTI can be related to a reduction in the thermal stability: since ignition is 

controlled by the supply of fuel gases, less thermally stable specimens tend to ignite earlier. 

In our case, the epoxy/fluoropolymer protective layer would thus be less thermally stable than 

the PC substrate. It could also explain the earlier mass loss with the coated PC sample 

compared to that of PC, leading to a broader MLR signal (Appendix 9). 

The experimental conditions during UL-94 and LOI testing differ from those of MLC test in 

terms of fire scenario: MLC is a radiative heat flux test whereas during LOI or UL-94, a flame is 

applied on a specimen. Different phenomena are therefore occurring during combustion, and 

so the properties measured can induce different and complementary conclusions compared 

to those of MLC. PC is a combustible self-charring polymer and thus reaches a quite high 

intrinsic LOI value (27 vol.% at 3mm) compared to other common thermoplastics.195 Up to 28 

vol.%, the extinction of the virgin PC occurs mainly because of flaming drops or consumption 

of the material.  

The intrinsic flame retardant properties of the coated PCs are not improved in the case of 

vertical burning tests: similar LOI values (27 vol.% for the raw PC compared to 28 and 25 vol.% 

respectively with the PC coated with the silicone- and fluoropolymer- based coatings) and a 

non-classified (NC) rating is obtained with the three samples.  

The epoxy/silicone coating however allows reducing the flame spread of the material (visual 

observation) and retains somehow the flaming drops from falling down. Virgin PC is NC at 3 

mm, however close to meet the requirements of V2 classification (short combustion time – 

30/40 seconds - and dripping occurs with no ignition of the cotton). Even if the coated 

polycarbonate is still NC, the system behaves differently compared to pure PC: the combustion 

time is nearly null after the first ignition, but is longer after the second ignition. Also, the 

tendency for dripping is less pronounced. 

For PC coated with the fluoropolymer based formulation, LOI value is slightly decreased 

compared to pure PC (25 vol.% versus 27 vol.% respectively). In that case, the dripping is more 

pronounced compared to the raw PC, as both the coating and the PC burn. Although the 

charring behavior is much more important when the coating is present, it does not prevent 
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the flaming and dripping. In addition, the ignition of the coated sample is quicker. The coating 

probably ignites earlier than the PC as already observed in MLC experiments. 

In order to improve the fire retardancy of the PC by the application of a self-stratifying coating 

on its surface, the influence of the incorporation of a specific filler, i.e. iron oxide, in the 

coating formulation was investigated. Iron oxide was used as a filler in order to improve the 

FR properties of the system and incorporated at 10 wt.% (2.5 %PVC) in the coating 

formulations. The systems were then applied on polycarbonate and tested. 5 and 10 %PVC 

were also tested in combination with the epoxy/silicone system and are presented 

simultaneously. 

IV-2-1-2 Fire retardancy of the PC coated with iron oxide-filled epoxy/silicone or 

epoxy/fluoropolymer coatings 

 

The FR performances of the polycarbonate coated with the iron oxide filled systems were 

evaluated by LOI, UL-94 and MLC. LOI and UL-94 data and pictures of the resulting specimens 

after testing are depicted in Table 22 and Table 23. 

 

Table 22. LOI and UL-94 ranking of coated PC with epoxy/silicone coatings filled or not with iron 

oxide 

 Epoxy/Silicone/Fe2O3 coated PC 

%PVC1 0 2.5 5 10 

LOI (vol.% O2) 

28 33 34 37 

 

   

UL-94 

NC 
V0 

No dripping 
V0 

No dripping 
V0 

No dripping 

 

   

1 PVC = Pigment Volume Concentration 
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Table 23. LOI and UL-94 ranking of coated PC with epoxy/fluoropolymer coatings filled or not with 

iron oxide 

Epoxy/fluoropolymer coated PC 0 %PVC1 2.5 %PVC 

LOI (vol.% O2)2 

25 32 

 

 

UL-94 rating1 

NC 
Dripping 

V0 
No dripping 

 
 

1 PVC= Pigment Volume Concentration, 2 3mm thick samples 

 

The incorporation of iron oxide in the coated formulations allows exhibiting outstanding flame 

retardant performances compared to the unfilled coated PC and also to the virgin PC (Table 

22, Table 23), whatever the amount of filler incorporated. With 2.5 %PVC of Fe2O3 added to 

the systems, an increase by respectively 6 and 5 vol.%O2 of the LOI value of PC with the silicone 

and fluoropolymer based coating is achieved, and the best rating (V0) at UL-94 is obtained. An 

addition of a higher amount increases the FR properties of the epoxy/silicone system up to 37 

vol.% at LOI testing are reached with 10 %PVC whereas the best rating at UL-94 is maintained.  

A change in the fire behavior of coated PC is also noticeable visually due to the addition of 

fillers: no dripping is observed during both tests, ignition of the samples is considerably 

delayed and the combustion time is shortened compared to that of the unfilled systems. At 

UL-94 test, self-extinguishment occurs less than 6 seconds after ignition, and the resulting char 

is mainly formed at the beginning of the flame application. During these vertical flame tests, 

charring is more pronounced for the filled systems (increasingly by raising the amount of iron 

oxide) and occurs quicker after the ignition than for the unfilled ones. Presence of fillers also 

prevents dripping to occur and flame spread is much slower than for raw PC and unfilled 

coated PC samples.  

Mass loss cone calorimetry (MLC) is another effective tool to evaluate the flammability of 

materials under a radiative heat flux. The filled samples were also tested at MLC in both 

conditions: 35 kW/m² and 50 kW/m². Likewise the unfilled coated PC, no ignition occurs at 35 
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kW/m² (Appendix 4). Heat release rate curves of both uncoated and coated PCs are presented 

in Figure 58 and Figure 59. Characteristic parameters obtained from those curves (i.e. TTI, 

pHRR, THR, TFO) are reported in Table 24.  

 

 

Figure 58. MLC curves of uncoated and coated PC with the epoxy/silicone/Fe2O3 system (50 kW/m², 

35 mm) 

 

Table 24. MLC values of unfilled and filled coated PC with the epoxy/silicone/Fe2O3 systems (50 

kW/m², 35 mm) 

 Epoxy/Silicone/Fe2O3 coated PCs 
Epoxy/Fluoropolymer/Fe2O3 

coated PCs 

%PVC1 0 2.5 5 10 0 2.5 

TTI (s) 
148 ± 7 141 ± 20 

26-87 ±  
2-5 

13-237 ±  
5-100 

26 ± 2 20 ± 3 

pHRR 
(kW/m²) 

176 ± 4 
(-24 %)2 

205 ± 20 
(-11 %) 

197 ± 1 
(-15 %) 

218 ± 22 
(-6 %) 

250 ± 2  
(+8 %) 

191 ± 23 
(-17 %) 

THR 
(MJ/m²) 

41 ± 3  
(-21 %) 

47 ± 2  
(-10 %) 

51 ± 1  
(-2 %) 

49 ± 7  
(-6 %) 

46 ± 3  
(-12 %) 

29 ± 4  
(-44 %) 

TFO (s) 903 ± 6 1003 ± 33 889 ± 4 990 ± 100 735 ± 30 735 ± 67  

1 PVC= Pigment Volume Concentration, 2 Percentage are calculated according the difference with the virgin PC 
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When ferric oxide is incorporated in the epoxy/silicone self-stratified system, it influences 

mainly the TTI. With 2.5 % of IO, the TTI is comparable to that of the unfilled coated PC. When 

5 and 10 % of Fe2O3 are incorporated into the formulation, two TTI are registered (26 s and 87 

s for 5 % of IO; 13 s and 237 s for 10 %). Flame out occurs very quickly after the first ignition, 

reflecting the difficulty of the coating to inflame. This effect is particularly evident for the 

system containing 10 % of IO as it takes a long time (237 s) for the sample to ignite again. The 

presence of remaining solvent in the coated film is probably responsible for this shoulder: 

BuAc and xylene evaporate as soon as they undergo the radiative heat flux due to their low 

boiling temperature. Once the system re-ignites, the enhancements in terms of heat release 

rate are negligible and even lowered by the incorporation of the fillers compared to the 

unfilled coated system. No significant improvement is obtained in terms of pHRR and THR 

during the combustion compared the unfilled coated PC and to the raw PC.  

 

 

Figure 59. HRR curves obtained for PC and coated PCs with unfilled and filled epoxy/fluoropolymer 
formulations 

 

On the contrary, when IO is incorporated in the epoxy/fluoropolymer coating, an 

improvement in the fire behavior is noticeable: a decrease of both pHRR (-17 %) and THR (-44 

%) compared to pure PC is observed. The ignition of the samples occurs in the edges, i.e. in 

the area where the coating has delaminated, whereas ignition usually occurs in the center of 

the sample for specimens without fillers. In addition, the effect of IO is well noticeable by the 
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shoulder which appears after the ignition of the coating (between 20 and 50 sec., Figure 59), 

probably due to the presence of remaining solvent in the coated film, similarly to the 

epoxy/silicone/IO coating. The flame have difficulties in persisting compared to the unfilled 

epoxy/fluoropolymer coating with which the HRR raises directly after the ignition. This again 

suggests that the coating that includes Fe2O3 is a good fire barrier, confirming the observations 

made during UL-94 and LOI testing.  

Conclusion 

The FR performances of the substrate, the resins and the FR systems used to fire protect the 

PC were evaluated using three different fire tests which induced different fire scenarios: UL-

94, LOI and MLC. MLC is exposing the sample to a radiative heat flux, while UL-94 and LOI 

involve physical contact with a flame.  

The application of the unfilled epoxy/silicone coating onto the polycarbonate matrix allowed 

improving FR properties of the PC by shifting the time to ignition (+56 s) and decreasing the 

pHRR and HRR by respectively 24 and 21 % at MLC test. No particular enhancement was 

noticed with the vertical tests. The application of the unfilled fluoropolymer based coating 

does not allow to improve the intrinsic FR properties of the PC. On the contrary, the results 

are even worse: dripping and flame propagation are more pronounced during the combustion 

and the time before the ignition (both in the presence of a flame and a radiative heat source) 

is shortened.  

The incorporation of iron oxide particles allows reaching further enhancements: the formation 

of the residue is improved, dripping is totally inhibited and a lower combustion time and flame 

spread is observed. The filler appears to play an important role mainly in the presence of a 

flame in the case of the epoxy/silicone system. Indeed, the highest improvements under a 

radiative heat source come from the epoxy/silicone system itself, with no iron oxide particles. 

In contrast, the incorporation of IO particles allows increasing considerably the fire 

performances of the fluoropolymer based systems under both a flame and a radiative heat 

flux. Indeed, the LOI is increased by 5 vol.% O2 and the best rating (V0) is achieved at UL-94. 

At MLC, a reduction of the THR by 44 % is registered.  
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Finally, IO particles bring additional properties to the coatings as dripping is avoided and also 

flame propagation. From the most relevant papers, it is established that metal oxide particles 

promote the formation of a crosslinked network in the solid phase, particularly when 

combined with phosphorus compounds that may prevent the release of small molecules such 

as volatiles (thermal barrier effect).196 In particular, iron containing compounds may have a 

catalytic action, acting as synergists and smoke suppressants in some thermoplastic polymer 

formulations.182, 197 In order to investigate this aspect, the comprehension of the mode of 

action was achieved using different experimental techniques commented in the next section. 

To conclude, these results show that the FR performances are induced by complex mode of 

action of IO in the epoxy/silicone and epoxy/fluoropolymer systems, and of the epoxy/silicone 

system by itself, in condensed phase and maybe in the gas phase too. The next section is 

devoted to the investigation of how the silicone-based coatings act to reduce the flammability 

of the PC. To achieve this, different tests were performed to understand their mode of action 

both in the condensed and in the gas phase.  

IV-2-1-3 Comprehension of the mode of action 

 

In order to understand the results obtained during the fire tests, and how iron oxide acts as a 

flame retardant, the modes of action of the epoxy/silicone and epoxy/silicone/iron oxide 

systems were investigated using different techniques.  

At this point of the study, it seems that the epoxy/silicone coating allows forming a protective 

barrier at the surface of the PC, which allows to delay its ignition and to reduce, to some 

extent, the heat release and total heat release during the combustion. When iron oxide is 

added to the system, additional improvements are brought: the residue seems to be 

improved, the occurrence of dripping inhibited and the flame spread somehow reduced. The 

aim is consequently to explain the inhibition of the flame, the formation of the residue 

(organic or inorganic) and if an action in the gas phase occurs during the combustion. 

To do so, the thermal stability of the different materials used in the system was studied under 

both thermo-oxidative and pyrolysis conditions. Indeed, during the combustion of a polymeric 
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material, it is assumed that when the flame is intense enough, most of the oxygen present is 

consumed: the material is thus considered to degrade in pyrolytic conditions149 whereas 

before the ignition, the material degrades in thermo-oxidative conditions. Furthermore, when 

the combustion is decreasing, localized flames are observed and the oxygen may reach the 

material and induce oxidation. Therefore, it is there noteworthy to study how the materials 

behaves under both conditions. 

To begin with, the thermal stability of the PC and of the materials used to formulate the 

coatings was studied using TG analysis. 

 

Investigation of the thermal stability of raw materials 

Pyrolysis of PC, silicone and epoxy resins 

The thermal stabilities of the polycarbonate, the epoxy resin which has been crosslinked 

beforehand (without solvent) in respect to the curing conditions and the pure silicone resin 

were investigated in pyrolytic conditions (Figure 60 and Table 25). 

 

 

Figure 60. Pyrolytic degradation of PC, silicone and crosslinked epoxy resins (N2, 20 °C/min) 
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Table 25. TG data of PC, crosslinked epoxy and silicone resins (N2, 20 °C/min) 

Pyrolytic conditions 

System PC Crosslinked epoxy Silicone 

Tonset (°C) 
Tmax (°C) 
Resid. (wt.%) at Tend 
DTGmax (%/°C) 

494 
558 
25 

1.83 

205 
384 

8 
1.33 

245 
270 
97 

> 0.10 

Tonset (°C) 
Tmax (°C) 
Resid. (wt.%) at Tend 
DTGmax (%/°C) 

  401 
627 
73 

0.20 

 

An apparent one step decomposition process is observed for both the polycarbonate and the 

crosslinked epoxy resin. The epoxy decomposes almost entirely such that a residual mass of 8 

wt.% is left at 800 °C, with a maximum degradation rate at 384 °C. PC is thermally more stable 

as it degrades at a higher temperature (558 °C) but faster (1.83 %/°C compared to 1.33 %/°C 

for the epoxy resin). PC is a char forming polymer and undergoes branching and eventual 

crosslinking to form an insoluble gel during its decomposition.198 It releases carbon dioxide 

and bisphenol-A with lesser amounts of carbon monoxide, methane, phenol diphenyl 

carbonate, and 2(4-hydroxyphenyl)-2-phenyl propane during its degradation.199 The epoxy 

resin also releases bisphenol A during its decomposition, as well as other phenolic products.  

The decomposition of the silicone resin involves a three-step process and shows an excellent 

thermal stability (residual mass of 73 wt.% at 800 °C). The first degradation step corresponds 

to the release of silicone oligomers (3 wt.%) and the second and third steps (overlapped) 

correlate to the release of aromatic compounds (such as benzene and bisphenyl, 24 wt.%).200 

The silicone resin is thermally more stable at high temperature (above 540 °C) compared to 

the polycarbonate, and also to the epoxy resin when this last is crosslinked. Under pyrolytic 

conditions, its main degradation step occurs at much higher temperature and with a lower 

degradation rate (0.2 %/°C compared to 1.8 and 1.3 %/°C respectively with the PC and the 

epoxy resin). Finally, its remaining mass at 800 °C is equivalent to three times the amount of 

residue for PC. The silicone resin is thus the material which is the most thermally stable at high 

temperature compared to the substrate and to the epoxy resin which composes the layer in 
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between the two materials. During a fire scenario, the silicone will be the resin in contact with 

the open flame or exposed to the heat source as it is located in the upper layer of the film. 

Consequently, a reasonable assumption is that the silicone resin brings the fire performances 

to the coated system in accordance with the thermal stability of the materials, in pyrolytic 

conditions. The silicone coating may soften upon heating, and then expand to some extent to 

protect the underlying epoxy resin and substrate. The thermal stability of the materials was 

then studied under thermo-oxidative conditions. 

 

Thermo-oxidation of PC, epoxy and silicone resins 

The thermal stabilities of the substrate and of the pure resins (the epoxy resin was crosslinked 

beforehand, without any solvent) were then investigated in thermo-oxidative conditions 

(Figure 61 and Table 26). An additional step is observed for each sample: both the PC and the 

crosslinked epoxy resin degrade in a two-step process whereas the silicone resin decomposes 

according to a three-step process. 

 

 

Figure 61. Thermo-oxidative degradation of PC, silicone and crosslinked epoxy resins (Air, 20 °C/min) 
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Table 26. TG data of PC, crosslinked epoxy and silicone resin (Air, 20 °C/min) 

Thermo-oxidative conditions 

System PC Crosslinked epoxy Silicone 

Tonset (°C) 
Tmax (°C) 
Resid. (wt.%) at Tend 
DTGmax (%/°C) 

462 
546 
32 

1.36 

224 
387 
31 

1.00 

238 
296 
90 

> 0.10 

Tonset (°C) 
Tmax (°C) 
Resid. (wt.%) at Tend 
DTGmax (%/°C) 

584 
647 

0 
0.4 

496 
592 

0 
0.33 

524 
589 
77 

0.24 

Tonset (°C) 
Tmax (°C) 
Resid. (wt.%) at Tend 
DTGmax (%/°C) 

  631 
710 
44 

0.36 

 

The first decomposition step of PC and of the epoxy resin is similar to the degradation 

observed under pyrolytic condition (comparable maxima of temperature, respectively 546 

and 387 °C versus 558 and 384 °C) but the decomposition rates are lower (1.36 and 1.00 %/°C 

respectively compared to 1.83 and 1.33 %/°C under N2 atmosphere). The first degradation step 

leads to the formation of a transient residue that oxidized at a higher temperature. They are 

both completely degraded after their second degradation step. Furthermore, PC is also more 

thermally stable than the epoxy resin. 

On the contrary, the silicone resin does not decompose entirely and maintains a high residual 

weight at 800 °C (44 wt.%). Three maxima of degradation are observed at 296, 589 and 710 

°C: the second and third steps of degradation are more dissociated compared to what was 

observed under pyrolytic conditions. Moreover, the maximum temperature slightly shift 

toward higher temperatures. According to those results, it is possible to conclude that the 

silicone resin is a highly thermally stable resin compared to both the PC and the epoxy resin. 

In order to figure out the influence of the addition of a filler in the system, the thermal stability 

of the silicone/iron oxide system needs to be studied. Indeed, the iron oxide particles are 

located in the silicone medium after the formation of the solid film and will most probably 

interact with the silicone resin in a first place. Last but not least, it was demonstrated that the 

silicone is probably responsible for the promising fireproofing properties obtained when 
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applying the coating onto the polycarbonate. In addition, it is the layer which is exposed to 

the flame/heat source during fire tests (Figure 43, chapter III). Consequently, the focus was 

placed on the thermal behavior of the silicone/iron oxide system for the next part of the study. 

Investigation of the thermal stability of the silicone/iron oxide system 

The thermal stability of the filled silicone system with Fe2O3 particles was investigated under 

both pyrolytic and thermo-oxidative conditions. 

From the previous experiments, it was observed that the presence of iron oxide limits the 

flame propagation along the sample and prevents the dripping, thus enhancing the fire 

retardant properties of PC. The amount of residue seems also to be increased (visual 

observation). From the most compiled papers, it is established that metal oxide particles 

promote the formation of a crosslinked network that may prevent the release of small 

molecules such as volatiles (barrier effect). In particular, iron containing compounds may have 

a catalytic action, acting as synergists and smoke suppressants in some thermoplastic polymer 

formulations.182, 197 To try to evidence such effect, TG analyses were performed on the dried 

silicone resin (beforehand diluted at 30 wt.% and cured following the coatings curing 

procedure) with and without iron oxide (at 10 wt.% i.e. 2.5 %PVC, Figure 62 a) and difference 

weight loss curves were calculated. This amount was chosen as it offers the most promising 

results in terms of fire retardant enhancements, visual appearance and adhesion. Data are 

gathered in Table 27. 
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Figure 62. a) Comparison of TG and DTG curves of the silicone systems with and without iron oxide 

and b) Differential TGA of silicone/Iron oxide system (N2, 20 °C/min) 

 

Table 27. TG data of silicone film, iron oxide and silicone/iron oxide systems (N2, 20 °C/min)  

Pyrolytic conditions 

System Silicone film Iron Oxide Silicone + Iron Oxide 

Tonset (°C) 
Tmax (°C) 
Resid. (wt.%) at Tend 
DTGmax (%/°C) 

96 
177 
89 

0.13 

100 
800 
99 

0.00 

114 
181 
95 

0.13 

Tonset (°C) 
Tmax (°C) 
Resid. (wt.%) at Tend 
DTGmax (%/°C) 

400 
628 
68 

0.13 

 232 
275 
91 

> 0.1 

Tonset (°C) 
Tmax (°C) 
Resid. (wt.%) at Tend 
DTGmax (%/°C) 

 409 
613 
72 

0.18 
 

 

The silicone film degrades in two steps while exhibiting an excellent thermal stability (residual 

weight of 68 wt.% at 800 °C). The first degradation step may be coupled with the release of 

the remaining solvents from the resin’s preparation and the release of silicone oligomers (11 

wt.%).200 The incorporation of iron oxide does not favor the formation of additional residue: 

with an initial loading of 10 wt.%, the residue left is 72 %, approximately what was expected 

from the original inorganic composition. Indeed, as the residue left by the silicone resin is 

equal to 68 %, 61 % of the remaining mass of the silicone/IO system is attributed to the resin 
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and 10 % to the IO particles, as there is almost no degradation of IO before 800 °C. 

Theoretically, the residual mass of the system should thus be 71 % if the original organic 

compositions are taken into account, which is not far from the 72 % obtained. In addition, the 

maxima temperatures of degradation are roughly the same (177 and 628 °C compared to 181 

and 613 °C respectively during the first and last degradation steps after the incorporation of 

the IO), as well as the degradation rates associated. 

The difference weight loss curve (see Chapter II, section II-3-3) allows highlighting the 

presence of specific interactions between the polymer and the additive depending on the 

temperature. It appears that the addition of iron oxide induces some thermal stabilization of 

the silicone resin in the range of temperature experimented (up to 5 wt.%/°C at 580 °C, Figure 

62 b). The stabilization occurring suggests that iron oxide somehow interacts with the silicone 

matrix, nevertheless not in a significant way according to the results. 

Under thermo-oxidative conditions, the incorporation of iron oxide does not modify the 

decomposition process of the resin: similar curves and remaining masses are obtained at 800 

°C (Figure 63, Table 28).  

 

 

Figure 63. a) Comparison of TG and DTG curves of the silicone resin, iron oxide and the silicone/iron 

oxide system and b) Differential TGA of silicone/Iron oxide system (Air, 20 °C/min) 
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Table 28. TGA data of silicone film, iron oxide and silicone film containing iron oxide (Air, 20 °C/min) 

Thermo-oxidative conditions 

System Silicone film Iron Oxide Silicone + Iron Oxide 

Tonset (°C) 
Tmax (°C) 
Resid. (wt.%) at Tend 
DTGmax (%/°C) 

92 
184 
87 

0.16 

100 
800 
99 

0.00 

105 
187 
88 

0.13 

Tonset (°C) 
Tmax (°C) 
Resid. (wt.%) at Tend 
DTGmax (%/°C) 

401 
624 
70 

0.16 

 401 
606 
69 

0.21 

Tonset (°C) 
Tmax (°C) 
Resid. (wt.%) at Tend 
DTGmax (%/°C) 

648 
711 
44 

0.27 

652 
721 
45 

0.20 

 

The decomposition rate of the second step of degradation of the silicone resin is slightly 

increased due to the presence of iron oxide particles (0.21 %/°C compared to 0.16 %/°C 

without iron oxide). On the contrary, iron oxide decreases the rate of the last decomposition 

step: 0.2 %/°C is logged versus 0.4 %/°C without the particles. As under pyrolytic conditions, 

the filler is thermally stable up to 800 °C: only a loss of 1 % is obtained. The thermal 

depolymerisation and thermal oxidative degradation are not restrained due to the addition of 

Fe2O3 particles. In addition, the difference weight loss curve allows highlighting specific 

interactions between the silicone and ferric oxide: up to 600 °C, no difference are observed 

whereas at higher temperature, a slight destabilization is noticed. Finally, iron oxide does not 

favor the formation of an additional carbonaceous char under thermos-oxidative conditions, 

as the residual masses are similar with the unfilled and filled systems.  

Conclusion about thermal stability 

In conclusion, it has been shown that the silicone resin is more thermally stable than the epoxy 

system and the polycarbonate at elevated temperature (above 540 °C), under both inert and 

air atmosphere. As it is the component which is at the interface with the air in the self-

stratifying coating composition, it will consequently be the first in contact with either the heat 

source or the flame during the fire tests. According to these results, the silicone resin provides 

some thermal stability to the system, which may explain the higher time to ignition obtained 

during MLC experiments. Under elevated temperature, the silicone coating protects the 
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underlying substrate (and the epoxy resin) from decomposition and creates a barrier between 

the heat source and the substrate. 

The influence of the incorporation of iron oxide particles on the thermal stability of the silicone 

resin has been investigated. It appears that specific interactions exist between the two 

components, but they do not stabilize or promote the formation of additional residue during 

the decomposition process in a significant way. Finally, it was shown that under thermo-

oxidative conditions, the particles tend to destabilize the system at high temperature. 

The higher thermal stability of both the silicone and the silicone/iron oxide systems compared 

to the substrate is in good agreement with the shift of the TTI observed during MLC test: 

indeed, the silicone system is directly exposed to the radiative heat source (at 50 kW/m²) 

during the test and tends to protect the underlying epoxy and PC. As a consequence, a 

reasonable assumption would be that silicone allows bringing higher thermal stability to the 

system and thus creates a barrier to degradation gases between the heat source and the 

underlying substrate. This would also be in accordance with the behavior of the coated system 

when exposed to a flame: the ignitability and combustibility of the material is slightly reduced 

thanks to the application of the film. In addition, the incorporation of iron oxide does not 

promote the formation of additional residue. Nevertheless, it highly reduces the 

combustibility and ignitability of the silicone when submitted to a flame. This effect is also 

noticeable under a radiative heat source as the TTI is shifted (particularly when 10 wt.% of IO 

are added to the system).   

In the next sections, gas and condensed phases of the systems are further investigated in order 

to identify the nature of the interactions taking place between the silicone and the IO particles, 

and also to elucidate the mode of action of the expected protective barrier when the coating 

is exposed to a heat source or to a flame. 

Gas phase analysis 

In order to assess if changes in the gas phase occurs in presence of IO, the effective heat of 

combustion of the gases releases when the IO/silicone degrades was studied with PCFC 

whereas Py-GC/MS analyses were used to determine the composition of the gas phase. On 
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the other hand, TGA were also carried out at 60 °C/min to correlate information about the 

thermal degradation of the system at similar heating rate (data from PCFC and TG analysis 

were interpolated). 

The pure silicone resin (100 % solid) and the crosslinked epoxy resin (without solvent) were 

first tested separately. The unfilled and filled films were tested thereafter. HRR curves and 

data are gathered in Figure 64 and Table 29. 
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Figure 64. Heat release rates (W/g) in PCFC of silicone, crosslinked epoxy, epoxy/silicone and 

epoxy/silicone/IO coatings 

 

Table 29. PCFC data of silicone, crosslinked epoxy, epoxy/silicone and epoxy/silicone/IO coatings 

 PCFC analyses TGA (60 °C/min) 

System Tonset(°C) Tmax(°C) 
pHRR 
(W/g) 

THR 
(kJ/g) 

Res. (%) 
Tmax 

(°C) 
Res. (%) 

Silicone 222-387 602 67.7 7.9 76 638 74 

Cross. Epoxy 203 374 370.5 51.1 6 388 8 

Epoxy/Silicone  275 370 117.2 20.6 39 408 40 

Epoxy/Silicone
/IO 

302 360 101.6 14.2 48 380 52 

 
 

The epoxy resin has a much higher pHRR (370.5 W/g) and THR (51.1 kJ/g) compared to the 

silicone resin. Its peak of heat release is centered at 374 °C and almost no residue is left (6 %), 
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which is in accordance with TG data. The silicone exhibits two peaks, the first one (almost 

negligible) starting at 222 °C, and the second one starting at 387 °C and centered at 602 °C. Its 

pHRR reaches 67.7 W/g and the THR 7.9 kJ/g which, once again, emphasizes its very low 

combustibility properties particularly compared to the epoxy resin. Blends of epoxy/silicone 

and epoxy/silicone/IO considerably reduce the heat release compared to the epoxy resin 

considered separately. Two peaks are observed, corresponding to the gases released by the 

epoxy (370 °C) and the silicone resins solely (602 °C). The incorporation of IO in the 

epoxy/silicone system reduces the Total Heat Release (by 31 % compared to the unfilled 

system) and slightly shifts the temperature at which the gases start to be released (+27 °C). 

As the ferric oxide particles are located in the silicone layer after the formation of the solid 

film, it is assumed that it will interact with the silicone resin in a first place. Accordingly, the 

influence of the incorporation of particles in the silicone medium solely was investigated 

(Figure 65, Table 30).  
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Figure 65. Heat release rate in PCFC of silicone and silicone/iron oxide systems 

 

Table 30. PCFC date of silicone compared to the silicone/IO system 

 PCFC analyses TGA (60 °C/min) 

System Tonset(°C) Tmax(°C) pHRR (W/g) THR (kJ/g) Res. (%) Tmax °C) Res. (%) 

Silicone 122-387 602 82.2 9.4 72 638 70 

Silicone/ 
IO 

142-389 609 
53.1 

(-35 %) 
6.0  

(-36 %) 
79  

(+10 %) 
640 

77  
(+10 %) 
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The HRR onset temperature is characterized by the release of the remaining solvent in the 

coatings. When incorporated in the silicone system, iron oxide decreases both the THR and 

the pHRR compared to the silicone resin solely by respectively 35 and 36 %. The residual mass 

obtained is in accordance with the TG data for both formulations and consequently supports 

the previous analyses which showed that the formation of a carbonaceous char is not 

promoted by the addition of the iron oxide particles.  

The silicone resin releases gases when it degrades. Therefore, it is assumed that it will 

contribute to feed the flame during its decomposition. It is observed that for the silicone/IO 

composition, HRR and pHRR are both reduced. In addition, considering the mass introduced 

for the experiments, no mass transfer is expected. One reasonable assumption would be that 

interactions exist between some combustible decomposition products of the resins with iron 

oxide particles in the condensed phase, which therefore do not evolve in the gas phase. It is 

necessary at this step to investigate the nature of the gases evolved in the gas phase during 

combustion to draw reasonable conclusions and to complete the characterization.  

Subsequently, Py-GC/MS experiments were carried out at 800 °C in order to identify the gases 

released during the combustion. 

Py-GC/MS 

Py-GC/MS is an efficient technique usually used in polymers science to identify the nature of 

polymers or of their degradation products.201 It allows the separation of the decomposition 

products of the gas phase and thus the determination of their molecular structures. The aim 

is to identify the nature of the evolved products during the degradation of the neat silicone 

resin and the influence of the incorporation of ferric oxide. The chromatograms obtained are 

presented in Figure 66. Each numerated peak was analyzed in mass spectroscopy and peak 

attributions are presented in Table 31. Pyrogram obtained for neat silicone is first commented.  
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Figure 66. Comparison of silicone and silicone/IO film pyrograms obtained at 800 °C 

 

Table 31. Identification of the decomposition products of silicone and silicone/IO systems at 800°C 

 Retention 
time (min) Mw (g/mol) Silicone Mw (g/mol) Silicone + IO 

1 6.5 

- 106 
116 

m-xylene 
BuAc 2 6.9 

3 7.6 

4 14.5 78 Benzene 

5 17.5 78 
106 
39-91 

Benzene 
Ethylbenzene 
Silicone oligomers  

6 30.6 91 
128 

Toluene 
Naphtalene 

7 34.2 154 Biphenyl 

8 40.2 
51.8 
52.7 

43 - 277 
Acetic acid, butyl ether, silicone oligomers, 
aromatic compounds and dihydroxy-terminated 
aromatic compounds 

9 51.8 98 
279 Aromatic compounds 

a-b 24.5 
50 18 Artefacts 
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At 800 °C, the degradation products of the silicone resin are composed of low molecular 

weight compounds (mainly benzene, toluene and silicone oligomers), and higher molecular 

weight structures (bisphenyl, cyclic siloxanes and aromatic compounds). Cyclic siloxanes and 

hydroxy-terminated aromatic structures were characterized as the major silicone compounds 

in the degraded samples.  

The first difference between the resin and the film containing iron oxide is due to the presence 

of remaining solvents (m-xylene and BuAc, peak 1 and 2) in the coating. This observation 

allows confirming the release of the remaining solvents observed at the beginning of MLC and 

TG experiments. Furthermore, changes in area ratio of the peak 6, 8 and 9 occurred in 

presence of the metal oxide. Py-GC/MS is only semi-quantitative, the approach is only to point 

out differences (increase or decrease). The structure related to the peak 6 corresponds to the 

release of aromatic compounds from the degradation of the silicone matrix. Lower amount of 

these aromatics compounds are released in the presence of ferric oxide. In addition, the two 

peaks exhibited in the silicone/IO chromatogram in the area 8 refer mainly to the release of 

linear fragments of carbonaceous chains; whereas mainly aromatic compounds are released 

in the case of the neat silicone at this particular elution time. Notably, hydroxy-terminated 

aromatic compounds are released. It is interesting to point out a study which demonstrated 

that the minor products of degradation of silicone compounds showed a wide array of silicon 

species202, such as α,ω-dihydroxy polydimethylsiloxanes, (methylhydroxy) cyclic siloxanes, 

bis(cyclosiloxanyl)siloxane, dimethoxy polysiloxanes, di(ethoxymethyl) cyclic siloxanes and 

(methylpropyl) cyclic siloxanes, although additional studies would be needed to further 

investigate the complete molecular structure of the degradation products (for example by 

using hyphenated techniques as GC separation coupled to various MS detectors with the 

complementary use of Fourier-transform ion cyclotron resonance -FT-ICR/MS-). Last, but not 

the least, the peak 9, particularly intense in the presence of ferric oxide, refers to the release 

of aromatic compounds of high molecular weight. The formation of tridimensional network 

(Q-structure), as well as crosslinking network may be modify by the presence of ferric oxide, 

but not promoted as the residual mass belongs unchanged after decomposition.  

It is interesting to notice a study performed by Gardelle et al. on the silicone 217 resin which 

showed similar results and established that for T < 250 °C, the oligomers of silicone released 
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are composed of T2 and T3 sites, and for T > 250 °C, the formation of tridimensional network 

composed of Q3 and Q4 structures are observed, corresponding to the released of the organic 

part of the silicone i.e. some aromatic compounds (Figure 67).203 

 

 

Figure 67. Schematics presentation of D, Ti and Qi silicone structures203 

 

Finally, the silicone matrix (which has hydroxy-terminals groups and a phenyl branched group) 

releases primarily cyclic aromatic compounds oligomers and minor amounts of linear products 

during its degradation. Similarly to hydroxyl-terminated PDMS, it may depolymerize through 

its chain-ends as well as by random decomposition, making the latter less stable against 

thermal degradation. The relative contribution of each process depends on the temperature 

(random scission predominates at high temperature) but also on pyrolysis conditions.204 These 

results confirmed previous studies published in the literature which have clearly 

demonstrated that cyclic siloxanes were the major silicon compounds formed during the 

PDMS thermal degradation under inter gas.202, 205 In addition, the degradation pathway of 

dimethyl siloxane polymers containing phenyl group is well established (Figure 68): benzene 

and complex mixtures of cyclic oligomers are released, which is in accordance with the 

experimental results.206, 207 
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Figure 68. Proposed radical mechanism in silicone thermal degradation by Hamdani et al.204 

 

Polysiloxanes which contain ionic, polar additives, as ferric oxide, even in small amounts are 

known to degrade by externally catalyzed mechanism. In contrast to unzipping and random 

scission, this mechanism involves hydrolytic cleavage of the Si–O backbone bonds, which 

initiate the degradation process. Like random scission, the extent of the externally catalyzed 

reaction depends on the nature of polymer end-groups.  

Combining the TG analyses, cyclic siloxanes and aromatic compounds are characterized as the 

major silicone degradation compounds, representing 15 wt.% of the weight loss under inert 

conditions. Under thermo-oxidative conditions, an additional weight loss of 29 wt.% is 

observed: this can be explained by assuming that oxygen catalyzes the depolymerization of 

the silicone to volatile oligomers132, leading to a lower amount of residue compared to the 

results obtained in inert atmosphere. Interaction of oxygen with the degrading condensed 

phase depends on a complex competition between oxygen diffusion and solubility, on one 

hand, and degradation reaction and product evaporation on the other hand. Additional 

characterization such as TGA-FTIR under air would be needed to confirm those statements. 

Finally, it appears that the presence of a low amount of ferric oxide (10 wt.%) modify the 

nature of the gas released during the decomposition of the system. Several assumptions 

emerged, such as a decreases of the viscosity of the melt during the degradation which could 

be responsible for the inhibition of dripping, and thus could explain the higher LOI value and 

UL-94 rating. However, rheology measurement (not presented in this manuscript) did not 

confirm this hypothesis. Since it was previously shown that the charring is not promoted by 

the addition of IO, one reasonable assumptions could be that modifications occur in the silica 

network formed rather than in the carbonaceous structure formed during the degradation of 

the silicone. The decrease of the flammability and combustibility of the silicone resin 
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evidenced with PCFC analyses in presence of IO and also during the fire tests may be related 

to the formation a more efficient barrier between the heat source or the flame and the 

substrate. In order to either confirm or deny these assumptions, the condensed phase is 

investigated in the following section. 

Condensed phase analysis 

Heat treatments and characterization of residues 

TG experiments enable to define characteristic temperatures of degradation. Accordingly, 

heat treatments were performed at 300 °C in a tubular furnace and under a nitrogen flow on 

the silicone and the silicone/iron oxide systems (Figure 69).  

From the numerical pictures, the formation of an expanded foamed structure exhibiting small 

cells is evidenced with the pure silicone resin. A recent paper established that the increase in 

expansion of a coating results in an insulative barrier in the case of this particular silicone resin, 

with low thermal conductivity (0.18 W/m.K) at 300 °C compared to the conductivity of the PC 

(0.24 W/m.K).208, 209  

 

 

Figure 69. Numerical picture of a) Silicone, b) Silicone/IO (10 wt.%) residues after 3h at 300°C in a 
tubular furnace (N2 atmosphere, Z20*20) 

 

The incorporation of iron oxide allows the formation of more widely spaced cells compared to 

the pure silicone resin (Figure 69). In addition, the presence of open cells is evidenced 

compared to that of the neat resin. Although the formation of more widely spaced cells could 

be beneficial in the formation of a more efficient barrier, on the contrary, the presence of 

open cells could lead to the opposite effect. In addition, the thermal conductivity of iron oxide 
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is quite high compared to that of the silicone resin and the PC (0.58 W/m.K compared to 0.20 

and 0.35 W/m.K for respectively the PC and the silicone resin at 25 °C). Accordingly, the 

hypotheses of the formation of a more insulative barrier can’t be evidenced according to those 

data. Thermal conductivity measurements would be needed at this step to confirm the 

assumption. Finally, at 300 °C, no agglomeration of particles is detectable, nevertheless some 

areas appear lighter on the numerical pictures. The dispersion seems still uniform although 

the silicone has started to degrade.  

In order to go deeper in the investigation of the mode of action in the condensed phase, 

residues obtained after ignition and after flame out at MLC tests were analyzed. X-ray analyses 

and FTIR characterizations were used in combination with the MLC shutter experiments for 

the investigation. 

Analysis of residues obtained after ignition and combustion 

The characterization of the condensed phase was performed on residues obtained when 

materials are exposed at 50 kW/m² with MLC. MLC shutter experiments were undertaken as 

soon as the coating ignites (at TTI, Figure 70), and on residues collected at the end of the 

experiments (Figure 72). The aim is to study residues representative of the coated PC at 

different steps of degradation. The final residues were collected after the flame out. 

From the beginning of the experiments to the ignition, it can been observed that the substrate 

releases gases under the coating, which try to go through the film and are responsible for the 

delamination of the coating in some area (mainly around the edge of the plate). The apparition 

of small holes from which gases escape were noted in some case, also, bubbling is observed. 

Indeed, the polymer melts, and the viscosity remains apparently relatively high. This bubbling 

effect was noticed for both coated samples (unfilled and filled), and also for the uncoated PC.  

On top of the PC, the coating darkens and retracts toward the middle of the plate. With the 

filled system, iron oxide is particularly noticeable in the “higher part” of the sample. Indeed, 

the melted PC starts to swell mainly in the middle of the plate, which causes the formation of 

hills where the coating remains. Finally, the ignition of the PC occurs in the areas free of 

coating (mainly around the edges of the plates). 
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Figure 70. Pictures of the residues generated at TTI during MLC shutter experiments 

 

During this experiment, sampling of the coating was performed in order to assess the integrity 

of the stratification at this step. From the chemical analyses (Figure 71 a), it is noticeable that 

the stratified structure of the unfilled system is undamaged at that time, with the silicone resin 

located at the top of the coating, and the epoxy resin at the bottom. The interlayer area seems 

also not impaired.  

 

 

Figure 71. EPMA BSE micrographs of a cross-section of the a) epoxy/silicone and b) 
epoxy/silicone/iron oxide coating’s residues during MLC shutter experiments, after TTI, with Carbon, 

Silicium and Iron X-ray detection 

 

Contrary to the unfilled system, the boundary between the two resins in the IO containing 

system is affected at that stage of the experiment. On Figure 71 b, silicium and iron oxide are 

well noticeable however the carbon detection is very poor. The presence of the epoxy layer is 

not evidenced on the pictures: it is no longer cohesive with the silicone layer in this sampling. 
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In addition, the organic part of the silicone/IO medium has already begun to degrade at that 

time: bubbles coming from the release of gases are probably trapped inside the structure, and 

iron oxide particles aggregate at the surface of the silicone layer (Figure 69 b), which is 

exposed to the heat source.  

After time of flameout, pictures of final residues show that almost no residual mass is left 

(Figure 72). Ashes from the PC remain, and also white and red residues. ATR-FTIR analyses 

were performed to identify the chemical composition of those residues: the white part 

corresponds to silica (1038 and 810 cm-1) and silanol groups (3380 cm-1), and a low amount of 

carbonaceous residues (C=C stretching at 1640 cm-1, which could refer to either the silicone, 

the epoxy or the substrate). Lastly, the red part refers mainly to a blend of silicone and iron 

oxide (Figure 73).  

 

 

Figure 72. Pictures of the residues of epoxy/silicone and epoxy/silicone/iron oxide coatings applied 
on PC after MLC test 
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Figure 73. ATR-FTIR spectra of the white and red residues after MLC tests 

 

From the results, it can be concluded that before the ignition, both the unfilled and filled 

coatings protect the PC from the heat source limiting the diffusion of flammable products from 

the degradation of PC. A delay of the time to ignition resulted: + 56 s and + 49 s respectively 

after the application of the unfilled and filled film. At that time, the unfilled coating is 

undamaged: the self-stratifying structure is still detectable by microscopic analyses and the 

interlayer adhesion remains perfectly homogeneous. When iron oxide is incorporated in the 

formulation, the adhesion quality between the two layers is impacted and they are no longer 

cohesive. At that time, the degradation of the systems has probably begun since the structure 

of the silicone layer is no longer homogeneous. Despite this, the same behaviors are 

noticeable between the two coated PCs in terms of fire properties. At TTI, and due to the high 

heat flux (50 kW/m²), the PC melts under the coating and the formation of bubbles causes its 

delamination from the substrate. Once the gaseous products from the underlying substrate 

managed to escape, it causes the ignition of the sample in an area free of coating: the flame 

persists and propagates through the sample. The combustion becomes intense and the 

systems are progressively consumed. The silicone resin form a silica protective layer at the 

surface of the substrate, although this barrier is too thin to prevents from the combustion of 
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the PC. This resulted to a slightly reduced pHRR and THR, however the enhancement is not 

considerable. Nevertheless, the ignition is considerably delayed.   

At this point, the formation of a thin protective barrier layer due to the presence of the silicone 

coating between the heat source and the substrate is evidenced. During MLC tests, the unfilled 

coating allows shifting the ignition time by 56 s and reducing both the pHRR and the THR by 

respectively 24 and 21 %. In the presence of IO particles, the formation of the silica network 

is also evidenced, and the barrier effect is maintained. Nevertheless, the application of the 

coating do not prevent from the degradation of the PC: it is only delayed. Also, it is noteworthy 

to notice that the interlayer bonding between the epoxy and the silicone layer is not as strong 

as in the unfilled system: the epoxy layer is dissociated from the silicone layer at the TTI. This 

observation rather corroborates the hypothesis made at the beginning of this chapter 

postulating that the IO particles interact mostly in the silicone phase (and do not influence the 

decomposition pathway of the epoxy resin), at least at the beginning of the decomposition 

process.  

Finally, the formation of the barrier layer which is formed at the surface of the polycarbonate 

can be related to the inhibition of dripping and flame spread which is observed when the 

system is submitted to a flame. Accordingly, the formation of the carbonaceous layer which 

was evidenced during LOI and UL-94 tests would be related to the charring of the underlying 

epoxy and PC (which are both charring polymers): the silicone layers covers the underlying 

materials by forming a stable mineral structure which prevents from the dripping and flame 

spread. 

Conclusion condensed phase analysis 

The behavior of the condensed phase during combustion of the silicone and silicone/IO 

systems was investigated in order to characterize the formation of the protective barrier when 

the material burns and to study the interactions occurring between the degraded 

components. The condensed phase was simulated using MLC shutter experiments: residues 

generated at two steps of degradation (after ignition and flame out) were analyzed to observe 

the changes occurring when the material burns.  
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The application of the coating onto the polycarbonate substrate allows covering its entire 

surface and creating a protective barrier when submitted to a radiative heat flux or a flame. 

The analysis of the condensed phase shows that the ignition mainly takes place in the area 

where the coating has delaminated from the substrate at MLC test, due to the release of 

flammable gaseous products. The materials used to prepare the coating are thermally more 

stable than the PC itself, which makes the system more efficient in terms of fire properties 

resulting in a delay in the ignition time. Finally, the coating allows limiting the gas transfers 

from the PC to the heat source by forming a protective layer at the beginning of its 

degradation. The formation of such layer is promoted by the incorporation of ferric oxide. 

Nevertheless, the barrier formed is not thick enough to prevent the degradation of the PC and 

if the gases from the degradation of PC can diffuse, their concentration increase leading to the 

ignition of the sample. Last, but not the least, the interlayer boundary between the two phases 

is more cohesive without fillers and remains undamaged at TTI. On the contrary, the epoxy 

layer is dissociated from the topcoat layer at that time. Nevertheless, it did not influence the 

fire efficiency of the barrier layer formed. 

The influence of iron oxide is particularly evidenced when the coated PC is submitted to a 

flame: V0 rating is achieved and no dripping was observed on the contrary to the raw PC and 

to the unfilled coated system. Self-extinguishment occurred as soon as the flame was removed 

from the sample. On the contrary to the assumptions made previously, the particles do not 

promote the formation of additional carbonaceous char. The carbonaceous structure 

evidenced during LOI and UL-94 fire tests is most likely to be related to the charring of the 

underlying epoxy and PC. 

 

IV-2-1-4 Conclusion 

 

In this section, the efficiency of applying a silicone based coating to fire retard polycarbonate 

and the modification of the behaviors of the system by the addition of iron oxide has been 

investigated. 
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On the one hand, the efficiency of the coatings to fire protect the PC matrix has been tested 

under two fire scenarios, i.e. under a radiative heat source or a flame, using MLC, UL-94 and 

LOI fire tests. From those results, the best improvements in terms of LOI are obtained with 

the system containing the highest amount of fillers (10 %PVC). However, adhesion of the 

coating is slightly impacted (4B compared to 5B with the unfilled system and with the film 

containing a lower amount of fillers). 2.5 and 5 %PVC thus represent the best compromise: 

good fire performances are obtained at LOI and UL-94 tests meanwhile the best adhesion 

rating is maintained. Vertical burning test shows significant enhancement in terms of fire 

performances compared to the unfilled system (no dripping, short combustion time and flame 

spread) whereas mass loss results are similar (or even slightly worse) compared with the 

unfilled system at 50 kW/m². 

In order to assess the understanding of the mode of action of both the coating and the IO 

particles, the condensed and the gas phase of the materials during combustion and 

degradation have been analyzed. Preliminary thermogravimetric analyses demonstrated that 

the silicone resin, which is directly in contact with the heat source or with the flame, is 

thermally more stable than the substrate and the epoxy base-coat layer, under both thermo-

oxidative and inert conditions. In addition, the epoxy/silicone coating exhibits a significantly 

reduced rate of heat release compared to the epoxy resin considered separately. Accordingly, 

the formation of a barrier layer when the epoxy/silicone coating is applied on PC is noted, 

particularly at MLC test during which a delay of the ignition (+56 s) was evidenced. 

The addition of ferric oxide does not influence the thermal stability of the silicone polymer in 

a significant way, both under inert and thermo-oxidative conditions. Contrary to our 

expectations, the difference due to the addition of the iron oxide in the formulation when the 

coating is exposed to a radiative heat flux (MLC) is not significant: the behaviors of the 

epoxy/silicone/Fe2O3 film are rather the same compared to the unfilled system, except the TTI 

slightly which slightly increases in presence of Fe2O3. At the opposite, in the presence of a 

flame, the enhancements are considerable: dripping is avoided; lower combustion time and 

flame spread are noted. A condensed phase mechanisms may be relied as contributing to the 

action of ferric particles, although some changes in the gas was also noted. In particular, 

differences in ratio of aromatic / silicone based monomer is observed in presence of Fe2O3. It 
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could thus be expected that the presence of IO modified the silicone network resulting in a 

modification of the ratio of the competitive reaction occurring when the silicone degrades 

(evolution of silicone fragment vs. crosslinking). This result is confirmed if we consider PCFC 

measurement since the heat evolved when the silicone resin degrade is lower in presence of 

Fe2O3 (decrease of around 30%). Finally, it can also be proposed that the presence of iron 

oxide improves the protective properties of the barrier layer between the heat source or the 

flame and the underlying materials (the base layer and the substrate). Two hypothesis can be 

drawn: either the mechanical properties of this layer, mostly mineral, are reinforced by the 

presence the particles or the presence of Fe2O3 modify the structure of the silicon network. 

Nonetheless further investigation are needed at this step to confirm the assumption. 

 

IV-2-3 Proposed mode of action of the epoxy/silicone coating 

 

In order to sum up the results obtained, a schematic representation of the mode of action of 

the coated PCs compared to the raw PC when submitted to a radiative heat source, i.e. MLC 

test, under a flux of 50 kW/m² (794 °C) is proposed (Figure 74). 
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Figure 74. Schematic representation of the mode of action of the PC coated with the epoxy/silicone 
and epoxy/silicone/iron oxide systems 
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IV-3 Impact of ageing on film properties and fire performances of self-

stratifying coatings applied on PC 

 

One objective of this study was to figure out the impact of ageing on the properties of the self-

stratified coatings by submitting them to accelerated ageing tests under various constraints. 

The effects of the temperature, relative humidity and ultra-violet (UV) light were investigated. 

Samples were submitted for 8 weeks to two different kinds of ageing: (i) temperature and 

relative humidity (T/RH), (ii) temperature and UV (T/UV). The FR properties of the systems 

after ageing were evaluated every two weeks using UL-94 and LOI tests, and MLC experiments 

were carried out after 8 weeks of ageing. Results were then compared to the non-aged 

specimens. 

The investigation of the weather durability of the polycarbonate substrate is investigated in a 

first part. Then, the ageing of the unfilled silicone-based system is discussed in a second part. 

Similarly, the study of the systems containing ferric oxide is carried out. The ageing of the 

substrate is taken from the published article entitled: One pot flame retardant and weathering 

resistant coatings for plastics: a novel approach, RSC Advance, 2017, 7, 40682. This paper also 

gathers the influence of the ageing on the epoxy/fluoropolymer system (not presented in this 

manuscript). 

 

IV-3-1 Ageing of polycarbonate 

 

Ageing of polycarbonate has been widely studied during the past three decades as the 

yellowing and the decrease in physical properties that appears upon natural weathering limits 

its use. It was shown that the degradation mechanism depends on the irradiation 

wavelengths.210, 211 For wavelengths below 300 nm, the discoloration was attributed to the 

photo-Fries rearrangement, and for irradiation with longer wavelengths (310-350 nm), 

impurities and defects in the polymer chain are responsible for the yellowing.212, 213 Since solar 

radiations are longer than 300 nm, the photo-Fries pathway is insignificant for outdoor 
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exposures. It was also demonstrated that photoproducts which absorb the UV-visible light are 

formed at the surface of the polymer. Such species decrease the penetration of long 

wavelengths (λ ≥ 310 nm) in irradiated films.214  

As expected, according to the literature and to the UV lamps wavelength chosen for the test 

(340 nm), PC plates yellow even after 2 weeks of exposure. Under T/RH conditions, no change 

in the visual appearance is noticeable, even after 8 weeks of ageing (Figure 75, Table 32).  

 

Figure 75. Visual appearance of the PC plates after UV and T/RH exposure 

 

Table 32. L*a*b*, adhesion, UL-94 rating and LOI values obtained after weathering tests of PC under 

UV and T/RH conditions 

Polycarbonate 

Under UV 

Time (week) 0 2 4 6 8 

L* 87.5 87.4 87.7 85.0 87.8 

a* -0.8 -0.7 -1.4 -2.2 -2.7 

b* -2.8 -1.3 2.2 8.1 11.9 

ΔE* - 1.6 5.1 11.3 15.1 

UL-94 NC 

LOI (vol.%) 28 28 27 26 25 

Under T/RH 

Time (week) 0 2 4 6 8 

L* 87.5 87.3 87.8 87.6 87.8 

a* -0.8 -0.0 -0.1 -0.1 -0.1 

b* -2.8 -3.8 -4.0 -3.8 -3.9 

ΔE* - 1.3 1.4 1.2 1.4 

UL-94 NC 

LOI (vol.%) 28 28 27 26 26 
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Fire performances remain constant after 2 weeks of exposure to both weathering conditions 

at UL-94 and LOI. However, they start to decrease after 4 weeks of exposure: a loss of 1 vol.% 

in the LOI value is obtained every two weeks. Considering the UL-94 test, PC remains NC. 

However, a difference for the flaming time of around 10 seconds is observed between UV and 

R/TH aged samples (UV aged samples being the worst). The difference of burning time 

between the non-aged and T/RH aged samples belongs inferior to 10 s for all ageing duration, 

and inferior to 20 seconds with the non-aged samples. The higher degradation rate of PC 

considering UV ageing is also observed with the LOI values: 25 vol.% is registered after 8 weeks 

of exposure under UV conditions versus 26 vol.% under T/RH. Virgin PC is thus more affected 

by UV ageing compared to the T/RH conditions. Finally, a slight reduction of the pHRR is 

observed for the aged samples at MLC (Figure 76, Table 33). Nevertheless the values remain 

close to the range of the experimental error of the apparatus (respectively -15 and -13 % after 

UV and T/RH ageing). 

 

 

Figure 76. MLC curves of the polycarbonate before ageing, and after 8 weeks of ageing under UV and 

T/RH conditions 
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Table 33. MLC data of the polycarbonate before ageing, and after 8 weeks of ageing under UV and 

T/RH conditions 

Polycarbonate 

Ageing (8 weeks) No ageing UV T/RH 

TTI (s) 92 90 83 

TFO (s) 1077 915 936 

pHRR (kW/m²) 231 197 (-15 %) 202 (-13 %) 

THR (MJ/m²) 52 53 (+2 %) 46 (-12 %) 

 

On the first hand, the ageing of the PC coated with the unfilled epoxy/silicone based coating 

was evaluated. The influence of the incorporation of iron oxide particles in the systems is 

studied in a second part. 

 

IV-3-2 Ageing of polycarbonate coated with unfilled epoxy-based self-stratifying system 

 

Under UV 

Results show an evolution in color of the plates coated with the epoxy/silicone blend during 

ageing under UV (Table 34, Figure 77). Indeed, ΔE* between the unaged and aged sample 

reaches 25.9 after 8 weeks of exposure. L* is constant and a* varies from -0.4 to -2.7. This 

change means that there is a slight color change which tends toward green after ageing. 

Finally, the major change is registered with the b* value. It increases from -3.9 to 21.8 after 8 

weeks of ageing: the color of the coated samples tends to yellow over ageing, which proves 

that the coating does not prevent the yellowing of the samples.  
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Table 34. L*a*b*, adhesion, UL-94 and LOI value of the aged epoxy/silicone self-stratifying system 

applied on PC under UV and T/RH conditions 

Coated PC with epoxy/silicone system 

Under UV 

Time (week) 0 2 4 6 8 

L* 85.6 85.9 85.8 86.3 84,4 

a* -0.4 -2.0 -2.4 -2.4 -2.7 

b* -3.9 13.5 14.7 14.4 21.8 

ΔE* - 17.5 18.7 18.4 25.9 

Adhesion 5B 

UL-94 V0 

LOI (vol.%) 28 

Under T/RH 

Time (week) 0 2 4 6 8 

L* 85.6 89.2 88.3 88.6 88.4 

a* -0.4 -0.1 -0.0 -0.2 -0.1 

b* -3.9 -4.5 -3.7 -3.5 -3.4 

ΔE* - 3.6 2.7 3.0 2.8 

Adhesion 5B 

UL-94 V0 

LOI (vol.%) 28 

 

 

 

Figure 77. Visual appearance of the PC and coated PC with the epoxy/silicone mixture after UV and 
T/RH exposure 

 

The comparison with the data of raw PC shows that yellowing appears faster (from the first 

two weeks of ageing) and is even more pronounced when a coating is applied. This yellowing 
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could be reasonably attributed to the epoxy resin which is well known for having poor 

resistance to UV.215 Indeed, few hours under UV exposure lead to the chalking and yellowing 

of the epoxy resin due to photo-degradation (similar to that of PC). Moreover, neither 

blistering nor removal of paint are noticed during the test: the best rating (5B) is still obtained 

after 8 weeks of weathering. No change in the fire retardant properties at LOI and UL-94 tests 

compared to the non-aged samples is observed whatever the weathering conditions.  

Moreover, no particular modification in the fire behavior of the materials was registered 

during the three fire tests. A slight shift of the TTI toward lower values is observed at MLC test: 

the change of the properties of the epoxy may be responsible for this shift and affects 

somehow the silicone resin as is it well known that silicones are highly stable under UV rays in 

the regions 300-400 nm.216  

 

 

Figure 78. MLC curves of the coated PC with the epoxy/silicone system before ageing, and after 8 
weeks of ageing under UV and T/RH conditions 
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Table 35. MLC data of the coated PC with the epoxy/silicone system before ageing, and after 8 weeks 
of ageing under UV and T/RH conditions 

Coated PC with Epoxy/Silicone system 

Ageing (8 weeks) No ageing UV T/RH 

TTI (s) 148 ± 7 98 72 

TFO (s) 903 ± 6 689 852 

pHRR (kW/m²) 176 ± 4 189 (+7 %) 212 (+20 %) 

THR (MJ/m²) 41 ± 3 41 (+0 %) 61 (+50 %) 

 

Under T/RH 

PC samples coated with the unfilled self-stratified systems lead to very promising results after 

8 weeks of exposure under T/RH conditions: color changes are negligible (ΔE* < 3.6), no 

change neither in the visual appearance (blistering, cracks…) nor in the adhesion or the fire 

retardant performances (LOI, UL-94) occurs (Table 34, Figure 77). However, it seems that the 

ignition of the epoxy/silicone coated PC after 8 weeks of ageing is favored compared to the 

non-aged sample at the MLC test (Table 35, Figure 80). In addition, both THR and pHRR are 

increased. Ageing of silicone resins under humidity conditions have already demonstrated 

some changes in the properties, mainly resulting from the decomposition of the chemical 

bonding between polysiloxane backbones and methyl groups. This hydrolysis leads to the 

formation of polar siloxanols, which can also condense to rigid crosslinked structures.217, 218 In 

addition, it turned out that water molecules from humidified gases can accelerate ageing, 

leading to a loss of properties.219  

Similarly, the influence of the incorporation of ferric oxide in the silicone-based coated PCs 

was investigated. 
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IV-3-3 Ageing of polycarbonate coated with the epoxy-based self-stratified FR system 

after incorporation of iron oxide particles 

 

Both under UV and T/RH conditions, no change in the visual appearance (ΔE* <  3.7) nor in the 

adhesion (5B rating remains constant for all samples) are noticeable (Table 36, Figure 79): the 

coating even stops the UV rays from reaching the substrate (Table 37). Indeed, by comparing 

the b* value of the front (where the coating is applied) and back side of the plate (free of 

coating), no yellowing is registered. Additionally, microscopic observations of the polished 

cross-section of the plate confirmed the postulate. Lastly, no modification of the fire behavior 

in terms of UL-94 and LOI tests (Table 38) is observed: the excellent fire properties are 

influenced neither by UV rays, nor by the temperature and the humidity.  

 

Table 36. L*a*b*, adhesion, UL-94 and LOI logged during weathering test of PC under UV and T/RH 
conditions 

Coated PC with epoxy/silicone/Fe2O3 system 

Under UV 

Time (week) 0 2 4 6 8 

L* 36.5 38.3 36.3 32.8 35.2 

a* 19.1 17.5 19.0 19.3 17.1 

b* 11.7 11.5 12.2 12.3 12.1 

ΔE* - 2.4 0.5 3.7 2.3 

Adhesion 5B 

UL-94 V0 

LOI (vol.%) 33 

Under T/RH 

Time (week) 0 2 4 6 8 

L* 36.5 36.1 35.8 35.7 36.1 

a* 19.1 18.5 18.8 19.9 19.0 

b* 11.7 11.7 11.5 12.2 11.6 

ΔE* - 0.7 0.8 1.2 0.4 

Adhesion 5B 

UL-94 V0 

LOI (vol.%) 33 
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Figure 79. Visual appearance of the epoxy/silicone/Fe2O3 coated plates after UV and T/RH exposure 

 

Table 37. L*a*b* values logged of the PC, and of the front and back side of the PC plate after 8 weeks 
of ageing under UV conditions 

Coated PC with Epoxy/Silicone/Iron Oxide system 
 

PC Coating side Back side 

L* 37.9 39.5 38.2 

a* 28.1 29.8 29.1 

b* 19.3 23.4 22.3 

 

During MLC experiments, the TTI for the epoxy/silicone/IO coated PC is slightly shortened 

after ageing, nevertheless, it does not impact neither the pHRR nor the THR in a significant 

way (the results are in the range of experimental error). The addition of iron oxide particles 

allows somehow stabilizing the silicone resin, in addition to prevent from the yellowing of the 

coating. Particularly, it permits to prevent from reducing the FR properties of the system under 

T/RH conditions. One assumptions could be the formation of chemical bonding with the 

inorganic material which would protect from the oxidative demethylation. Although further 

investigation are required to confirm the postulate.  
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Figure 80. MLC curves of the coated PC with the epoxy/silicone/IO system before ageing, and after 8 
weeks of ageing under UV and T/RH conditions 

 

Table 38. MLC data of the coated PC with the epoxy/silicone/IO system before ageing, and after 8 
weeks of ageing under UV and T/RH conditions 

Coated PC with Epoxy/Silicone/Iron Oxide system 

Ageing (8 weeks) No ageing UV T/RH 

TTI (s) 141 ± 20 127 110 

TFO (s) 1003 ± 33 1034 934 

pHRR (kW/m²) 205 ± 20 181 (-12 %) 200 (-2 %) 

THR (MJ/m²) 47 ± 2 50 (+6 %) 51 (+9 %) 

 

IV-3-4 Conclusion 

 

To conclude, T/RH weathering tests are very conclusive: minor effects on the adhesion and on 

the aesthetic aspect of the films are registered after 8 weeks of exposure. Both the unfilled 

and filled silicone-based coatings prevent from the decrease of the fireproofing performances 

registered in the presence of a flame after the ageing of the raw PC. The only issues 

encountered were noted during MLC measurements: in presence of the epoxy/silicone 
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coating, the TTI is shortened and the THR is raised indicating some reduction of the FR 

properties of the coating. Although, the incorporation of ferric particles solves those losses of 

performances.  

Under UV, the properties of the systems (adhesion and FR performances after UL-94 and LOI 

tests) are also maintained. However, the unfilled coatings do not prevent from the infiltration 

of the UV rays: the yellowing is even more pronounced when the PC is coated with the epoxy-

based paint. This phenomenon is due to the presence of the epoxy resin which also yellowed 

under UV. The topcoat layer (silicone-based) consequently does not prevent from the UV 

infiltration to the underlying materials. Nevertheless, the incorporation of ferric oxide allows 

to solve this issue: no yellowing of the system is registered after 8 weeks of exposure.  

 

IV-4 Conclusion 

 

In this chapter, the fire behaviors and ageing resistance of surface treated polycarbonate by 

self-stratifying compositions were investigated. From the results obtained in the third chapter, 

one coating composition was carefully selected: a silicone-based coating diluted in a blend of 

BuAc: xylene. In this chapter, the emphasis was placed on the influence of the addition of a 

particular metal oxide, i.e. red iron oxide, on both the FR and ageing properties. 

It was first shown that incorporation of iron oxide in silicone-based coating significantly 

improves the fire performances of the coated PC by forming a protective layer at the surface 

of the substrate which inhibits completely the occurrence of dripping, decreases the flame 

spread and the combustibility of the material in the presence of a flame. Under radiative heat 

flux, the enhancement of the fire performances were not as significant as in the first fire 

scenario investigated, nevertheless some modifications of the behaviors were registered 

during combustion. 

In the case of the silicone-based coating, the thermal stability of the PC coated system is 

significantly enhanced thanks to the silicone resin which is greatly stable, even at high 
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temperature, releases low heat of combustion and contributes to the formation of a barrier 

layer which protects the substrate from the heat source or the flame. The incorporation of 

iron oxide particle does not influence significantly the thermal stability of the film both under 

pyrolytic and thermo-oxidative conditions, although it permits to decrease the heat release 

during combustion: the most probable assumptions would be that the particles modify the 

structure of the silica network formed which allow enhancing the barrier effect of the silicone-

based layer. It is noteworthy to notice that the formation of additional carbonaceous char is 

not promoted by the addition of ferric oxide, although it is very likely that additional 

mechanical properties are brought to the system which consequently strengthened the 

barrier layer formed. It therefore results a delay in the ignition, the inhibition of the flame 

spread and a drastic reduction of the combustibility of the coating when submitted to a flame. 

Under a radiative heat flux (50 kW/m²), it was found that the thermoplastic film was 

responsible for the enhancement of the FR properties obtained after the application of the 

film by delaying the ignition and reducing the heat released combustion. The incorporation of 

ferric oxide did not bring additional enhancements in this fire scenario.  

Last, but not least, a great stability over ageing under T/RH is obtained when both the unfilled 

and filled coatings are applied on PC and submitted to vertical fire tests: the V0 rating is 

maintained as well as the LOI value of each system, on the contrary to the PC with which FR 

performances decrease after 4 weeks ageing, both under UV and T/RH conditions. Under UV, 

the yellowing of the non-filled coated PCs is however accelerated compared to that of raw PC. 

Nevertheless, this issue is solved by the addition of ferric oxide particles which are well known 

for they high stability under UVA exposure.  

To conclude, the use of metal oxide as only and sufficient flame retardant is a very specific 

exception. As well, these systems can only be used where the color of the product is not of 

importance. Results suggests that even with thermally stable fillers, other factors have a role 

in influencing fire retardancy, such as particle geometry, surface chemistry and possible 

thermal conductivity which would need a particular attention. 

This novel approach represents a proof of concept to flame retard durably polycarbonate in a 

low-cost and fast manner, simultaneously maintaining the mechanical properties of PC. Efforts 
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have now to be put on the development of more transparent self-stratifying coatings with 

similar flame retardant as well as weathering resistant properties. Finally, it is noteworthy that 

the incorporation of iron oxide leads to much better FR performances with only 10 wt.% 

incorporated in the coating’s formulation compared to an unfilled system.  

This chapter provided a better understanding and analysis of the behaviors of surface-treated 

PCs by self-stratifying coatings when the systems were submitted to different fire tests. It is a 

solid basis to keep developing fire retardant self-stratifying coatings not only for 

polycarbonate substrates. Nonetheless, some part of the understanding of the mechanism of 

action remain unclear or were indirectly demonstrated. In addition, some assumptions need 

to be confirmed. In this context, outlook will be proposed at the end of this work. 
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This work aimed at demonstrating the feasibility to design self-stratifying coatings on 

polycarbonate substrate for fire retardant purpose. Literature review showed that the self-

layering concept can generate many advantages for polymer coatings including costs 

reduction (mainly by decreasing the amount of solvent used and processing time), 

enhancement of coating’s properties, i.e. (i) mechanical properties, partly by including a 

successful balance between hardness and flexibility and by eliminating internal stresses, (ii) 

adhesion and adhesion durability, thereby contributing to corrosion protection, (ii) chemical 

resistance and durability, etc. Finally, this concept promotes the eco-development of products 

by limiting the release of VOCs during the processing. It was shown that this approach can be 

used for the development of new original coatings due to its versatility depending on the 

nature of the materials chosen. In this context, a screening of commercially available resins 

and solvents was primarily performed to select the best candidates in order to produce self-

layered compositions designable for fire retardant matter. 

On the one hand, the goal was to prove the applicability of the concept on polycarbonate, by 

developing effective layered films with excellent adhesion and weather durability. The 

screening generated promising results mainly with two resin combinations diluted in a blend 

of BuAc: xylene (1: 1): epoxy/silicone and epoxy/fluoropolymer. Moreover, the study revealed 

that the theoretical model used to predict the stratification behaviors of a binary system needs 

to be carefully considered as a high number of parameters are not taken into account in the 

calculations. Also, the processing conditions are dependent on the choice of the resins and 

have to be properly set up. Adhesion and fillers dispersion were the main parameters 

influenced by the choice of fillers and solvent. Finally, such separation is most likely to proceed 

via a spinodal mechanism, as a fast change of the parameters of state occurs (due to 

evaporation of highly volatile solvents). The systems developed have a unique composition 

and structure resulting from spontaneous phase separation, which promotes the effect of the 

thermoplastic resin compared to the brittle epoxy matrix.  

On the other hand, the aim was to find particular additives which allow improving the fireproof 

properties of polycarbonate by the application of a coating without influencing, or not 

significantly, the self-stratification of the binary blends during the formation of the solid film. 

In this context, iron oxide particles were found to be the best candidate (among calcium 

carbonate and two phosphorus based liquid fillers) when incorporated at 10 wt.% in the 
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thermosetting medium. Primarily, the influence of the additive on the thermal degradation of 

the films was investigated and elucidated. Although ferric oxide does not influence the 

thermal stability of the coating, it was found that the particles allow inhibiting completely the 

occurrence of dripping and flame spread by reducing the combustibility and the ignitability of 

the systems when submitted to a flame. A more efficient barrier layer is formed compared to 

the unfilled coatings. Under a radiative heat flux, the silicone resin (and not the ferric particles) 

brings the additional FR performances noted with the coated PCs compared to that of raw PC. 

Finally, very high durability of the heterogeneous structures has been proven. 

The formation of an efficient barrier layer in presence of the particles was found to be the 

main mode of action of the iron oxide filler: mass transfers were especially decreased, thus 

limiting the feeding of the flame. The detailed mode of action has not been ascertained and a 

number of hypotheses may be considered, a beneficial effect on the silica residue morphology 

being our most likely explanation. 

This work is the first study highlighting the potential of self-stratifying compositions to 

produce fire retardant coatings. The potential of such coating is very wide and can be applied 

for a variety of coatings composition. In summary, this work confirms that self-stratifying fire 

retardant coatings may be valorized as flame retardant surface treatments for polymeric 

substrates and offers the possibility of developing more sustainable and efficient coatings 

(Figure 81). As a conclusion, this work can be used as basis for further work, aiming at the 

valorization of self-stratifying coatings for the development of new original flame retardant 

systems. 
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Figure 81. Comparison between the current system and the self-stratifying system to fire retard PC 

by surface treatment 
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Considering the multidisciplinarity of this PhD work, many outlooks emerge.  

 

Although physical properties measurements were not within the scope of our project, further 

evaluation could be helpful regarding the applications of the developed coatings. In fact, 

knowing the impact of fillers on both the layering process and the physico-chemical properties 

of the coating, and on the mechanism of degradation when submitted to a flame or a heat 

source, interesting outlooks would be to work on the impact of the morphology, the size, the 

surface properties and the dispersion state of the filler. The first step would be related to the 

elucidation of the complete mode of action of the iron oxide grade used for the study, as some 

aspects need to be studied further. To do so, it would be interesting to test the coatings 

developed on a non-charring polymeric substrate (polypropylene for example) to ensure the 

formation of the carbonaceous structure observed during LOI and UL-94 tests is related to the 

charring of the substrate and the epoxy layer. Then, different additional grades of iron oxide 

could be of interest to compare the results obtained: nano-sized and surface treated particles 

for example.220 Moreover, a variety of iron compounds were found to be effective in the 

absence of halogen and in the presence of a char forming resin, and also a variety of salts 

including ferric borate, ferric phosphate, ferric aluminosilicate, micaceous hematite, iron-rich 

clay, etc. which could lead to very promising results.181 It is worth mentioning that ferric 

phosphates and silicates are rather light in color, atypical for ferric compounds but could be a 

very encouraging alternative to obtain light coated PC, as commercial exploitation of iron 

compounds has been severely restricted due to their color. In the temperature range normally 

encountered in paint and coatings application, it was already proven that the color of iron 

oxide particles remains practically unchanged on the contrary to yellow or black iron oxide 

which can be converted to Fe2O3 (hematite) at elevated temperatures (by dehydration or 

oxygenation respectively).  

Furthermore, one additional fire test which could lead to a better understanding of the 

mechanism of action of iron oxide is the smoke box test. Indeed, the smoke suppressing effect 

of these particles was emphasized by burning PVC and PVC/ABS blends and led to the 

conclusion that the Lewis-acid activity of some iron (III) compounds formed in situ may play a 

part in the smoke suppressing effect.184, 185 In addition, polymer structure is important: 

polymers with aromatic groups in the side chain (or generating aromatic groups during 
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combustion) give high smoke densities. The ability of iron compounds to suppress smoke 

production has been rationalized in terms of the Lewis acid properties of iron (III) chloride in 

relation to its catalytic function by invoking the fact that iron promotes an ionic decomposition 

mechanism.175 In this respect, complementary analyses on the two systems developed in this 

PhD work could lead to further understanding of the mechanism of action attributed to iron 

oxide.  

The third major outlook concerns the broadening of the self-stratifying approach for fire 

resistant purpose. The proof of concept to flame retard polymers by self-stratifying coatings 

was validated and thus opens the door to a variety of possibilities to set up novel original 

coatings for this matter. In a previous research made by Gardelle et al.203, it was demonstrated 

that the silicone 217 resin has intrinsic insulating properties. In particular, it exhibits a low heat 

conductivity which makes it a good candidate to fire protect steel structures. In the light of 

that fact, the development of a thick silicone-based self-stratified coating on steel could be a 

very promising and innovative alternative solution. The challenge is however more complex 

compared to plastics as, on one hand, steel is not a convenient substrate to be prepared for 

SEM characterization (its cutting for cross section analyses is very sensitive). On the other 

hand, the coatings applied on PC did not exceed 130 µm, which could be too thin, depending 

on the application, to obtain efficient and durable fire protection for steel. Such thickness 

could meet the requirement for indoor applications if the fireproofing effect is effective 

enough to meet the required specifications. For outdoor applications, the required thickness 

can reach up to 6 mm (for offshore platforms for example). Accordingly, the main challenge 

for outdoor applications will be to increase the thickness of the coating without impacting the 

layering process nor the quality of the coated film, and to incorporate intumescent additives 

into the formulation. The main and obvious solution would be to increase the viscosity of the 

paint solution by raising the percentage solid of resins in the formulation. The incorporation 

of a thickener would be trickier as it was already demonstrated that the degree of layering 

was impacted, although some FR additives could fit. Finally, it was noticed that the interfacial 

tension between the substrates and the silicone resin was lower with steel (ϒs2 = 5.51 mN/m) 

than with PC (ϒs2 = 7.88 mN/m). In self-stratifying coating compositions, the resin having the 

highest surface free energy usually migrates towards the interface with the substrate, and 

interfacial tension between the resin in contact with the substrate and the substrate (ϒs1) 
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should be very low (here, ϒs1, steel < ϒs1, PC ). A lower interfacial energy between the substrate 

and the resin that migrates to the interface with the air could possibly interfere with the phase 

separation in the homogeneous blend, if the process is driven by surface tensions. In this 

context, adequate surface treatments of steel may be in favor of the layering. In that respect, 

other polymeric substrates could also be investigated. As a starting point, preliminary studies 

have proven the potential of the epoxy/silicone coating for layering on steel (type II pattern, 

Figure 82), but to a lesser extent compared to PC. Such results were validated for a range of 

thicknesses going from 20 to 130 µm. To prepare the sample for SEM characterization, ionic-

polishing was found to be the best compromise. However, 10 hours of polishing are required 

for each sample. In this regard, the technique needs some improvement. Lastly, we proved 

that up to 50 wt.% solid, layering of the two phases was compromised on PC. An experimental 

design would be necessary here to investigate the influence of the thickness of the coating 

and of the percentage solid in the formulation. An alternative solution would be the 

modification of the solvent blend or solvent ratio. 

 

 

Figure 82. SEM X-Ray analyses of Si and Fe of an epoxy/silicone system applied on stainless steel (dry 

film thickness = 130 µm) 

 

Additionally, in order to increase the FR properties of the system, the addition of specific FR 

fillers or intumescent FR could be experimented. Some systems were already tested on steel 

using additives dispersed in the epoxy phase (iron oxide, calcium carbonate and RDP). 

However, the results were less conclusive than those obtained on PC (Figure 83). The degree 

of phase separation was altered and particles were found in the epoxy medium whereas they 
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migrated towards the silicone phase when applied on PC. Thus, the behavior of the systems 

differs depending on the substrate: further investigations are needed to deeply understand 

the predominant parameters. 

 

 

Figure 83. EDX X-ray mappings of Silicium and Iron, calcium or phosphorus on a cross-section of an 

epoxy/silicone coating filled Fe2O3, calcium carbonate or RDP and applied on steel 

 

Last, but not the least, the self-stratifying concept favors an industrial eco-efficient 

development of products, taking into account the reduction of solvents and labor cost. 

Looking at the finishing industry in general, the main driving force for technical changes is the 

lowering of volatile organic compounds (VOC) emissions and the adjustment (shortening) of 

the time of film formation. In this regard, an emerging problem is the recyclability, the 

environmental impact of the FR polymers and the toxicity of the solvents used. The use of 

xylene in the formulation is the first major drawback here, as well as of non-biodegradable 

polymers. The first solution would be to replace the solvent, or at least to reduce its amount 

in the BuAc: xylene blend, as BuAc is a greener solvent. However a compromise will have to 
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be found between the toxicity and the solubility requirements of the system. A solvent which 

has a low solubility parameter with one of the resins would be the best choice.  

 

An additional outlook would be the investigation of the durability of the flame retardant 

coating developed. To that end, additional tests could be carried out like salt spray chamber 

ageing, water immersion and dirt pick up resistance depending upon the targeted application 

scenario. The migration of the fillers in the coating during ageing could also be considered in 

the case of a loss of FR performances. Lastly, analysis of the coating’s life cycle (LCA studies) 

could definitely lead to an interesting measurement of the environmental impact of the 

system. 

The combination of continued technical innovation with improved cost efficiency represents 

the central challenge of the coatings industry. Self-stratifying coatings remain outside 

conventional coating technology (based on the use of compatible polymers and oligomers), 

but some of them are able to provide coatings with valuable properties. Their stratification to 

the top or bottom interfaces could bring improved adhesion, or instead, anti-adhesion 

properties, as well as wear, block and chemical resistance, better weather stability and 

reduced price. This technology may be transferred to other areas using solvent- or water-

borne liquid systems or organosolv types to find new applications in particular for coil-

coatings, adhesives, baking/storing enamels, gloss paint with high pigment volume 

concentration in the base layer, pigments-free opaque polymer coatings and bio-based 

sustainable coatings. Similarly, printing inks could be a good candidate since different 

interfaces are required to have different characteristics at the top and bottom surface.111  
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Appendix 1: Self-stratifying coatings: A review 
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The section 2 to 4.5 are presented in the chapter I of this manuscript. 
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Appendix 2: Technical data sheets of the polymers of interest used in the thesis 

 

Silicone RSN-0217 (Dow Corning) 

Table 39. Technical data of Silicone RSN-0217 

Property Range Unit CTM1 

Appearance Flake resin, white   

Solids Content 99 % 0208 

Tg  64 (147) °C (°F) 0936 

Hydroxyl content 6.0 % 0598 

Melt Viscosity at 107°C 

(225 °F) 
92,000 cP 0874 

Melt Viscosity at 150°C 

(302 °F) 
1410 cP 0874 

Flash Point closed cup 138 (280) °C (°F) 0090 

Theoretical Residual 

Silicon Dioxide 
47 %  

Degree of Substitution 1.0   

Solubility 
Ketones, esters, chlorinated solvents, alcohols, aromatic 

hydrocarbons and solvent blends with a Kauri-butanol value > 50 

1CTM: Corporate Test Method correspond to ASTM (American Society for Testing and 
Materials) standard tests in most instances 

 

Lumiflon LF200 (60% in xylene, AGC Chemicals) 

Table 40. Technical data of Lumiflon LF200 

Property Range Unit 

Appearance Transparent   

Tg  35 °C 

Hydroxyl value 52 mgKOH/g-polymer 

Acid value 0 mgKOH/g-polymer 

Solid content 60 % 

Solvent Xylene  

Specific gravity (at 25°C) 1.12  

Viscosity 20.10-4 m²/s 
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Appendix 3: Investigation of the epoxy-amine reaction by spectroscopy 

 

As described in the experimental part (chapter II), curing of epoxy resins with triamine can be 

described as a two-step process: firstly, an epoxy group reacts with a primary amine yielding 

to a secondary amine, which in the second step reacts with another epoxy group yielding a 

tertiary amine. Considering these chemical reactions, the process can be monitored through 

the evolution of concentration of epoxy groups and tertiary amines. The concentration of 

species is quantitatively related to the area of the absorption band only in the linear region, 

where Lambert Beer’s law is satisfied. Taking this into account, changes in concentration of 

epoxy groups may be determined by measuring the area of the absorption bands at 3050 cm-

1, 1252 (Raman spectroscopy) or at 915 cm-1 (FTIR spectroscopy). Nevertheless, following 

curing by IR is not always easy, because the epoxy band at high wavenumbers shows low 

sensitivity to changes in concentration as a consequence of its intrinsic low intensity. This may 

induce some uncertainty at the final stages of reaction when the concentration of epoxy 

groups is small. For in-situ monitoring processes such as curing, the interpretation of FTIR and 

Raman spectra, and the assignment of bands have been widely used for characterization of 

organic compounds. Both qualitative and quantitative information can be obtained by this 

technique, although its use in epoxy systems is quite restricted because of the location and 

intensity of the oxirane ring absorptions.  

 

Band attribution 

Raman spectroscopy. Raman bands corresponding to epoxy vibration are in the range of 1230 

and 1280 cm-1 (breathing of the epoxide ring).221, 222 The band at 915 cm-1 assigned to the 

epoxide ring deformation is much weaker. FTIR spectroscopy. Two characteristic absorptions 

of the oxirane ring are observed in the range between 4000 and 400 cm-1. The first one at 915 

cm-1 is attributed to the C-O deformation of the oxirane group, although some works done by 

Dannenberg223 showed that this band does not correspond exclusively to this deformation but 

also to some other unknown process. The second band is located at 3050 cm-1 and is attributed 

to the C-H tension of the methylene group of the epoxy ring. This band is not very useful since 

its intensity is low and it is also very close to the strong O-H absorptions; but in low 

polymerization degree of epoxy monomers it can be used as a qualitative indicative of the 
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presence of epoxy groups. The broad band at 3500 cm-1 is assigned to O-H stretching of 

hydroxyl groups, revealing the presence of dimers or high molecular weight species.224 The 

hydroxyl bands are sometimes useful for characterization although its quantitative use is very 

limited. Its position in the spectra also limit its use: the N-H stretching is very close to the 

strong absorption band, while the deformation band is located in the region where many 

signals corresponding to organic bonds appear, including the bonds of the solvent used for 

the dilution (m-xylene). 

 

Raman spectroscopy 

Raman spectra were collected from 30 to 100 °C (temperature limit for the use of the 

spectrometer) every 10 °C. When observing the bands at 1252 cm-1 and 1230 cm-1 (Figure 84 

a), they are decreasing while the temperature increases. The intensity of the band at 1230 cm-

1 decreases mainly between 70 and 80 °C, between which a gap is noticeable. The intensity of 

a peak is proportional to the concentration of the substance in the sample analyzed, what can 

be interpreted as the consuming of the free epoxide groups during the vitrification of epoxy 

resin curing process. On the other hand, an apparent reducing of the Raman peak at 915 cm-

1 is logged (Figure 84 b). Once again, a gap between 70 and 80 °C is well noticeable. At lower 

temperature (below 80 °C), the band is discernable but its intensity does not follow any trend.  

 

 
Figure 84. Raman spectra of the epoxy/amine system from 30 to 100 °C at 473 nm 

 

ATR-FTIR spectroscopy 

Spectra were recorded using a heated plate every 10 °C between 80 and 190 °C. The reference 

peak used as an internal standard for the normalization of epoxy peak absorbance is 
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phenylene at 830 cm-1 (ϒCH aromatics, Figure 85). The band characteristic of the epoxy function 

is well defined at 915 cm -1. As the intensity from the spectra recorded between 30 and 80 °C 

were similar, there are not presented in the figure for more clarity. The same phenomena 

were noted on the Raman spectra, which could significates that the curing reaction is not 

ongoing at such temperatures: crosslinking process would start around 80 °C.  

 

 
Figure 85. ATR-FTIR spectra of the system epoxy/amine from 80 to 190°C. The direction of the arrow 

indicates the evolution of the band with increasing temperature 

 

From the spectra, the intensity of the vibration band of the terminal epoxy group (915 cm-1) 

decreases during the curing reaction up to 150 °C, and stabilized after then. The difference in 

intensity however is very low which makes the method not enough accurate to allow 

calculating a percentage of conversion. As the intensity is measured in live, the system has 

probably not enough time to properly crosslinked. Nevertheless, some conclusions can be 

drawn: from 40 to 80°C, the formation of crosslinkage induced by the curing agent is not 

evidenced (overlapping of the spectra). From 80 to 150 °C, a decrease of the peak is observed, 

and up to 150°C, a stabilization is logged meaning that the formation of the crosslinked 

network is almost completed. Accordingly, the onset temperature of the curing reaction is 

estimated at 80 °C, and the offset temperature around 150 °C. The method derived from the 

Beer’s law that was based on the ratio of the height of the characteristic to reference 

absorbance peak was used, however the different is not enough significant to obtain reliable 

results. In addition, integration of such peak could be sensitive to baseline bias.  
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Appendix 4 MLC curves of PC and coated PC with two self-stratifying 

composition at 35 kW/m² 

 

 

Figure 86. MLC curves of polycarbonate and coated PCs with the epoxy/silicone and 

epoxy/silicone/iron oxide system (35 kW/m², 35 mm) 

 

Table 41. MLC values of virgin PC, epoxy/silicone and epoxy/silicone/iron oxide coated PC (35 

kW/m², 35 mm) 

 

 

 

 

 

  

 Virgin PC Epoxy/Silicone coated PC Epoxy/Silicone/IO coated PC  

TTI (s) 319 ± 10 No ignition No ignition  

pHRR (kW/m²) 202 ± 24 - -  

THR (MJ/m²) 35 ± 1 - -  

TFO (s) 1070 ± 110 - -  
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Appendix 5: Hansen Solubility Sphere data 

 

Table 42. Coordinates of the junction between the Hansen sphere of the epoxy resin and the silicone 
and fluoropolymer spheres, their C and overlap factor when diluted at 10 wt.% 

Target polymer : Epoxy resin 

DGEBA 
Dj Pj Hj C (MPa3/2) Overlap factor (%) 

Silicone S217 17.9 17.6 3.9 17778 112 

Lumiflon LF200 18.8 11.3 7.8 4361 36 

 

Table 43. Coordinates of the junction between the Hansen sphere of the epoxy resin and the silicone 
and fluoropolymer, their C and overlap factor when diluted at 30 wt.% after 7 days 

Target polymer : Epoxy resin 

DGEBA 
Dj Pj Hj C (MPa3/2) Overlap factor (%) 

Silicone S217 19.4 11.1 8.5 4865 116 

Lumiflon LF200 16.9 8.9 8 4569 63 

 

Table 44. Coordinates of the junction between the Hansen sphere of the silicone resin and the 
fluoropolymer spheres, their C and overlap factor when diluted at 10 wt.% 

Target polymer : Silicone 

S217 
Dj Pj Hj C (MPa3/2) Overlap factor (%) 

Lumiflon LF200 18.6 9.9 9.5 3802 37 
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Appendix 6: Choice of resins: Screening based on Hansen Solubility Spheres 

 

The following results gathers the experiments carried out with additional three resin: Acrylic 

BR106 (Dianal America, INC.) and B875 (IMCD), and silicone 3055 from Dow Corning. The 

silicone 217 resin was also used as a thermosetting system in combination with a particular 

resin modifier (7081 resin modifier provided by Dow Corning). Similarly, the Silicone 3055 was 

crosslinked with a large excess of methyltrimethoxysilane (MTM) and a titanium (Ti) catalyst. 

 

Table 45. Hansen Solubility Parameters of the selected resins diluted at 10 wt.% 

Resins 𝜹𝒅 (J.cm-3)1/2 𝜹𝒑 (J.cm-3)1/2 𝜹𝒉 (J.cm-3)1/2 𝜹𝒕𝒐𝒕 (J.cm-3)1/2 
Radius 

(MPa1/2) 

Acrylic BR106 18.9 6.9 6.9 21.3 10.0 

Silicone 3055 22.9 5.5 10.7 25.8 18.2 

Acrylic B875 21.0 2.8 10.4 23.6 13.9 

 

 

 

Figure 87. Hansen solubility spheres of (a) acrylic BR106, (b) Silicone 3055 and (c) Acrylic B875 diluted 

at 10 wt.% 
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Table 46. Overlap factors between the epoxy DGEBA, Silicone 3055 and 217 and various 

thermoplastic resins when diluted at 10 wt.%, after 7 days 

Target polymer : Epoxy resin DGEBA V(DGEBA)*/V(X)** 
Overlap factor 

(%) 

Acrylic BR106 13 %/ 85 % 94 

Silicone 3055 29 %/ 35 % 44 

Neocryl B875 14 %/ 39 % 44 

Target polymer : Silicone 3055 V(DGEBA)*/V(X)** 
Overlap factor 

(%) 

Acrylic BR106 17 %/ 99 % >100 

Neocryl B875 44 %/ 100 % >100 

Lumiflon LF200 38 %/ 93 % >100 

Target polymer : Silicone S217 V(DGEBA)*/V(X)** 
Overlap factor 

(%) 

Acrylic BR106 23 %/ 80 % 82 

*V(DGEBA) = percentage (by volume) of the crosslinkable resin solubility sphere that is occupied by the sphere 

of other polymer, **V(X) = percentage (by volume) of the second polymer solubility sphere that is occupied by 

the crosslinkable resin solubility sphere.  
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Appendix 7: Interfacial energy data for the prediction of stratification based on 

the surface energy model 

 

Table 47. Interfacial energy between the epoxy, silicone or fluoropolymer resin on PC 

Resin systems ϒ12 (mN.m
-1

) ϒs1 (mN.m
-1

) ϒs2 (mN.m
-1

) 

Pure resins 

Epoxide/ 

Fluoropolymer 
4.13 1.45 8.12 

Epoxide/ Silicone 5.06 1.45 7.88 

Xylene 

Epoxide/ 

Fluoropolymer 
8.15 11.29 2.23 

Epoxide/ Silicone 9.70 11.29 0.92 

BuAc: xylene (1:1) 

Epoxide/ 

Fluoropolymer 
0.16 1.81 1.80 

Epoxide/ Silicone 1.60 1.81 3.24 

MIBK: xylene (1:1) 

Epoxide/ 

Fluoropolymer 
17.19 20.06 0.95 

Epoxide/ Silicone 16.90 20.06 0.95 

MIBK: xylene: 1-

methoxy-2-

propanol (5: 3: 2) 

Epoxide/ 

Fluoropolymer 
0.30 1.69 1.82 

Epoxide/ Silicone 0.18 1.69 0.91 
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Appendix 8: Influence of the level of pigment and percentage of resin solid in 

the epoxy/silicone self-stratified system 

 

Influence of the level of pigment 

The self-stratification of epoxy/silicone films containing Fe2O3 or CaCO3 introduced at different 

level (2.5, 5 and 10 %PVC) were designed and characterized. The fillers were initially dispersed 

in the epoxy phase. The appearance of the coatings, their adhesion on PC, their thickness, 

stratification pattern and the location of the filler in the solid film are detailed in Table 48. 

 

Table 48. Pigments location, appearance of the coating, adhesion rating and stratification pattern 
resulted from the epoxy/silicone coatings filled with Fe2O3 and CaCO3 at 2.5. 5 and 10 %PVC 

Additive 
PVC 
(%)1 

Filler location 
after film 
formation 

Appearance of 
the coating 

Thickness 
(µm) 

Cross 
hatch 

testing 

Stratification 
pattern 

No filler 0 - 
Slightly rough. 

glossy 
55 5B I 

Fe2O3 

2.5 

Silicone layer 
Smooth. good 

pigments 
dispersion 

32 5B I 

5 42 5B I 

10 30 4B I 

CaCO3 

2.5 

Interface 
epoxy/silicone 

& silicone 
layer 

Rough. good 
pigments 
dispersion 

32 5B I 

5 
In both 
phases 

45 4B I 

10 Silicone layer 55 4B I 

1 PVC = Pigment Volume Concentration 

 

When the formulation contains Fe2O3, stratified films with nice visual appearance were 

obtained in all the cases, whatever the amount of filler introduced. At the highest %PVC, 

adhesion begins to be slightly constrained: 4B rating is obtained, compared to 5B with 2.5 and 

5 %PVC. In all cases, iron oxide migrates in the silicone layer during curing, as observed in the 

Figure 88 a. With CaCO3, it was less easy to thoroughly disperse the filler in the epoxy resin 

and to properly adjust the parameters of the spray gun so that to obtain a nice coating. If the 

time of grinding is too short, settling is well noticeable even before the mixing with the second 

resin. However, after these adjustments, coatings with a nice visual appearance and with type 
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I stratification patterns were obtained in all the cases. Adhesion is slightly reduced with 5 and 

10 %PVC: a 4B rating is obtained compared to 5B with a lower amount of fillers. The 

distribution of calcium carbonate through the thickness after the formation of the film does 

not however follow any rational according to the amount of fillers incorporated: depending 

on the PVC, this filler can be present at the interface of both layers (2.5 %PVC), in both phases 

(5 %PVC) or in the silicone layer only (10 %PVC) (Figure 88 b).   

 

 

Figure 88. EDX X-ray mappings of a) Silicium and iron and b) Silicium and Calcium on cross-sections of 
an epoxy/silicone coating filled with 10 %PVC of a) iron oxide and b) calcium carbonate 

 

To conclude, iron oxide and calcium carbonate do not affect the layering when incorporated 

up to 10 %PVC: they mostly migrate, with a concentration gradient more or less pronounced 

to the air interface with the silicone resin. The distribution of CaCO3 trough the thickness is 

more contrasted however it does not impact the quality of the layering: fillers are not well 

wetted by the resins but this does not modify the equilibrium between the two phases. 

Effect of the percentage of solid of the resins 

Type I stratification pattern was observed from percentage solid comprises between 30 and 

50 wt.%, and for film thicknesses inferior to 130 µm (Figure 89). Some inhomogeneity are 

discernable between the thickness of the epoxy and silicone phase in some area of the film 
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Figure 89. SEM images of epoxy/silicone self-layered system at a) 40 wt.% and b) 50 wt.% of resins 
sprayed on PC 
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Appendix 9: MLR curves of PC, and coated PC with iron oxide particle or not 

 
 
 

 

Figure 90. MLR curves of PC, and coated PC with and without IO particles 

 

Table 49. MLC data obtained for PC, and coated PC with unfilled and filled formulations 

 PC Coated PC (no Fe2O3) Coated PC (with Fe2O3) 

TTI (s) 92 ± 6 26 ± 2 20 ± 3 

pHRR (kW/m²) 231 ± 6 250 ± 2 (+8 %)1 191 ± 23(-17 %) 

THR (MJ/m²) 52 ± 1 46 ± 3 (-12 %) 29 ± 4 (-44 %) 

TFO (s) 1077 ± 47 735 ± 30 735 ± 67  

SMLR (g/m².s) 3.1 ± 0.1 4.8 ± 0.3 4.1 ± 0.1 

1Percentage are calculated according the difference with the virgin PC 
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Résumé 

L’objectif de ce travail de thèse consiste à élaborer des revêtements auto-stratifiants pour ignifuger du 

polycarbonate (PC). La nouveauté réside dans le développement de procédés répondant intelligemment aux 

enjeux écologiques et économiques actuels. Deux revêtements à base d’une résine thermodurcissable (époxyde) 

et thermoplastique (silicone ou fluoropolymère) ont été développés. Une stratification parfaite a été mise en 

évidence par différentes techniques d’analyses, pour des épaisseurs de film allant jusqu’à 130 µm. L’influence 

du solvant, de l’agent durcisseur, des conditions de séchage, des additifs et de leur phase d’incorporation a été 

étudiée. Finalement, un système dilué dans un mélange acétate de butyle : xylène (1:1) offre les meilleures 

propriétés (stratification, adhésion, aspect esthétique), avec la résine thermoplastique constituant la partie 

supérieure du film. De plus, il a été démontré que la vitesse d’évaporation du solvant influence très fortement le 

degré de stratification, et que l’ajout additifs (oxyde de fer, carbonate de calcium et deux agents phosphorés) 

jusqu’à 10% en masse n’influence pas la stratification. Leur dispersion peut cependant être affectée par leur 

phase d’incorporation et par le solvant. L’oxyde de fer introduit à 10% s’est révélé être le meilleur candidat, 

conservant les propriétés du film (aspect, adhésion, gloss) et améliorant sa tenue au feu et au vieillissement 

(température, UV et humidité). Il en découle une réduction de l’inflammabilité du PC revêtu, de la propagation 

de flammes et de l’apparition de gouttes enflammées lorsque le système est soumis à une flamme. La formation 

d’une couche protectrice limitant les transferts de masse entre le substrat et la flamme a ainsi été valorisée. Une 

modification de la structure du réseau de silice formé dû à l’ajout des particules de fer apparaît comme le 

scenario le plus vraisemblable, permettant ainsi l’amélioration de l’effet barrière. La carbonisation du système 

n’est cependant pas favorisée, bien qu’il soit très probable que les propriétés mécaniques de la couche 

protectrice soient augmentées. Au contraire, bien que l’oxyde de fer catalyse la dégradation de la résine fluorée, 

la carbonisation augmente légèrement. Finalement, une bonne résistance au vieillissement des deux systèmes a 

été évaluée tant en termes de propriétés feu que d’adhésion et d’aspect esthétique. 

Mots clés : revêtement auto-stratifiants, séparation de phase, incompatibilité, époxyde, silicone, 

fluoropolymère, oxyde de fer, résistance au feu, vieillissement accéléré 

Abstract 

This PhD work is a proof of concept on the design of flame retardant (FR) self-stratifying coatings for 

polycarbonate (PC). This “one pot” process allows an eco- and smart-development of new products while 

reducing cost, processing time and solvent emission. In this work, two original self-layering coatings based on 

epoxy/silicone and epoxy/fluoropolymer blends were developed. Their perfect stratification on PC was 

evidenced using different techniques, in a thickness range up to 130 µm. The influence of solvents characteristics, 

hardener, curing conditions, fillers and their incorporation phase was studied. Finally, the system diluted in 

butylacetate: xylene (at a 1:1 ratio) leads to the best layering and adhesion, with the thermoplastic phase 

(silicone or fluoropolymer) located on the top of the film. The solvent evaporation rate strongly influences the 

stratification, and the fillers tested (iron oxide, calcium carbonate and two phosphorus based additives) do not 

affect the layering when introduced up to 10 wt.%. However, visual appearance and adhesion are strongly 

dependent on the phase in which the fillers are dispersed and on the solvent used. The best improvements in 

terms of FR properties, adhesion, visual appearance and weatherability (temperature, UV and humidity) were 

obtained by incorporating micrometric Fe2O3 particles: it allows the formation of a protective barrier which limits 

substrate/flame mass transfers, and prevents from the yellowing of the system under UV rays. It therefore results 

a delay in the ignition, the inhibition of the flame spread and dripping when submitted to a flame, and a drastic 

reduction of the combustibility of the two coatings. When added to the silicone-based system, a modification of 

the structure of the silica network formed by the particles which enhances the barrier effect of the silicone-based 

layer would be the most probable assumption. The formation of additional carbonaceous char is not promoted 

by the iron oxide, although it is very likely that additional mechanical properties are brought to the system, which 

consequently strengthened the barrier layer formed. Although the particles catalyzes the thermal degradation 

of the fluorinated resin, the coating slightly promotes the formation of a carbonaceous char. Finally, the FR 

properties, adhesion and visual appearance are relatively maintained after 8 weeks of ageing. 

Key words: Self-stratifying coating, Phase separation, Incompatibility, epoxy, silicone, fluoropolymer, iron oxide, 

flame retardancy, thermal degradation, ageing resistance 
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